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North Memphians Buck MHA To Save Homes
VOL. VII—No. 10 MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, JANUARY 11, 1958
Montgomery Case May Apply 
Price 15c
Judge Sets Lawyer Right At Bus Suit Hearing
Highlights Of
Courtroom Drama
Decision In Case
Expected Jan. 11
NAACP Support Mounts
By M. L. REID
Judge John D. Martin, U. S. Circuit judge, presiding
over a three-judge court on Monday in the long-delayed
bus hearing, first on the 1958 docket, made it clear to an
ttorney for the defendant officials of the City of Mem-
phis that the "separate but equal" clause of the Plessy vs.
Ferguson case handed down years 
ago would not be their guide for days in which to indicate what
a decision in the present suit of the State's position would be in0. Z. Evers, a postal employee, the matter.
challenging the city's segregation
policy on buses.
"If we find that the decision
handed down by t h e Supreme
Court in the Montgomery, Ala.,
bus dispute is applicable here, we
will have to be guided by that
decision," Judge Martin told Wal-
DELAY DENIED
During the opening moments of
the hearing, the defense request-
ed that a continuance be granted
on the grounds that such proceed
ings, would be illegal, because the
court and the plaintiffs had failed
ter P. Chandler, one of several to observe a statute which pro
lawyers who appeared as advisors vided that "if the action involves
with City Attorney Frank Gianot- the enforcement, operation, or ex-
ti. Mr. Chandler argued that the ,ectition of State statutes or State
Memphis Case is original, a n d administrative orders, t least
could not be guided by the Su-
preme Court's recent decisions.
0Judge Martin. sitting with Fed-al Judges Marion S. Boyd and
William E. Miller told both parties
that they could hear the argu-
ments in the bus case, but they Clerk of Court was finally finger-
would not give a decision in the ed as at fault.
suit until Tennessee Attorney A brief recess was declared, and
General George McCanless and later the judges agreed to hear
Governor Clement had had five the argument but reserve judg-
ment until such time as the state
officials indicate that they wish
to enter or ignore the suit. The
officials have until Saturday toWoman Killed
Defending Kids
Gets Las Rites
five days notice of
shall be given to the
the attorney gener
with the notice go
ties by r e
NAACP was bla
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vernor and
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d at first. The
Historic Scenes In Local Bias Case
CROWDED COURT — Only
standing room was available,
and that very meager, in Fed-
eral Court last Monday morn.
Mg when Memphians shown
In the top two photos and
cheers jammed the room to ob-
serve the proceedings and to
glve the NAACP moral sup.
port when the local bus seg.
regation hearing started be-
fore a three-judge court. In
bottom photo at left, and left
to right, Attorneys Robert Car-
ter, NAACP General Counsel.
A. W. Willis, jr., of Memphis;
0. Z. Evers, the plaintiff,
and R. T. Lockard, attorney
for Mr. Evers and president
of the local branch of NAACP
— hold a conference before
the hearing beeina. In photo..
at bottom right, 'are G. Mey...
that was 0. Z. Evers, who filed
declare their intentions with the
I court.
Atty. H. T. Lockard had only N. Memohiansone witness to take the stand, and ,
Funeral services for Mrs. Alici the suit against the City of 
Mem.1 li
Noel, 37, of 1483 Oriole St., pre- 
phis and its officials. Mr. Lock- Halt Mard, local president of the NAACP.viously identified as Mrs. Alice
Noel Mitchell, were held last Sat- 
was assisted by Atty. Robert Car- ove To
urday night at the Patterson Fu,
..ter, who came from New York to
neral home, with Rev. Clarence h
elp with the case.
Jones. officiating. 
I BIT OF HUMOR
Mrs. Nod died on Christmas 
li
Mr. Evers recited the incidents Rezone omesI 
morning in John Gaston hospital 
which led up to his being evicted
from a bus on April 26, 1956, by 1
prom stab wounds allegedly inflict- two city policemen, Patrolman' 
An application of the Memphis
1 by her boy friend, James Nor- :Housing
 Authority to have 
lan, a patient on leave from the Earl Clark and W. J. Reynolds,
 
prop-
erty in the North Memphis area
West Tennessee Tuberculosis hos- who later took the stand
 for the rezoned was denied here recently
pital. defendants. Mr. 
Evers provided a
stfotsman escaped following the b
it of humor during the proceed.
attack on Mrs. Noel, and has not ings, when he answered 
under
been heard from since he called.cross examination by City 
Atty have property bounded by Me-
Frank Gianotti that he had been•
He is being sought by police, 
a member of the NAACP "all my them rezoned from R-3 residential.
-
te find that she had succumbed.nassas, Tulley, Marble
 and Wor-
SURVIVORS 
. 
life."
Mr. Lockard and Mr. Carter 
and C-2 commercial to R-4 multi-
Mrs. Noel is survived by a son, sought to show during the trial 
pie dwelling.
John Luther Noel; a daughter, 
Rose Lucille Noel; four brothers, 
Attorney J. F. Estes represent-
T eodoret at the segregation laws of the
. ed the residents of the area, many
State of Tennessee were unconsti-
Scott, of Memphis; Wil-
lie Mickens, St. Louis; Mickenly 
tutional and violated the 14th 
of whom came along with him to
Mickens and Albert Mickens, both 
Amendment.
T
of Ellendale; and a sister, Mrs. 
he Memphis chief of police, .1.
Ella Mae Buckley of Memphis.
C. Macdonald, Assistant Chief U.
T. Bartholomew, and Chief of De-
' Interment was in the Hollywood
cemetery last Sunday. ;See DECISION Page 2
957 HEADLINE MAKERS —
.1 mtsee the top nine women
selected by the tssociated
Press news editors as outstand-
ing newsmakers of 1957
were top, left to right: Mrs.
L. C. Bates, preeldent et the
by the Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty Planning Commission.
The housing authority sought to
protest the rezoning of their prop-
erty.
PREMATURE ACTION
In his petition, Atty. Estes told
See REZONE Page 2
era and Mrs. Evers, who
brought the suit against the
city and the bus company
after they were forced to leave
the bus, when they refused to..
follow the Jim Crow pattern.
(Withers Photo)
Elks To Honor Two In This Area
At Philly Citizenship Banquet
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—The Elks' much talked about
$100,000 campaign to provide scholarships for deserving
youngsters will be launched at a National Education for
Citizenship Banquet the night of Jan.
Broadwood Hotel's Crystal Ballroom.
Both the scholarship campaign! 
and banquet are under sponsorship; Gov, McKeldin will be Mrs. L. C.
of the Elks Department of Edu- 1(Daisy) Bates, described as "the
cation, headed by Grand Commis- angel of Little Rock;" Dr. Ben-
sioner George W. Lee of Mem- jamin Fine, educational editor of
the New York Times; L. Alex
Wilson, editor of the Memphis
Tri-State Defender; Paul Welch of
Life Magazine, and Grand Daugh-
ter Ruler Nettie Carter Jackson.
Each of these personalities will
receive special citations from Lt.
Lee in recognition of their con-
tributions to the civil rights cause
during 1957.
Gov. McKeldin will be present-
ed to the audience by Grand Ex-
alted Ruler Johnson.
Elk lodges and temples through
phis. And both projects are being
given all-out support by Grand
Exalted Ruler Robert H. Johnson
and the entire membership of the
fraternal organization.
Lt. Lee announced that the cour-
ageous governor of Maryland,
Theodore Roosevelt McKeldin, will
be guest speaker at the banquet.
The celebrated Ed Sullivan of TV
and newspaper fame has been of-
fered an invitation to emcee the
affair.
Sharing the speaker's table with
AP's Outstanding Women Of 1957
Arkansas Conference of N. A.
A. C. P. branches, who was
chosen -outstanding woman in
the field of education of 1917.-
for her role in tutoring nine
Negro children who were
integrated in the Little Rock
Central iligh school and Al-
thea Gibson, Harlem tennis
Maser, who captured the wom-
en's single championship at
Wimbledon in July. Bottom],
same order, are, Queen Eliz•
abeth II, whose visit to Amer-
ica "produced enough news
stories to fill a library:" Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt, widow of
the late President Franklin
D. Roosevelt; and Lucille Ball,
31, here in
television personality and pro-
ducer. Arkansas news editors
made It clear that they were
not responsible for the selec-
tion of Mrs. Rates by not men•
tioning her in their stories,
the
out the country are sending repre-
sentatives to the banquet, prob-
ably the most colorful event ever
planned by Commissioner Lee.
Famous bandleader Lionel
Hampton, recently named chair-
man of the Elks' $100,000 Scholar-
ship campaign, will conduct bene-
fit shows in several big cities for
the scholarship drive upon h s
return from overseas.
The Elks Department of Edu.
cation is providing scholarships
for 53 deserving Negro and white
college students this year. Among
these is Bobby Cain, main figure
n the school desegregation strug-
gle in Clinton, Tenn., last school
year.
Lt. Lee already has promised
college scholarships to the nine
colored students now attending de-
segregated Central High school in
Little Rock.
More than 1,000 scholarships
have been provided since the de-
partment was created.
An overflow crowd of more
than 30,0 persons, mostly Ne-
groes with only a sprirSling of
whites, jammed federal court in
Memphis on Monday to watch
NAACP lawyers and attorneys for
the city of Memphis, and its of-
ficials present their arguments
for and aghinst the continuance of
segregati n on buses in the city.
During the pening moments of
the trial, there was visible anxiety
among spectators when it seem-
ed that the "show would be can-
celled when defense lawyers intro.
duced a motion that the proceed.
ings be halted on the grounds that
the governor and the attorney gen-
eral for the state of Tennessee had
received no notice of the hearings.
Atty. Robert Carter of the
NAACP's New York office stepped
to the floor and produced a copy
of a letter which had been mailed
to the officials, and an elderly
man among the spectators smiled
See HIGHLIGHTS Page 2
1Ministerial Alliance
Offers Suggestions
Within the near future Memphis will be riding In-
tegrated city buses. This places upon us all a tremendous
responsibility of maintaining, in the face of what could
be some unpleasantness, a calm and Christian dignity be-
fitting good citizens and members of our race
If there is violence in word or deed It should not be
our people who commit it
THE MSR BUSES•WILL NOT BE INTEGRAT-
ED FOR SOME MONTHS TO COME REGARDLESS
OF WHAT DECISION IS HANDED DOWN BY THE
FEDERAL COURT HERE ON SATURDAY, JAN-
UARY 11 OR LATER.
For your help and convenience In preparation for
the extension of fuller democracy to our people, WHEN
THE FINAL ORDER IS ISSUED TO INTEGRATE,
we submit the following suggestion. We urge you to
read, study and memorize them so that our non-
violence determination may not be endangered.
In the first place, we offer some general sugges-
tions:
I. Not all white people are opposed to Integrated \
buses. Accept goodvvilt on the part of many.
2. Pray for guidance and commit yourself to com-
plete non-violence in word and action as you enter the
bus.
3. Demonstrate the calm dignity of our Memphis
people in your actions.
4. In all things observe ordinary rules of courtesy
and good behavior.
5. Be quiet but friendly, proud, but not arrogant.
6. Be loving enough to absorb evil and understand-
ing evough to turn an enemy into a friend.
NOW FOR SOME SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS:
1. The bus driver in charge, is in charge of the bus
and will be instructed to obey the law. Assume that he
will cooperate in helping you occupy any vacant seat.
2. In sitting down by a person, say. "MAY I" or
"PARDON ME" as you sit. This is a common courtesy.
3. If cursed, do not curse back. If pushed, do not
push back. If struck, do not strike back, but evidence
love and goodwill at all times.
4. in case of an incident, talk as little as possible,
always in a quiet tone. Do not get up from your seat!
Report all serious incidents to the bus driver. GET NUM-
BER OF BUS, TIME INCIDENT OCCURRED AND WIT-
NESSES If necessary, report to 111SR General Manager.
5. 'According to your own ability and personality,
do not be afraid to experiment with new and creative
techniques for achieving reconciliation and social change.
THE INTERDENOMINATIONAL MINISTERIAL
ALLIANCE of MEMPHIS
I Loyal Teacher Honored
Mrs. Lillian Carter Thompson
of 857 loka at., has beers teaching
in the Memphis public schools for
10 years now. But she has never
received one dime from the Board
of Education, for Mrs. Thomp•
son is on the staff of the Memphis.
Shelby County Chapter of the
American Red Cross.
As a qualified registered nurse,
she teaches a six-week course in
Home Nursing and baby care to
the high school girls at Booker
T. Washington, Hamilton, Manes-
as 9, Melrose, Douglas, Lester and
St. Augustine.
"When I was a little girl back
In Richmond, Va.," said Mrs.
Thompson, "I wanted to be a
nurse. I guess I always just want-
ed to care for the sick." When
a reporter asked her about her
See TEACHER Page 2
HONORED — Mrs. I.illian
Carter Thompson (left) of 557
lake st., smiles as she re•
ceives her service pin for IS
years of loyal Red Cron wet
from Mrs. Ruth T. Walker,
assistant manager, of (be Red
Cross.
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MEMPHIANS ENTERTAIN-..
The Memphians club New
Year's fete will be remember-
ed by the throng of guests
who attended for sometime.
Held at their club house on
Orleans, the affair reached its
fun filled peak as the N e w
Decision
Year tir.ked in. The many
guests were bug-eyed at the
heavily laden tables of excel-
lent food, which was served
during the early minutes of.
the New Year. Dancing, for..
those who so desired, was a
feature of the evening. Mew-..
Hus
For Not Helping
(Continued
From 
Page
" With Sick Childteethes M. A. Hines, took the
stand in behalf of the defendants,
and testified that integration on
.the Memphis buses would be an in-
vitation to race riots and blood-
shed, in spite of the best efforts
of the police department to
maintain law and order.
COURTROOM PACKED
In previous instances where
there have been clashes be-
tween white and colored passeng-
ers. all of the officials testified,
they have been able to dissolve
the matter tinder local laws, such
as disturbance of the peace, dis-
orderly conduct, or drunkenness
charges. But the Evers incident,
May said, was not in that cats-
*MI and he and his riding com-
panion were asked either to leave
th. bus, or go to the rear, but
they decided to get off.
When the court opened on Mon-
day, it was packed with specta-
tors who had come to watch the
proceedings in the historic case.
There were very few whites scat-
tered through the audience, dur-
ing the pre-noon hours, hut a
large number showed up later.
Sonic said that they had heard
about the trial on radio, and had
closed up businesses and offices
to come over and watch.
CHANDLER SMEARS
Negro citizens from all walks
of life in the Memphis community
were on hand to hear Mr. Chand-
ler, former mayor o/ Memphis
who also served in Congress,
brmaci the bus integration suit as
a membership-getting scheme of
the NAACP, acting in concert
with Mr. Evers.
In an emotional appeal to the
court, the attorney told the judges
that the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple would be doing the Negroes
in this country a greater service
if it abandoned its attempts to
gain equality, and bent its efforts
toward elevating "the Nigras"
physically, morally, and mentally.
Integration, he said, would consti-
tute not only a safety hazard, ut
one of health as well.
The defendanks, in a brief to
the court, said that in the action
for which they were being sued,
they were merely carrying out
their duties as officials sworn to
uphold laws which had been up-
held since being passed 50 years
ago, and "as officers of the City
of Memphis" see this as their
A 29-year-old father, who refus-
ed to come home after his wife
called a cafe and told him to re-
turn and assist with one of their
two small children who "was run-
ning a high fev-
er," had his
throat slashed
last Saturday
night in an argu-
ment which fol.
lowed his wife's
discovery of "the
other woman."
Lalts 
 e Andrew
Austin, 498 Aus-
tin at,, died in
tLee A. Austin he emergency
room of John
Gaston hospital as physicians
sought vainly to replace the blood
that he had lost after his wife,
Mrs. Cora Lee Austin, 25, severed
&neck artery with a paring knife.
Homicide officials say that Mrs.
Austin, who is being held in the
Shelby County jail on a charge of
first degree murder, told them
that she was upset when she dis-
covered that 2-year-old Mary Co--
rene was sick, and when she saw
that the child had some fever
she called her husband, and ask-
ed him to come hOme and help
her.
S said she contacted him
at a ar y cafe, and asked him
to come ome and help her, but
that he told her to leave him alone
and that he would come home
when he got ready, and to please
stop bothering him.
She said that she hurried to the
eating establishment on Tillman
st., and on approaching it saw her
husband "strolling down the
street" with another woman. She
said that a heated argument en-
sued, and that they were on their
way home, and passed his aunt,
Mrs. Grace Hughes' home.
Mrs. Austin rushed into the
house, and returned with a par-
ing knife, and as they began to
struggle, she slashed her husband
on the right side of the neck, and
severed an artery, homicide chief,
W. W. Wilkinson reported.
Mr. Austin was rushed to John
Gaston hospital where he died as
physicians tried to save his life.
The children, Mary Corene 2
and Larry Donnell, 5, are being
cared for by Mrs. Austin's twin
sister, Mrs. Ora B. Alexander, who
duty. resides at the same address.
WILL FIGHT TO END Funeral arrangements for Mr.
At such time when the lay: I:, Austin, who was employed at the
declared unconstitutional by a Stein Budding Supply company,
"Court of final review." they are incomplete. N. H. Owen and
said, they would uphold the law Sons Funeral home is in charge
bers of the popular club
shown greeting 1958 in song
include H. L. Jackson, Prof...
Louis Hobson, George Stevens,
John A. Arnold, Willie in
Weathers, Emmett Hawkins,
R. S. Lewis, and Dr. John
White. (Stokes Photo.)
Teacher
(Continued From Page 2)
federal scholarship to the medi-
cal college of Virginia, she ex-
plained modestly that "it was just
an accident."
THREE DON'TS
"These high school girls are
very interested in baby care, par-
ticularly in learning what to do
before and after the baby comes.
Feeding and bathing the baby are
also very important things for the
new mother to learn," said Mrs.
Thompson.
"If there were only three things
that I could tell young mothers,"
said the nurse, with a smile, "it
would be three don'ts:"
1. Don't ever leave a child alone
2. Don't take a child less than
two months of age into a crowd.
They are very susceptible to di-
seases.
3. Dop't ever try to make a child
afraid. There are many people to-
day who are afraid of doctors and
nurses because their mothers told
them that unless they behaved,
they were going to take them to
the doctor.
And what does teacher Lillian
Thompson do with part of her
spare time? She teaches Sun-
day school, at the Metropolitan
Baptist church.
Mrs. Thompson, who is married
to Memphis Postman Arthur W.
Thompson, will receive recogni-
tion this month from the Rod
Cross for her 10 years of suc-
cessful and loyal service.
• • •
If any Garden Club, Church
group, or civic organization is in-
terested in taking the free Red
Cross Home Nursing Course from
Mrs. Thompson, call Chapter
Headquarters at JA 5-7361 for in-
formation.
14th Dodger Signs
His 1958 Contract
LOS ANGELES - H
Pitcher Fred Leo Kipp has be-
come the 14th player to sign a
1958 contract with the Los Ange-
les Dodgers.
Kipp, a lefthander, won only
eight while losing 17 with Moo-
treat in the International league
last season.
The year before, however, he
led the same circuit with a 20-7
record and won rookie-of-the-year
without an injunction having to of the body. honors.
be filed to get them to carry out
their duty.
While 'illy. Carter was making EI
his si ...nation to the court,
.1-dge Martin asked the attorney's !,-E.
i bus g.opinion on gradual steps n
segregation. His query appeared
to suggest what would the NAACP
think of whites riding buses in
the same manner as now in pre- =
dottlinantly white neighborhoods,
and Negroes riding where they
desired in the mostly Negro E
neighborhoods.
Mr. Carter indicated he would E
wait for the court's decisioh on
that. .7011111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111110111911111111111100010I01011110111e
MAIDS — $30 -$50
BEST NEW YORK HOMES
Tickets Sent - Free Registration - Free ROOT and Board
EAT WELL - SLEEP WELL - SAVE MONEY
Come Alone or With Friends
ABCO AGENCY
WASHINGTON - (INS) - The
Supreme Court announced yester
day the appointment of Warren
Olney ill, former Justice depart
ment official, as director of the
Administrative Office of the U. S.
Courts.
Olney, whose home is in Berke
leY, Calif., takes over the $20.000
a-year nost from Assistant Direr
tor William L. Ellis, who has been
serving as acting director for
more than a year.
JUDGE PUTS HEAT
ON COMMISSION
TO GET WARM
SULLIVAN, Ind. -- (INS)
/WO Lodermilk no toilet;
Is work in his as ereoat
the furnace in the building
'woken.
Re issued an order that there
should he heat - or else. And
ike furnace was repaired.
251 W. 42 St., N. Y. C., Dept. P-7
You Are Invited To Attend
A BENEFIT PROGRAM
Featuring
The Famous RUST COLLEGE CHOIR
3:00 P.M.
At PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST CHURCH
394 VANCE AVENUE
Sponsored by Rev. Charles W. Guy to Aid
BAPTIST INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE and SEMINARY
Hernando, Miss.
Highlights
(Continued Prom Page 2)
proudly and said:
"They're on the ball. They're
on the ball.-
0. Z. Evers, the plaintiff, Mem-
phis postal employe and former
Chicago policeman, was the only
witness introduced by his attor-
ney, II. T. Lockard, president of
the local branch of the NAACP.
Asked why he sat down in the
seat behind the driver of the bus,
Evers replied, "I paid a first-class
tare when I entered the bus, so
I didn't see any reason for not
sitting in a first-class seat."
During cross examination by
City Attorney Frank Glanotti.
Evers was asked if he had not
been treated politely by policemen
who entered the bus and told him
that he would have to move to
the back of the bus or leave, he
replied, "When a man asks me to
lower my principles. I don't con-
sider him as being too courteous."
When asked by the city attorney
how long he had been a member
of the NAACP, Evers provided
spectators with a bit of humor
when he replied with--a certain
degree of pride, "All of my life."
NAACP lawyers allowed Police
Chief J. C. MacDonald to leave
the witness stand without a quiz-
zing, but Carter asked Assistant
Chief U. T. Bartholomew how he
would rank the 550-member Mem-
phis police force.
Replied the official: "I would
like to think that we rank about
number one."
The official was left groping for
an answer when attorney Carter
countered: "Then how do you ac-
count for the fact that the police
forces in the cities of Knoxville
and Nashville have managed to
keep order in those cities where
integration on buses has been ear-
ned out without incident, and you
service. A veteran of World..
War I, Mr. Baxter had been
a letter carrier since 1923.
(Photo by Withers.)
THE LAST ROUND - Ben F.
Baxter made his last delivery
as a postman on Dec. 30, after
having spent half of his En
years in Uncle Sam's postal
On Dec. 30, Ben F. Baxter, 68, pieces of mail, and worn out
of 1448 Britton at. picked up a many pairs of, shoes. Only two
still maintain that it would be dB- well filled bag of mail at Lee dogs have managed to hang their
ficult here?" station, and headed out towards teeth in his legs, for be carried
Bartholomew, who had been call- Wellington, Fourth, Linden, Her- the mail back to the station, when
ad by city attorneys to support nando and Beale streets to deliver a fierce dog barred the way.
present segregation laws was ask- veteran of
ad by Carter what he would do if spent most
a law was enacted making it a 83 a supply
crime for persons to wear had Chilicothe,
hatts.
Would you allow a large num-
ber of people wearing red hats to
go by without interference?"
After a pause of a few seconds
the chief replied, "I would en-
force the law."
Asst. City Atty. Walter Chand-
ler was making an impassioned of Uncle Sam's faithful messen-
pies for the continuance of seg- ger's drew to a close.
regation on city buses, and had
read from an "ancient oracle"
whom he considered "an expert
on race relations" stating that the
Negro should be treated as a
younger brother, but not as an
adult when he was interrupted by
Judge John D. Martin, sr., pre-
siding over the three-judge court.
"Brother Chandler," he said,
"You know that I have great re-
spect for the author of that state-
ment, but when he made it the
separate but equal verdict of the decision conform to it."
During the past 34 years. Mr.
Baxter has been delivering the
mail in Memphis, and during that
time he has delivered millions of
the letters, magazines, post cards, Mr. Baxter is a
and circulars as he had been doing World War I, having
for halt his life. of his time in service
This was nothing unusual, to sergeant at Camp
most of the people along Mr. Bax-
ter's route, for they are used to
seeing him make his rounds, once,
twice a day, but now, due to post
office economy, only once.
But Dec. 30 was a special day
to Mr. Baxter, and as his bag
grew lighter, his career as one
Plessy vs. Ferguson was in effect,
but that is not the case today.
If it were, we would have no need
to be here.
"If the Supreme Court's de-
cision in the Montgomery, Ala-.
bus dispute is applicable in this
case, we will have to make our
THiS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR
QUICK CASH
A. T. "Zannie" Jones
$5000 to $50000
Quickly — Conveniently — Confidentially
on
Signature — Furniture — Automobile
Come In Or Call
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 — 317 BEALE
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain,
Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) -
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itch-
ing, and relieve pain-without
surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another,"verystriking improve-
ment" was reported and veri-
fied by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction or re-
traction (shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all -
this improvement was main-
tained in eases where doctors'
observations were continued
ever • period of many months!
Ii feet, results were BO thor-
ough that sufferers were able
to make such astonishing state-
ments as"Piles have ceased to be
a problem!" And among these
sufferers were a very wide va-
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
some of 10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bio-
Dyne•) -the discovery of a
world-famous research 'malty-
tion. Already, Bio-Dyne is in
wide use for healing injured
tissue on all parts of the body.
This new healing substance
Is offered in steppe/dory or oint-
ment form called Preparation
If.* Ask for individually sealed
convenient Preparation H an
or Preparation H
ointment with special appli-
cator. Preparation 11 Is sold at
all drug counters. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
•Reg I' s Pat Off
NATIONAL
Orchard Fresh r
PEACHES
Herbert Harper, a Momphis at
torney, and Dudley Martin, a
former Mernphian now living in
Chicago were the speake at the
New Year's day banquet given
in honor of the 94th anniversary
of the signing of the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation,
Abraham Lincoln's early home ,
and political life was the topic
which Atty. Harper discussed,
while Mr. Martin, a deputy tay
collector and a candidate for the
Illinois State Senate, spoke on
Lincoln and what the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation should mean
to Negroes. The banquet was
sponsored by the Lincoln League
and Committe of 100 at the Elks
Rest on kssle st.
Mr. Martin, a graduate of Le-
Moyne college, and a resident '
of Chicago for years, criticized
Negroes for the lack of observ-
ance they give to Emancipation
Day, in contest to the celebration
and respect they pay to July 4,
Ohio. In 1923, he entered the pos
ta service here, and for 17 years
he was a familiar figure along the
Florida avenue route. For seve-
ral years he has been making the
rounds where he ended up with
his last letters a few days ago.
Now that he's retired, Mr. Bax-
ter said he plans to spend the
day watching television shows
and doing a few of the chores
around the house. As soon as it
gets warm he plans to go to Chi-
cago to celebrate his retirement.
Mn, Baxter was honored in. a
retirement ceremony on Dec. 31,
and presented a certificate "in
commemoration and appreciation"
for his many years of service by
Postmaster A. L. Moreland. Later
his fellow employees at Lee sta-
tion gave him a token of their
esteem, which was presented by
William Owens, the station fore-
man.
To keep in shape, Mr. Baxter
plans to take a little hike every
few days. Walking, he said, is
his favbrite exercise,
which in fact, he said, meant no
independence for their ancestors,
lyegroes, he said, did not gait
their 'reedorn until almost 90
years after the signing of the.
Declaration of Independence.
Lt. George Lee, Republican
leader, and an official in the
Elks, explained that the banquet
-as the starting point for the
distribution of 10,000 tickets to a
1,000-voice choir performance to
be given on Lincoln's birthday,
Feb. 12, entitled, "NeLro Saints
from Auction Block to Glory."
The proceds from the program,
he said, will be used to start a
city-wide voters campaign to get
at least 100,000 Negro voters on
reer'ration books.
Rezone
(Continued From Page 2)
the Planning Commission that the
Memphis Housing Authority had
l
filed its application premature-* 
y, because it had not completed
purchase of the area for planning
disposition. The approval of such
an application, he said, would
lower the value of the property,
and place the Memphis Housing
Authority in an advantageous po-
sition to bargain with the resi-
dents.
No evidence had been shown
that an organization was in a po-
sition to finance, buy and build
on the area, and until such time
U this is done, Atty. Estes said,
the Memphis Housing ':Authority
would be creating an 
the 
r is tfair op-
portunity for owne to Am-
prove and build new homes on
their own initiative.
The Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty Planning ommission postpon-
ed the granting of the application
for rezoning until the Memphis
Housing Authority has acquired
100 per cent ownership of the
iproperty.
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Bungled Diplomacy
Report coming out of Ghana
Is that American A.mbassado,
Wilson C. Flake is busily pump.
bag the State Department with
the impression tbat Prime Min.
later Nkrumah is linked with the
Reds and it isn't worth our ef-
,fort to give any big amount of
aid here.
Flake discouraged a group of
Americans from visiting the
Volta River, the potential source
of a greet dam which will bring
oat the vast natural wealth of
the country.
The cost he said of develiping
it would be prohibitive and be-
sides here again, Kwanie
Nkrumah was flirting with the
Russians.
Finally, Flake s' constant
sneering about the country en
Irritated one member of the par.
ty that he refused to attend a
cocktail party given by the am-
bassador on the eve of their de-
parture and bluntly told the am-
bassador he didn't like what he
was doing.
The Americans returned home
with a negative report on the
American Embassy efficiency.
Second Act
complaining among other things
that only the sparset of briefings
were givep and the arrange.
mentg were poorly done f • r
their stay. Flak is said also
to be advising the State Depart-
ment not to encourage the visit
01 Nkrumah to the U. S. this
year.
You can now put to bed that
widely circulated story that
Nkrumah asked for a white am-
bassador. What he told the
State Department was that
Ghana did not wish to be put
In tile same category of Liberia
--designating only a Negro for
the post and limiting the top
level of diplomats to Negro
countries only; b a t rather
Ghana wanted the best and
most qualified person regard•
less of his race. Flake's wife got
herself into the news earlier this
year when she told several mem-
bra of the Amrican press at a
cocktail party at the American
Embassy In Rome that Ghana
was a "crumb assignment." La.
ter, she emphatically denied say-
Mg this.
Curtain Rises
The curtain rose on the second
session of the 85th Congress and
the cats didn't wait for a cue to
start brawling and mud slinging.
One purpose of the loud din was
to drown out the hub bub over
Little Rock and the promise 145
come up with some better servings
of civil rights.
The NAACP was in the positior
of the gal who's been taken and
Men left. Most of the supporters of
civil rights were off on Sputniks
and missiles and looking suspi:
eiously like they were glad to have
been relieved of the responsibility.
s The feeling now is that the only
thing that will shake the salons
on Capitol Hill into some decision
11011 a mass lobbying campaignthrough a grass roots movement
01 people coming to Washington
to be seen and to be heard. Great-
est disappointment of the Prayer
Pilgrimage rally of last May was
the mixing by its leaders of let-
ting the 30,000 pilgrims go up to
Capitol Hill. A golden opportunity
was lost then to really put the
•
•
•
weight where it should have gone.
Reason 1 o r Vice President
Nixon's invitation to key Negro
leaders across the country to
come to Washington next week
was to take the edge off the Pres-
ident's failure to come through
on his promise of last September
to confer with Negro leaders on
the integration crisis.
Speaking of the Vice President,
the most incisive analysis of his
new look in the current crop of
stories about him comes from
syndicated columnist, Marquis
Childs written on Jan. 1.
Childs writes that Nixon con-
fesses now that he regrets what he
did to defeat liberal congresswoin- 1
an Helen Gahagan Douglas in 1950
for the Senate; but he was still
the same old Nixon who as late
as 1954 drove Dr. Edward Condon,
the noted physicist out of govern-
ment service even though he had
been repeatedly cleared of charges
of subversion and he also opposed
the re-opening of the Oppenheim-
er case to clear that famous
scientist.
Grapevine Talk
Democratic National Commit-
tee Chairman Paul Butler is
bolding an off the record in.
formal talk on the 24th and 25th
to discuss strategy for '58 and
'60 with leading Democrats from
across the country.
The meeting is slated for Dem.
ecratic headquarters here and
Will follow • meeting of the eco
nomic advisory committees and
the foreign policy committee.
Bertha Adkins, director of
Women's Activities for the Re.
Publican National Committee le
reported ready to resign, but is
waiting until a successor is
found, Reason is she's tired and
People A
weary over trying to resolve
some serious differences in the
party.
Friends of Congressman Wil.
liam L. Dawson say he's look-
ing fit as a fiddle and taking a
livelier interest than ever in pol-
itics, which is his business. There
isn't a chance he'll resign. lie's
enjoying the job too much.
Republican National Commit-
teeman, H. Meade Alcorn is
scheduld to speak to the Capi-
tal Press Club meeting on the
16th. balancing the scales since
Paul Butler spoke for the Demo-
crats on Dec. 18.
nd Places'
Adam Powell flew back from
Puetto Rico last Sunday to preach
at two services at Abyssinnian,
then held a top secret conference
with labor leaders at 2 o'clock to
talk over his chances for getting
his seniority rights in the House
Education and Labor Committee.
The meeting was held at the
home of Odell Clarke, an official
of the Joint Laundry Board of the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers,
who is a trustee at Abyssinnian.
Bitting in was Dottie Lowther Rob.
boson of the State Labor Departj
ment.
The conference over with, Adam
new hack to Puerto Rico for an
extension of Ins committee assign-
ment to study conditions there. He
plans to come to Congress on
Jan. 20.
Rumor persists t ha t Genoa
Washington of Chicago is slated
to get a diplomatic post and the
reports are that a whole flock of
new appointments will be coming
up in the next fortnight.
Clarence Mitchell speaking at
Ernancipation Day celebration in
Atlanta on Jan. 1 told his audi-
ence that there is a brigade in
Washington that is "trying to put
the drive for human freedom in
the ice box "
Church An
While the civil rights crisis
was being forced into • wait and
see period the two leading Ne-
gro religious denominations were
embroiled in fights of their own
The AM F's were trying Bish-
op D. Ward Nichols again in
Cleveland and the Baptists were
preparing to take their argu-
ment over tenure and the re-
election of Dr. J. H. Jackson of
Chicago into court to challenge
the constitutionality of it.
And down in Colombia. S. C.
all the good work of militancy
carefully built up at Allen Uni-
versity by Bishop Frank Madi-
son Reid during his administra-
tion there was in danger of be-
Rambling
L. Howard Bennett-of Minneap-
otirwas named a Municipal Court
Judge by Governor Orville Free-
man. And Judge Perry B Jack-
son of Cleveland started serving
Z.L.-4 six year term on the
MIMIcipal bench. Judge Jackson
also heads the Judicial Council of
the AME church.
Panama's handsome loquacious
George Westerman. ambassador
to the U. N. was in Chicago last
week enroute back to New York
from the West Coast where he
was feted in Los Angeles
Indefatigable Mrs. Mariorie
And So
With Congress opening. our
Weis beat will be the Senate and
d Politics
ing destroyed by the willingness
of his successor. Bishop I. H.
Bonner to knuckle under to Gov.
ernor George Bell Timmerman
and his segregationist views.
The issue was over the demand
to fire three liberal white pro-
fessors on the faculty.
Daddy Grace was having his
troubles too in court with Mrs.
LooveniA Rovster who claims he
married her in 1923 and fathered
her daughter. Daddy's Appear
ance in court was like nothing
ever seen here before with his
followers packing the place to
overflowing and his liveried
chauffeur with Cadillac.
Roundup
Stewart Joyner of Chicago
planed to Dallas, Texas to attend
the boule of her Zeta Phi Beta
sorority. Marjorie practically has
all of her plans completed for the
annual convention of 'beautician*
which will be held in two places
this year — Boston and Washing-
ton.
Thbt article in the Saturday Eve-
ning Post by his secretary, Rose
Wood about Vice President Nixon
is a masterpiece examphl of
"Madison Ave." promotion. Be
signed to show the human side of
the guy.
To Bed
Heit,e t'ress galleries. It promis-
es he he a lively show. Last
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
ALUMNI — Memphis Chapter
Southern University Alumni
Federation in its first annual
fall party. Attending are the
members and their ipouses as
follows: Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Goodloe (treasurer) Mr. and
Mrs. tiainuel ('rossles (secie
tary) Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Flowets, Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt
Simon, jr., Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Pinkston (Dr. Pinkston
Is chaplain), Mrs. Lowell
Wherry, Mrs. Willard Bell
(business manager.) Miss Imo-
gene Will, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
H. Turner (president) at whose
home the group met.
FOR THE
'RECORD
by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
It is good to have in our 'com-
munity organizlitions civic-minded
enough to see the value of pointing
out to our people the progress
made and achievements attained
since we gained physical treedom
94 }cars ago.
In this regard, the Educational
Board of the National Baptist Con-
vention, Inc., U. S. A., chairman-
ed by Rev. W. Herbert Brewster
'and the Lincoln League, under the
direction of Lt. George W. Lee, are
to be congratulated.
The Baptist group sponsored a
stimulating and inspiring Emanci•
pation Anniversary celebration at
St. Paul Baptist church, on Jan.
1, and the Lincoln League present.
ed a heart-warming and most in-
formative program at the Elks
Rest on Beale, on the same date.
One of the most outstanding
talks at the Baptist Educational
board program was made by Atty.
H. T. Lockard. It was just byi
coincidence that the hearing on
the local bus segregation suit
.
would come up within a few days
when Mr. Lockard appeared In 
l
simple, compelling fluency, he won.
the heart of the audience. When'
he took his seat he had definite-
ly strengthened support of the N.
A. A. C. P. in its future efforts.
At the Lincoln League affair,
Herbert Hamner, a local attorney,
leader, and Dudley Martin of Chi-
'quoit
wine.
cago, a former Memphian, who is
l a deputy tax collector and mididate for the Illinois state senate.
delivered firey and highly inform
ative addresses.
Thus the audience and St. Paul
Baptist and the crowd at the Elks
Rest left for home with spirits
bolstered to deal more intelligently
with the problems which will arise
in 1958.
We should keep in mind the
rocky road we have trudged thus
far toward first-class citizenship
and be familiar with the courses
we must pursue to attain the goals
of full emancipation against a ris-
ing tide of resistance.
L. R. STAMP
It's a pity that a state such as
Mississippi with such a deplorable
record in race relations above the
level of "master and servant" con.
cept, should further blight that re-
cord.
Now it has, through the Missis-
sippi Citizens Councils, latched
onto a gimmick designed to do
one thing: To keep the kettle of
hate boiling.
The councils have taken the pho-
to made in Little Rock on Sept.
25, 1957 and had it reproduced
into a stamp with the purpose of
exploiting the incident and keep-
ing bitterness smouldering.
The picture is one showing two.
paratroopers with bayonetes fixed
If yea •Wil pack and snail a j
breakable gih this season, popcorn
makes an excellent shock absorber. '
Just pack the ham in unbuthned.
unsalted popcorn inside the box.
You can make it youtself in a jiffy
and Fl is lightweight and /Kay ha
hoodtt.
The louder the -talk on Sputnik, ,
the more the bothersome question
of desegregation and more civil
rights is being drowned out.
No sooner had the new Attorney
General William Rogers declared
that the Administration would not
ask for any more civil rights legis-
lation in this session, than dour-
faced Sen. Mike Mansfield of
Montana. spoiled the potentiali-
I tles of this as a campaign issue
ey his side by bluntly declaring
nn television that the Democrats
weren't going to bother either with
inc mere civil rights.
There is some brave talk among
the stouthearted handful of real
on rifles marching two trouble-
making teenage girls away from
Central High area. The girls had
been ordered to either go on 0
school or leave the restricted area.
• They refused to return to the
school and stubbornly hung around.
The troopers marched them out
of the area.
If the Post Office Department
doesn't ban the stamp from thel
mails it is possible that tbe gim-
mick will backfire on the Mis-:
sissippi White Citizens Councils.
The photo made of lion-hearted i
Elizabeth Eckford as she walkedl
through a gauntlet of yelling, curs-
ing, spitting and hooting, red blood-
ed and "brave Americans" has
already been discussed by keen
Negro businessmen as a good one
for a stamp. The caption suggested
Is "Dignity in the Face of Hate."
Well-nigh every Negro with a
spark of decency and self-respect
would purchase such a stamp. The
Post office Department holds
the answer.
SILHOUETTES ENTERTAIN
— Memphis Silhouettes of Kap-
pa Alpha Psi Fraternity and
their guests at a Xmas party
In the beautiful home of the
Jesse H. Turners. Visiting
guests were Dr. and Mrs. H.
H. Jones, jr., and Miss Nancy
Booth of Topeka Kansas (vis-
iting the A. W. Willises,) Mrs.
M. N. Conley of Cincinnati,
Ohio, Mr. Lawrence West-
ley, Miss Cecelia Willis, Broth.
minute scramble is on for invi•
tations to the one-day confer-
ence of the President's Commit-
tee on Government Contracts.
Money may be tight, but people
still finding it to travel places
Mrs. Mame Mason Higgins oi
Chicago is hosting a luncheon on
Feb. 15 at the Sheraton Hotel
honoring Republican women
from all over the country. Civil
Rights Commission held its first
meeting on January 3 at the
White House when the six mem-
bers met with President Eisen-
hower.
Maids Springer returning to
the states from Tangiyika, East
Africa and all the gals whose
hearts were fluttering over
Kwame Nkrumah can get out
the wailing sheets since be got
himself spliced to an Egyptian
girl. cure hated to cross a line
throuth that one. And on that
note good night,
er and Mrs. C. Eric Lincoln of
Boston, Atlanta and Memphis,
Miss Georgia Stewart, Gary,
Ind., and Miss Geraldine Pope.
Mister
LOW
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Ethel Says Outlook Poor
For Civil Rights Action
By E'l'HEI. L. PAYNE
New Year's Eve day, the aide to a top politician pinned
on her hat promptly at noon and buttoned on her coat an-
nouncing that she was going to spend her day and a half
holiday just sleeping.
Said she firmly. "I want to get ahead on my rest
because the way things look, the 
boys on Capitol Hill are going
to athbeoul 
vNegrociil 
rights
 vote in. sod let's
concentrate 
forget
charge back, here next week with
blood in their eyes and I don't on some other strategy.
see any let up for a long time." Just for atmosphere, the South-
She was quite right. Seldom erners will stir the air with
has there been as much fever to fications of President Eisenhow-
set going in the legislative halls er for sending troops. into Little
as there is this time. Roc and there will be abortive
There 'lave been day when 'attempts to curb the power of the
there was reluctance to come back, Supreme Court..
to the grind. Eastland will stall as long as
But every since the Russians he can on approving the nornina-
launched the first "moon," the, lions for the new Assistant At•
hunt for the blame for letting I terney General in charge of the
them beat this cote teg to the Civil Rights Division and the Civil
Sen. Lyndon JohnsonThe happiest people right now made with 
Rights Commissidn.draw has been in full pack, until a deal is
are the Democrats — for two rea• on the missiles program and he
sons. In an off year election, thel sends word down to the senator
campaign issues are being pluck- from Mississippi to let up and Irt
ed out of Little Jack liorner's the nominations go through.
pies like fat plums on all ten Already the Health Education,
fingers. and Welfare Departmcnt is busily
n•Secondly, in the hue and cry sweeping the segregation issue u
der the carpet on the proposedover missiles, civil rights, the
,
monkey on the back of the Demo. new school aid program.
crats, has been almost forgotten. R Secretary Marion Folsom
told a news conference last week,
"We are hoping we won't get
Into that Issue."
What Folsom is saying is that
he hones Adam Clayton Powell or
nobody else will raise a fog by
demanding an amendment prohib-
iting funds from going to those
districts in defiance of the Su-
preme Court decision.
The Powell Amendment served
as a useful football to play poli-
tics with in the last two sessions.
This time with the scare on over
Sputniks and the frantic race to
catch up in the training of sci-
entists, the School Aid hill has
better chance than ever of pass.
age. Anybody who opposes It for
I whatever reason will be literally.
accused of high treason.
On this, though, the NAACP yip
find itself in an isolated position
when it calls for the inclusion of
a safeguard against segregation in
the school aid proaram. Few sup-
porters will come forward in sup-
port of this position.
, Even organized labor which
went on re -iord against the Powell
amendment last year will try to
convince the NAACP that defense
comes first.
So we predict that the rattail
aid program will pass without a
rider, even though this means that
Federal funds will he used to bar
Negroes from contributing even is
the effort to save this country.
SENIORITY BATTLE
Another hl r battle will tome
over the seniority rules In the
House when the Democrat,' will
deny a sub-committee chairman.
Ain to Adam Clayton Powell.
lie Is second in line for the
ehairminshio of the House Labor
and Education Committee. Pow.
ell. %rho campaigned for Presi-
dent Eisenhower in 1958 will argue
'that no punishment sr-Is given to
State Rights Party in the last
civil rights action in 1958 is not
too bright.
Baby Girl 26th Fire
Victim Here For 1957
liberals that they will introduce Funeral services for Barbara
some new legislation despite the Joyce Mosely, 23-month-old baby
"do nothing" attitude being taken daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
by the leaders of both sides: Mosely, Jr.. of Cordova were held
but this bids only to be a gesture at the S. W. Qualls and company
and the prediction is it won't get funeral home in Memphis last
off the ground. Thursday.
About the only thing that will The young child, who became
really stir Congress to action is Shelby County's 26th fire victim
for some drastic sod dramatic de- of 1957, was burned to death one!
monstratinn to be made on the week from the day when three
part of Negroes. children in the lienderson family
If a hall million were to de- at 1020 Walk st., perished in a
send on the Capitol and meet blaze which enveloped their home
the law makers face to face it before their mother could get back
might shake them up. In the house to save them.
Right now, the Democrats are The blaze which snuffed out the
wallowing in confidence from the; life of the young girl and destroy.
results of the New Jersey and ed her sharecropper father's four
New York elections, feeling this room home was started when her
is a healthy sign that the Negro:brother, four-year-old Michael'
vote isn't going anywhere. Threats: struck a match to paper which
of a recession have helped the I was hanging away from the wail,
Democrats too, land the flames raced through the
On thc other hand, the prevail. house. Roth parents were away
Mg feeling, among the Republicans from the house at the time, and
is let's forget it., We can't get the four boys, whose ages ranged
from two to five managed to es-
cape.
Mr. Mosely was working In a
field some distance from his home
when he saw fire and smoke pour.
Ing up from that vicinity and he
hurried to his residence, but was
to late to save the child or any
of their belongings
The Civil Air Patrol Rescue
Squadron of Shelby county arrived
on the scene shortly afterward
and neighbors started a bucket
brigade to cool down the embers
so that the child's body could be
brought out. Lt. Jack Phillips suf..
fered second degree burns when
he went in and brought out the
little girl who hove been burned
beyond recognition.
The child, in addition to her par.
ents, is survived by her four
brothers, Herman, III, 5, Michael
Nathaniel, 4, Terry Lee, 3, and
two-year-old James Edward.
Interment was in the Hills Chap..
el cemetery.
IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER BOURBON
...BUY IT'
Every drop of Ancient Age is distilled le one place...In Frankfort, Kentucky. Of the three
leading bourbons, Ancient Age is the only one that can claim this advantage. And we make
all of our whiskey only at the original distillery, right in the heart of the bourbon country.
That's why the taste and flavor of this superb bourbon is always the same.. bottle after
bottle, year after year. That's why Ancient Age is the '-qt.;=t growing 6 year old bourbon ita
America! Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Years Old 90 Proof Ancient Age Dist. Co., Frankfort, Ky.
mint ge boa Off
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At most churches throughout the
d t , ausiliary activities were at
a minimum on the first Sunday
rig the New Year, making the focus
of the Day's worship, the sermon
As though premeditated, minis-
ters of all faiths presented espec-
ially stirring messages welcoming
the New Year and the droves
who turned out to make a gallant
effort toward carrying out those
"resolutions."
BEULAH BAPTIST
"The Christian's Supreme Ob-
jective" was the thought-provoking
Sermon that provided the cony*
gation of the Besulah Baptist
thurch with food for thought, Sun-
day. The pastor, W. C. Holmes,
delivered it. The melodious voic-
es of the No. 1 choir of the sanctu-
ary set the mood for the outstand-
ing presentation.
Dave Collins conducted the
Sunday School. The Baptist Train-
ing Union was under the super
vision of Mrs. Alta Lemon.
were held at 7:30.
Services will be regular at the
church Sunday.
GREATER MIDDLE BAPTIST
The sermon, "Jesus Christ Our
Hope" warmed the hearts of the
Greater Middle Baptist member-
ship, Sunday. Officiating was the
pastor, Rev. B. L. Hooks. Music
was furnished by the combined
choirs of the church.
The usual services will be held
at the house of worship on Sun-
day.
oesrm TEMPLE BAPTIST
The monthly musical culmi-
nated services at the Gospel Tem-
ple Baptist church Sunday. The
Gospel Temple choir and male
chorus rendered it.
Rev. C. Epps is the minister.
EMMANUEL BAPTIST
Emmanuel's pastor, Rev. W. K.
Ragsdale, spoke on "Religious
Discourse About Nothing" during
the morning worship service there
Sunday.
The Lord's Supper was held at
3:30.
FIRST BAPTIST
BROAD AVENUE
Rev, H. C. Cherry spoke on "Set
i Thine Heart Upon The Highway"
1, at the First Baptist Broad Avenue
1 church Sunday. The Gospel chortle
furnished the music.
Miss Bernice Trotter conducted
the Sunday school.
The Baptist Training Ualon was
directed by Gaither Miles.
The usual order of service will
be held at the house of worship
Sunday. The public is invited.
FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA .
The installation of officers of
auxiliaries was held the First Bap-
Hat Chelsea Church Sunday. The
pastor, Rev. Van J. Malone, in-
stalled them.
The Jolly Sunshine Boosters will
hold their Anniversary celebration
at First Baptist Chelsea, Sunday,
at 3 p. m.
Beginning 'Monday, Jan. 33, the
congregation of First Baptist Chel-
sea will engage in a Crusade For
Christ. Thirty workers will cover
the area in North Memphis sur-
rounding the church.
FRIENIMHIP BAPTIST
The Friendship Baptist church
will hold its annual church meet-
ing this Friday. Business will in-1
dude the financial report a is d
election.
PILGRIM BAPTIST
There will be a program at the
Pilgrim Baptist church sponsored
by the Mission Union on Sunday.
Jan. 12, at 3 p. m.
• The subject will be "The Seven
Seals," with seven ministers
preaching the sermon and dis-
missing a separate seal.
Mrs. G. W. Clark is president
of the Mission Union and Rev.
W. H. Brewster is the pastor.
The public is thvited
PARKWAY GARDENS
PRESBYTERIAN
Do you know what the Church
Is' The Church is "The communi-
ty of God's people." "The church
is not an institution, not a priest-
hood, not a building. It is the
peeelr of God." The church ac-
cording to Calvin and Luther, "ex-
ists wherever men and women
hear the word of God and in
faith obey."
BTW Sophomore Class
Has Some Top Students
T. Washington High school coo-
thins the greatest number of!
top-notch students academically, if
the High Honor Roll released at
the end of the second 6-week per-
iod is any indication of their brit,
hence.
Among the 62 persons who snide
the list, were 33 members of the
tenth grade class, with the fresh-,
men coming in second with 13.1
Seven juniors and nine seniors
were on the list.
The ninth grade students were
Yumie Kirk, Marilyn Terry, Al-
vin Brooks, Annie McGhee, Clau-1
dine Stansbury, Cornell Wright,'
Bobbie Collins, Dorothy Jean Daw-
kins, Dena C. Echols; William
Bridges, Doris E. Johnson, Carilyn
Jackson and Veola Moore.
The tenth grade list included!
Marion Evans, Norma Nooks.'
Willie Chapman, Carolyn Jones,
Marva Moore, Carol Jackson,Glad-
ys Wilson, Herbert Woody, Mary
;Mayhue, Anita Coltman, Helen
Davis, Erma Dockery Nortell .
Douglass, Debora Long, and AMY
Gay.
Also on the tenth grade list were
Gloria Davis, Evelyn Lewis, Se
land Hubbard, Lucille Kennedy,
Herteene Mitchell, Nancy Sutton,
Barbara Hall, Louvenla ClaYton,
Mee Mathews, Julius Lane, Me-
lissa Cooper, Carrie Jackson, Jo
T. LaMondue, Carolyn Mason,
Eleanor Addison, Mona Brooks,
Jessie Short, and Annette Y. Nel-
son.
On the junior's list were Felton
Earls, Therm Catron, Bettye
Jones, Annie Mae Williams, Bob-
bie Jones, Anna Savage, and Max-
ine Barnes.
The nine seniors on the honor
roll for this period were Cordell
Gentry, Sterline Harris, Samuel
Burnette, Mary Cooper, John Tay-
lor, Roosevelt Brassell, Ethel Ford
Hunter.
• • •
RECORD HOP
A record "hop" will be given
by the Debenettes at the Foote
Home auditorium on Friday, Jan.
10, from T to 10:30 p. m.
Spinning the records at the turn-
table will be Markhurn "The Old
Buddy" Stansbury.
A large photograph of their fav-
orite recording artist will be pre-
sented to the first five persons
. who arrive at the dance, and ten
NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED
— Installation services for the
New Light Civic club were
held last Friday for the Ma
officers of the organization at
— -
the New Shiloh M. B. church.
The officers for the new year
are Ralph Lofton, president;
Rev. Percy losses, vice pres-
ident; George W. Johnson.
second vice president; Mrs.
Lucille Hill, recording secre-
tary; KM Marie Sims. as-
sistant recording secretary;
Mrs. Mildred Polk, correspond-
ing secretary; J. S. Edwards,
secretary-treasurer; and Rev.
Preston DeBerry, chaplain.
CME Group Hears Indian
If American women were to
spend a short while in India they
would have more appreciation for
the status that they have attained
in American society, Rev. Kurien
Joseph, one of two Indian minis-
ters who spoke at the fellowship
meeting preceding watch servic-
es at the Collins CME church laid
a gathering on New Year's eve.
Rev. Joseph, who came to this,
Country on what he described as
a "non-denominational mission" to
present the conditions of the rural
areas in India, told the members
and visitors that he was amazed
when he arrived five months ago,
and found that women in this coun-
try occupy leading positions in
churches and business. He said
that one of his big surprises was
in seeing a woman behind the
steering wheel of an automobile
driving at top speed down a high-
way.
In India, he said, women still
continua to occupy the role of
slaves, even those he said, who
have come to America and ob-
taineed Ph.D's. seem content to
settle down and be subservient to
their husbands and rear large
families
Rev. Joseph said that Arnett-
ea's rogress probably sterna from
lucky persons will receive recurds
during the evening.
SOPHOMORE CLASS ORGA-NI7ES
A group of boys received per-
mission two months ago front Prof.
Blair T. Hunt, the principal, to
organize the first sophomore class
in the school's history, and the
class recently selected its officers.
Theyare Booker T. Wade, jr.,
president; John Tenort, vice presi-
dent; Sandra Pegues, eortespond-
I ing secretary; Willie Ruth Norfleetrecording secretary; William Hig-
gins, business manager; Velesta
Edwards, parliamentarian; a n d
Vinnie R. Daugherty, treasurer.
! Bernice Smith was elected chap-
lain; Walter Hooks, sergeant-at-
arms, and Claudette Jones, report-
er. Mrs. Thelma J. Harris and
by the home room presidents and
vice presidents as advisors for
I the class.
Betty Jean Morris Weds Minister
The recent holiday season was
highlighted with the brilliant wed-
ding of Miss Bertha Jean Morris
and the Rev. Z. Houston Stevens,
Sunday, Dec. 29, at 5 p. m., at
Friendship M. B. church, with the
Rev. I. L. Love officiating, as-
sisted by Rev. E. L. Slay, pastor
of Ebenezer Baptist church,
The former Miss Morris is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Morris; Rev. Stevens is the son
of Mrs. Ovina Stephens Fltzger-
ald and the late Walter Stephens.
DECORATIONS
The couple were united before
. beautiful setting dominated by an
arch entwined with Southern smi-
lax and white carnations, flanked
by surrounding cathedral candelle-
labra at‘d white tapers and bas-
kets of white gladiolus and stock.
The walls and bannisters of the
church were decorated with South-
ern smilax, which was also used
along with white satin bows.
Nuptial music was furnished by
Mrs. Mayo Williams, pianist and
Soloists Mr. Aubrey Cross and
Miss Ruth's Love.
TRE BRIDE
The bride was lovely in an
original Bianchi imported gown
made of duchess champagne satin
with calla lily sleeves, sweetheart
neckline, and skirt featuring a
long cathedral train over a arm
Lilly Wee slip. Her doubledierred
veil of nylon tulle fell from a core-
net of seed pearls. Her jewelry
was a single strand of pearls and
pearl earrings; and carried a
white satin prayer book with cas-
cade lilies at the valley.
Serving as bridesmaids were
Miss Elene Ward, Miss Peggy Ann
White and Miss Adeline Pipes.
Mrs. Alice Oates Sandridge served
as matron of honor The attend-
ants wore gowns of Emerald green
a Keiser original model, featuring
drop shoulder effect with softly
draped folds at the necklines in
a deeper shade of green T h e
bodices were of a lighter cos,
trasting phade of green. The Prin-
cess style gowns featured lined
full skirts poised over net, with
a back paneled full length skirts!
forming a harem skirt Their
matching crown headdresses were
of light green taffeta; and their
bouquets were of pale pink cas-
ceding roses
The bride's little sister and
cousin served as flower girls and•
wore white net over satin frocks,
and carried pale pink pom-roms
and wore a cluster of lilies of
valley in their hair. The Junior
bridesmaid, Miss Chei L- Joyner,
wore a frock identical to the flow-
er girls and a head wreath of
baby's breads. Master Hubert P.
Sandridge, jr., was the ring bear-
er.
FAMILY AND
OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS .
Sealed just before the wedding
began, Mrs. Hugh Morris, the
bride's mother was lovely in a
Dior blue satin gown adorned with
a white orchid shoulder corsage.
Her hat was of white satin.
Mrs. Louise Joyner, the bride's
aunt, wore an Oleg Cassini dress
of blue chiffon featuring a lattice
back, a seal cape and white ac-
the degree of free dom it has al-
lowed its women, and predicted
that a woman would probably be
President of the United States by
the time he has an opportunity to
come back to this country.
He said that as satin as he re-
turns to India he would concen-
trate on bringing the Indian wom-
an to the forefront. 1
Rev. Devenayagam S. Paul
was the other speaker. He told
of the Ifindus,( such as reincarna-
his life to the Christian church
and has spent his money in travel-
ing around the world in response
to a dream which he received. An
accountant for a railway coin-
pany in India he has been on tour
In this country for more than
year. ,
The minister told the fellowship
-group that God's love for the In-
dian was made manifest by the
fact that so many of them exist
today. One in every six Persons,
he said, is an Indian, and next to
the Chinese, they are the most
populous nation on earth.
IN STRATEGIC POSITION
Rev. Paul, a third generation
Christian, told the audience about
some of the customs, manners
and variety of religions and peo-
ple who inhabit his home country,
cessories. Also seen were Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Sandi-Wee, she in a
very becoming blue taffeta frock
with yellow accessories.
Mrs. Atha Smith was lovely in
an Oleg Ciliate design of blue.
Rev. and Mr.. I. T. Thomas, the
bride's grandparents were early
arrivals, she in beige satin with
pearl trimming. Also seen were
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzgerald.
Mrs. Fitzgerald wearing a stun-
ning gow nof Dior blue satin and
white orchid shoulder corsage
Also present was Mrs. Tom trick,
a close friend of the family from
Detroit, Mich., who chose a chic
black lace designed in tunie fash-
ion.
RECEPTION
At the wedding reception held
at the home of Rev and Mrs J.
T. Thomas, the bride's grandpar-
ent,. Mx Blue Road, the home
was beautifully decorated with ar-
rangements of pink and white
tn ar f and
Wise of the valley was formed
between the living and dining
rooms of the lovely home.
The rides table was covered
with a cloth of ventlial lace over
pink satin, centered with a four-
tierred eel/made wedding cake.
whose crest included a vase hold
ing pink and white flowere. Pink
camellias were interspersed
around the skirt of the handsome
tablecloth; and the young couple
cut their cake with a sterling cake
knife adorned with pink, white and
green ribbon.
The punch table, from which the
guests were served, was centered
with a cascading arrangement of
and explained some of the beliefa!
of the Hindus, such as reincarna
tion and sacredness of the Gang-
es river.
India, he said, occupies a stra-
tegic _position between the East
and the West today and will
hardly ally herself with either pow
er in the event of a war, on
account of her firm belief in non-
violence.
Speaking for the Indian farmers,
Rev. Joseph said that he had ob-
pink stock, and carnations; and
the table overlaid with venetial
lace cloth over pink satin. Bridal
punch and refreshments were
served the many guests attend-
ing the lovely wedding and recap.
non.
Music at the reception was play-
ed by Miss Carolyn Rhodes.
RECEPTION ASSISTAN11
Serving as assistants at the re-
ception were Mrs. J. 0. Patter-
son, jr., Miss Monice
Miss Ann Carnes Bartholomew,
Miss Cynthia Greene, Miss Ger-
aldine Stevens, Miss Annie Pearl
Payne and Mrs. Mildred Sweet,
PARTIES
Among the many pre-nuptial
parties given in honor of the popu-
lar young bride was a miscellan-
eous shower given by Miss Peggy
Ann White and Miss Adeline Pipes
at the home of Miss Whie's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry White,
1019 Hanneur; a lingerie shower
given by Miss Elene Ward and
her mother, Mrs. Taylor Ward,
at their home at 10111. Neptune,
and a rehearsal dinner given by
the bride's aunt and uncle, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Sandridge, at their
home on Chelsea avenue.
KELP INAVITZD
HELP WANTED
Experienced Lettering.
Machin. Operator
Landau Uniforms
1331 Madison
CATTLE IttriTLER2
LOVE 'EM APPEARING ON A RECENT program spilleored by the Sit
Star Feed Stores sf Memphis and the Mid-South, the boys and
girls pictured above gave an excellent account of themselves.
Each Saturday morning the Rig Star Talent Show goes on the
air at a. m. over the powerful WAIN welts WDIA. U you
have any talent that reit he presented on radio, you are invited
to contact WDIA for an andttii.:. try-out. Mg Star Food Stores
are glad to give boys and girls of the Mid-South this oppor-
1
Bishops Give Views On
Central Jurisdiction
BALTIMORE — The Negro
bishops of the Methodist church!
agree at their latest meeting' held
at Gatiiiiburg, Tenn , that the Cen•
denomination has almost outlived
tral Jurisdiction Negro/ of the
its usefulness.
In a statement following the
reefing, Bish,:p Ilitgar A. Love,
president of the Jurisdiction's
College of Bishops and head of
the Baltimore area, said "We are
in favor of the eventual abolition
of the Central Jurisdiction. This
has been tins sentiment of the
General Conference in the adop-
tion of amendments dealing with
the question." ‘•
The bishop said that an "open
door policy" was approved by
which the conference of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction will be merged
Into the other five jurisdictions,
(geographical) as soon as both
served the prices for which many
products from his country ire sold
in America, and the prices and
wages for which his fellow coun-
trymen work and sell them, he
said, is for from being com-
mensurate with the final value.
Coffee, tea, sandwiches and mnf-I
fins were served at the end of
the fellowship meeting by the
youth of the church. Rev. Donald
S. Cunningham, pastor of the'
church, introduced the speakers.
groups are ready for such action.
"We recommend," the state-
ment read, "that active meas-
ures be tai m in each juriedietalk
where churches and conform:AV
of On two groups are proximate
to each other, so as to make
possible the developmen, of freer
relationships and better under-
standing, to the er.d that each
wel be better prepared for the
eventual absorption of the Central
turisdiction by other jurisdictions.
The bishops, he said, felt that
the Central Jurisdiction should be
maintained at a "reasonable de-
gree of strength" as long as it IR
necessary, or until the churches
and conferences are welonmed
into other jurisdictions "with
equality and mutual respect"
The church officials present for
Ithe meeting were Bishops J. W.
E. Bowen, Atlanta; M. W. Clair,
, jr. , St. Louis; Willis J. King,
1 secretary of the College of Bish-
ops, New Orleans; Edgar A. Love,
Baltimore; Alexander P. Shaw,
retired, Los Angeles; and Pri
A Taylor, jr., Monrovia, Ube.
CLARENCE MITCHELL, director
ef the Washington Bureau, NAACP
addresses overflow audience at
Atlanta's Wheat Street Baptist
church, as he keynotes the 19511
membership drive for the Atlanta
Branch.
CASH FOOD STORES
Yes Madame,
Tempters are a must the..
cold bleak mornings. Dad and
the small-try will not have to
be awakened the second time
if you have the aroma of pan-
cakes and bacon through sthe
house. Jack Sprat pancakes
are tempter to the most testi-
deous appetite. It also sup-
plies energy and warmth neici-
ed to face these cold wintry
days.
Make a betel+ of pancake
batter today. It keeps nicely in
the refrigerator.
LACK SPRAT PANCAKES
11/2 cups Jack Sprat enriched
flour
3 tlbs. sugar
2 tsp. baking powder
'Li tsp. salt
I egg, beaten until light
3 Ube. melted butter
cup milk or more
Have milk at room tempera-
ture and add with butter to
egg. Add dry ingredients sifted
together and stir vigourously,
adding more milk, if neces-
sary to make batter just thin
enough to pour. Do not over
beat; lumps do no harm.
Heat griddle or frying pan.
Many griddles do not require
greasing but if. necessary,
grease with a bit of bacon.
Drop batter by spoonfuls or
pour from pitcher. When full
of bubbles, lift with spatula to
see if under
-surface is brown-
ed: turn brown on other side.
Serve at once with bacon or
sausage, butter and syrup.
Real good eating with hot
coffee, tea or milk.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
JANA C. POltT111
HEY -KIDS
SEE THE MOVIES FREE
WONDERFUL NEWS — FOR CHILDREN UNDER 12!
Get a FREE "JR. MOVIE PAMPHLET" and fill its two pages with
Quality Stamps. Then, present it to the Box Office of your favorite
Neighborhood Theater displaying the sign, "We Accept Jr. Movie
Pamphlets." It's GOOD FOR FULL admission price at ANY perform-
ance. (Even includes federal tax.)
NEARLY EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD THEATER IN MEMPHIS (and
many theatres in other Mid-South cities) will redeem "Jr. Movie Pamph-
lets" as full admission Thrice at any performance for children under 12.
Get your FREE "Jr. Movie Pamphlet" at ANY Big Star or at ANY
theater displaying the sign: "We Accept Jr. Movie 
Pamphlets"' 
You
need fill only TWO pages (50 stamps each page) with Qua ity Stamps.
ANOTHER EXCITING, EXCLUSIVE PROMOTION FEATURE OF
QUALITY STAMPS
THE MID
-SOUTH'S FAVORITE GIFT STAMPS!
* ACE s
997 Mississippi Blvd.
* PALACE
324 Beale Ave.
* GEORGIA
663 Mississippi Blvd.
* W. C. HANDY
2353 Park Ave.
* NEW DAISY
330 Beale Ave.
* SAVOY
126R Themes
MORE TOP NOTCH TALENT ON BIG STAR FOOD STORES' RADIO SHOW
SPLENDID RADIO SHOW BY THESE TALENTED BOYS AND GIRLS
I 1
• '
0 •
tunity to show what they ear de The storm of tom arrow vanvery well result from the 
encouragement given to youth oftoday. Metered &beef left to right: let row-Patricia Nelsen.Larry Nelsen, and Shirley Nelson. 2nd me
-wiling% Wilkes, VeraEdwards, Bernice Smith. Carla Themes, Tyree finilth, Thelma 40 itDavis. Jeanette Wallate. 3rd row
-James Ellis. Hubert Marshall,sad ('lanes Yates.
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Integration, Violence, Boycott Top 37 News
RACISTS' VICTIM — Waiting
for a bus on a corner of Chi-
gage's South West side, Alvin
Palmer, 17-year-old high school
student was brutally attacked
and beaten in what was to be-
BILLIKENE RAINED OUT —
The 1957 Bud Milliken parade,
annually one of Chicago's top
HOME PROW HIGHLIGHT —
Among the many highlights of
the 11147 Chicago Defender
Home Seigle* 8.1,positiosi was
corns one of the city's top
teen-age slaying stories of
1157. Beaten with a hammer,
Palmer tiled a few days later.
When captured, his attackers
saki they were "out to get a
events, went fine until the
rains came. When the storm
struck, it millet the end of a
the filleelsi program conduct.
eel by 459 members of the Al-
pha Chi Pi Omega sorority
nigger." Hammer swinger,
JoelPh Schwartz, received 60
year sentence. In photo, Palm.
er's mother views body of her
soo at funeral,
celebration imig planned by
thousands. Would-be parade
watchers take cover under
and fraternity , representing
beauticians of 9ticagoland.
This photo shoos a portion of
MEASURED FOR corm —
A grinning racist measures a
Negro clergyman "for a col-
PLAINFIELD BUTCHER —
Mihail doubt the most bizarre
case of 1957 was that of Ed
(lefts, the "Butcher of Plain-
field." Geis (shown at right)
kit headlines all over the world
these Alpha Chi Pt Omega
members during one of the
evening sessions.
fin" during school integra-
tion rioting In Nashville, Tenn.
Rioters roamed the street* and
when it was disclosed be had
used skin and bones of his
murder victims to upholster
chairs and as food receptacles.
Geis described Weisel( as a
"ghoul" who looted fresh
Tl*SKEGEK BOYCOTTERS —
Tuskegte Negroes, angry over
a Plan supported by the town's
white businessmen to eliminate
nearly all-non-white voters by
a school was bombed before
Nashville police, acting swift-
ly, quelled the disturbance
graves for bodies of women.
He was recently declared on.
fit to stand trial and is cur.
rently behind bars of • Wis-
consin mental institution.
putting Negro neighborhoods
outside the city limits, held
meetings and decided to stop
trading with all the city's 40
white merchants. The highly
and rounded op tronblemak
era — including segregationist
John Kasper who was Jailed
NIXON IN GHANA — Vice
President and Mrs. Nixon
greet chief of Labada tribe In
Ghana, which made front pages
In 1951 as the world's newest
IKE AT NATO Despite his
highly publicized stroke, Pres.
ident Eisenhower attended the
North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation meeting in Paris, where
successful boycott caused
many of the white merchants
Is, "go broke." Negroes won
a moral victory, though event-
'
twice by lie city. Idesliville
then continued integration pro.
gram according to schedule.
nation. The Nixons paid their
respects to the West African
country during their world
tour.
he offered a plan for the U.
S. to share missile power with
member nations. In the photo,
he smiles for cameraman fol-
lowing one of the sessions.
gaily the plan to "exile" Chem
from Tunitegee was pushed
through in a special gerrv.
mender bill.
ON PLEASE...Lill
thlte FiR.Sj INt1.465
FIRST/ IFIELIPRN
c9RNIE
Dear Mme. Chante: Please help
me. I am 23 and lonely for a
girl friend. Being single, I would
like to know someone who wish-
es love and true understanding. I
have my own place, three nice
rooms and live in the rich section
of the Bronx. I am Jewish, Ameri-
can born, 5 feet, 8, weigh 130 lbs.,
non-drinker and have a steady job.
Don't gamble or run around. I
am interested in a Spanish or Ne-
gro girl. Children are 0. K. My
intentions are honorable with in-
terest on marriage. I can support
a wife nicely. Willing to exchange
pictures. Irwin Israel, 15-18 Wal-
ton Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
Born Too Soon . . .
. . . But Not Forgotten
! A nationwide drive gets under
Way this month to aid approxi-
mately 300,000 persons who were
born too late.
They are victims of paralytic
polio and were stricken before
young Jonas Salk developed a
miraculous anti-polio vaccine in
bis Pittsburgh, Pa.. laboratory.
Since universal adoption of Salk
vaccine, new cases of paralytic
polio are rare among those who
have had a course of injections.
But what of those who were
stricken before widethpread use of
the vaccine? They can't be for-
gotten.
Just as preventative medicine
has advanced, so have new meth-
ods of iehabilitation of the mils-
pled been developed. This, then,
Is the job of the National Founda-
tion for Infantile Paralysis this
year — rehabilitation of Polio
cripples.
The gigantic task is to be done
lust as the big preventive job was
done — with dimes. Your dimes.
It's March of Dimes time again.
Only those with friends or rela-
tlyes crippled by polio know the
tile of job to be done.
As much as $10.000 to $15,000
has been spent over a period of
years in an effort to rehabRitate
just one atient, But the founda-
tion feels the investment is justi-
fied.
The psychological affect alone
en a person who has gained use
of long dead limbs and has been
returned to useful place in so-
ciety is enough to make one give
• hundred dimes instead of one.
On a quiet street in Denver,
Colo., Mrs. Barbara Range, 34,
an average Mrs. Housewife, the
mother of two active youngsters.
Leon, 4, and Lloyd, 2, was getting
ready for work when suddenly she
slumped to the floor.
"My legs gave out and I fell
down," she said afterward.
A year and a half later, with
the aid of the March of Dimes
funds, and the treatment they
provided, helped Mrs. Range get
on the road to her "comeback."
Another polio patient who was
strikcn with this dread disease
B S. (Before Salk) is 13-year-old
label Lee who lives in Los An-
geles.
Mabel was stricken in 1951. After
continued care and treatment she
tindervvent surgery in 1955.
She had more surgery in 1957
ROBERT sn.1 A, Navy veter-
an. participated in the inse-
sion of Okinawa and the libera-
tion of the Philippines. He Is
the father of three children.
In 1953, Silva was stricken with
and still more later that same
year. Mabel's bills up to Novem-
ber 1937 totaled 316,890.75 and
have been paid with March of
Dimes funds.
John Cheesebrough, 27, now
supports his family by operating
a taxicab. He was striken by polio
early in 1954.
After hospitalization at Brews-
ter hospital and Tusicegee Insti-
tute Infantile Paralysis Center. he
was fitted with braces. supporitive
corset and walking sticks.
His assistive devices and medi-
cal check up are provided by
March of Dimes funds.
In San Diego, Calif., Robert
Silva, who came down with polio
in 1953 is now able to support his
family, his wife and three chil-
dren.
Left with back and abdominal
weakness, involvement in both
legs and one arm completely
paralyzed, he is now able to be
gainfully employed.
These (B.S.) polio victims men-
tioned here are only four out of
polio. Left with back and ab-
dominal weakness, insole.
ment in both legs and one arnt
completely paralyzed, he is
now gainfully employed, lie
Is at wheel of auto in photo.
300,000 who are alive today who
hz-,,e had paralytic polio.
One in three may benefit from
modern help developed by March
of Dimes physicians and research-
ers.
Dr. Roland P. MacKay, chair-
man of the Medical Advisory Com-
mittee of the Cook County Chapter,
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis said recently in a key-
note address:
Our efforts must be increased
this year," because we must see
to it that sufficient funds are
raised in 1958 to care for all those
polio victims striken in previous
years who still need our help.
"Many of these patients can be
further rehabilitated through new
techniques in surgery, therapy
and modern equipment."
Survival is not enough. Help
these victims rejoin life's parade.
You can help them walk again,
they can join you in your march
if you join the 1958 March of
Dimes and help these victims live
more useful and satisfying lives.
THOUGH CRIPPLED by polio
and confined to a wheel chair
when doing household chores,
Mrs. Barbara Range manages
very well to keep a "clean
house and take good care of
her family. Here, Mrs. Range
starts out for her regular the-
rapy session at Colorado Gen-
eral hospital as son Leon, 4,
waves down a cab and Lloyd,
3, gets ready to follow.
Being Frank...
About People, Places
And Problems
by FRANK L. STANLEY
Reaction to the mild Civil
Rights bill enacted by Congress
this year is beginning to take
shape in the elections of certain
recalcitrant states.
Alabama which had a total Ne-
gro registration last year (1956)
of 53,336, passed arc amendment
which will permit its legislature
to partition the home county of
Tuskegee (Macon County) to pre-
vent Negroes there from eventu-
ally outvoting whites.
As of 1956, Macon County had
(Ate NONJ.. 9ROMERS.14'SISIERS...V‘k.ASK lUoSe OF -Ns CoKGREGA-not4... y
It
C.. AN ADPROPRIAle, 50146...
...41140 NNAMI Cotilit%Suie FINJE Dot.t..ARS
-sotwARD 11kE Cv4uRCH MOIZT6AGE.
outz Fir4E 0R.45P.14151...voLt. PLAY-
14,539 Negro residents of voting
age with only 1,100 of them reg-
istered. Out of its total 5,000 white
population, 2,700 were registered.
The white supremacists' fear was
that Macon County's 84 percent
Negro population would, in the
foreseeable future, dominate t h e
country's politics. On the surface,
it would appear that this consti-
tutes a crime in Alabama.
Yet, by only a slim margin,
the voters of Alabama have grant-
ed a legislative committee $50,000
with full authority to wipe out the
county without any further refer
ence to the vote of the people
of Alabama.
Reportedly, other such counties
as Montgomery, Bullock, Elmore,
Lee and Tallapoosa, will also be
affected. Usually, 'refusal to reg-
ister a Negro in Alibama sufficies
unless he is not vulnerable or is
feared as a possible plaintiff. But
Macon County possesses so many
Negroes of high intelligence with
firm determination to vote that
bigots chose to block them another
way.
Generally, overt violence is ei-
ther threatened, or employed
against assertive Negroes. Such
techniques being anonymous tele-
phone calls, crosses burned, jobs
threatened and homes•shot into
or bombed.
Typical of this procedure are
the following Alabama county reg-
istration reports for 19543:
BULLOCK COUNTY — 5,425
Negroes of voting age. Only six
registered. In 1955 20 Negroes tried
to register. Only one succeeded
and that was after his seventh
trip to the board.
DALLAS COUNTY-131,143 Ne-
groes of voting age. Only 275 reg-
littered. In 11356 alone, at least 350
were refused and one Negro
teacher who did register was fir-
ed for allegedly being too smart.
MARENGO COUNTY — 19,226
Negroes of voting age. 170 regis-
tered.
MOIROE COUNTY — 140 of
5,914 Negroes of voting age are
registered.
HALE COUNTY 130 of 7,041
eligible Negroes on the voting roll.
MRS. IDA BELLE HAYNES,
San Diego, Calif., housewife
and mother, stricken by polio,
makes a comeback from the
attack. She invites you to join
the March of Dimes Coffee
Day in your local communi-
POLIO PATIENTS are train-
ed in 16 Rehabilitation centers
to return to more productive
living. John Bolden is shown
building a book shelf as part
ty. Funds raised will help
tens of thousands of crippled
polio victims to live more use-
ful and satisfying lives. Give
dollars in the March of Dimes,
through Jan. 31.
of his occupational therapy
program at the Southeastern
Poliomyelitis Respiratory and
Rehabilitation center, Augus-
ta, Ga.
COOSA COUNTY — 112 of 4,822
Negroes of voting age are regis-
tered. 28 said they were turned
down on their first try. Most of
those refused were teachers. How-
ever, maids and yardmen found
it somewhat easier to enroll.'
JEFFERSON COUNTY (B i r-
mingham) reportedly is the most
difficult of all extreme southern
cities for Negroes to register. Only
7.000 of 121,667 Negroes over 21
are registered there.
For Alabama counties, the me-
dian percentage of Negro eligibles
registered is 10.9 percent. Only
Mississippi has a lower figure' for
southern states.
However, despite this picture,
three encouraging things came out
of the Tuesday. December 17,
election:
1. With only one-fifth of tfie
slate's voting strength bothering
to go to the polls, upwards of 40
,percent of them voted against the
viciolie amendment.
2. Mobile, Alabama, the state's
second largest city, which, inciden-
tally desegregated its buses with-
out incident, voted against t h
amendment.
3. The cause of civil rights —
more specifically the granting of
suffrage to Negroes, won a vic-
tory even though for the moment
the amendment stands approved.
Freight Sales Officer
NEW YORK — Appointments of
Edward H. Churchill as freight
gales manager at Chicago, and
Philip L. Gilmer as assistant to
vice - president at Washington,
D.(' , have been announced by Ar-
thur E. Baylis, vice president —
freight sales and service of the
New York Central Railroad. Both
appointments are effective immed-
iately. .
Such techniques even under the
guise of local law must eventually
yield to the law of the land, and
cannot fail to be the first order
of business for the President's
newly formed Civil Rights Com-
mission if it is to function effec-
tively.
Dear Mme. Chant*: I am a
widow, 62 years old. I have raised.
a family of three and they are
now grown. 1 find myself with
some leisure time and would en-
joy corresponding with women and
men my age in all walks of life.
We could exchange views on liv-
ing. I am sure there are others
who share my sentiments. Mary
Hackett, 120 Chestnut St., Water-
loo, Iowa.
• • .
Dear Mme, Chante: I am sin-
gle, over 40, 5 feet, 7 inches tall,
115 lbs., medium brown complex-
ion. I sing, play' the piano, com-
pose, have a small business inter-
est and a good job. I seek a lady
any complexion, about 30, weigh-
ing around 140 lbs., unattached
and free to travel. One who can
budget and help build a happy fu-
ture. 1 have my own four room
apartment and furniture. Please,
give all information in first letter
with photo. J. Lewis, 5812 S. Park-
way, Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have bees
reeding your column for sometime
and would like to commend you
on your remarkable work in try-
ing to bring together persons who
are lonely. I would like for you
to publish this letter in your sec-
tion. I am a lonely person who
would like to meet men and wom-
en. I am 30 years of•age, brown
eyes, curly hair, clear complex-
ion, 115 lbs., 5 feet, 4 inches tall.
I have a son. My hobbies are
reading, writing, and dancing. I
work in a department dry goods
store and would like to meet some
folk who will understand how lone-
ly I am. Will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Miss Aida
Theresa Marriott, 14 Vineyard rd.,
Vineyard Town, PO Jamaica,
BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am 33
years of age, 5 feet, 3 inches tall4k
and I am of a dark complexion.
Dress making is my chief occu-
pation and I am a member of a
Presbyterian church. Dille Chem-
hers, Mt. Horeb, PO Jamaica,
BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: All I have
to offer is understanding, xespeet,
appreciation and eventually real
love. I have no beauty. I am dark,
36 years old, 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
138 lbs. I have five sons. Their
father is dead. We have a 10 acre
farm, completely modern b u 1
shows signs of deterioration. I
have a college education of two
and one half years. Have worked
In recent years as obstretric tech-
nician and presently employed as
long distance operator. I am in.
terested in men 35-50. If poss
ble, intelligent farmer, higher edit.
cation not necessary, just plain in-
telligence, inborn pride for his
person and community. Because
I am homely and have a large
family, men are ashamed to be
seen with me. Being human, I'm
writing because maybe there is
one person in the world who can
accept my homeliness and meas-
ure me by other assets. I'm not
disfigured in any way, just very
plain. I love reading, good com-
pany, short trips, exploring local
sites, good movies, and window
shopping. Earline Hathorn, 160 I.
River Rd., Muskegan, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
school teacher presently employed
in the isolated north woods of Min-
nesota. I would like to correspond
with men and women — regard-
less of race or religion. I am 25,
5 feet, 6 inches tall, 130 lbs., light
brown in color with long dark
brown hair. Hobbies are photog-
raphy, music creative writing, co
leeting books and records of sa-
cred music. All letters will be an-
swered immediately. Miss Beautil-
la Starling, Box 131, Northome,
Minn.
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Our Opinions
The Solidarity Conference In Cairo
The Afro-Asian so-called solidarity Con-
ference closed its week-long sessions in
Cairo, Egypt, by approving a resolution
Alkndemning American interference with
Wile independence and sovereignty of the
Arab states."
The .resolution, aimed ostensibly at the
Eisenhower doctrine and the Baghdad
Pact, was in effect an indictment not of
the United States alone, but ot Britain,
France and the West in general.
Though some of the delegates attempt-
ed to moderate the tone of the Conference
and counter the widespread charges that
it was Communist-dominated, the accusa-
tion leveled at the United States did not
have the weight of an official denunciation.
Some Afro-Asian governments washed
their hands off the Conference.
Communist attempts to charge Ameri-
ca with "inhuman atrocities," in South
Korea were defeated by the Conference's
political committee. Similarly was the
strongly pressed move by the Chinese dele-
gation to return Formosa to R e d China
thwarted.
The catch-all seventeen-point document
ited for a United Nations team to investi-e "British crimes" in Kenya, the return
of Okinawa to Japan and the boycott of
ll Dutch shipping and transport carrying
1958—The Year
From the way, the politicians are talk-
ing. 1958 is looming as the Year of Do
Nothing on Civil Rights. The theory is
that a little bit is enough and so there's
no need to agitate for more. The old worn
out cliches of cooling the hot heads on both
sides of the question are being trotted out
for using over and over again.
From where we sit, we wonder who the
hot heads they're talking about are on this
side of the fence. It's a puzzle to under-
stand why you have to be classed as a hot
ad because you ask for only the basic
ta of citizenship in a democracy — no
re and no less.
At any rate, it looks as if we will have
to light some fires under the backsides of
the "Do Nothingers" on Capitol Hill if we
expect to get any action at all next year.
The trouble with these boys is that they
The People Speak
Jehovah Dominican Ban
Dear Editor: As Circuit supervis-
or of the Illinois Circuit No. 2 of
Jehovah's .Witnesses, comprising 21
congregations in the Chicago area
Southside, I want to express ap-
preciation to you and your edi-
torial staff for your splendid edi-
torial of December 21 dealtIng with
the ban on Jehovah's Witnesses
In the Dominican Republic.
This editorial is an example of
fair and unbiased reporting, a con-
sideration of a matter on t h e
sot facts. I have sent a copy
is editorial to our headquar-
ters in Brooklyn, N. Y. — Charles
II, Rucker, Circuit supervisor, Ill.
No. 2 of Jehovah's Witnesses.
Thanks From Mrs. Bates
Dear Editor: I could not let
this year end without letting you
know how much we appreciated
your fair. constructive and hu-
man reporting of the Little Rock
story.
You described accurately the
drama, tensions and principles in-
volved in nine Negro students
seeking to exercise their lawful
rights.. as free American citizens.
A free American press and the
professional pride of newsmen like
those on your staff made Little
Rock a symbol to show that
Ainerican Democracy has the
strength to overcome temporary
confusion or malice.
- The nine Negro students, their
111,nts and my associates joina gratitude and in wishingy u a most happy New Year. We
have 7.faith that 1958 will bring
peace, good will and justice to
Little Rock. — Mrs. Daisy Bates,
president, Arkansas State Confer-
ence of Branches, NAAC: .
Resaives '58 Bible Crusade
Deer Editor: Sunday, Dec. 29,
I was watching CBS News and
Weather on Channel 2, and' heard
some very good resolutions made
for 1958.
One that I WAS delighted to hear
was that of Rev Louis Albert
Gardner. a Baptist evangelist,
whose resolution or project for
the New Year is to distribute tens
of thousands of Bibles at the
World's Fair, to be held in Bruss-
els. during '58.
I received one of the Little BI.
liS from Rev. Gardner, (Box 5646e ago.)
goods for use against Indonesia.
The resolution also condemned military
pacts and the maintenance of foreign bases
on foreign soil. The Ethiopian delcgation,
a leader in the fight against Leftist domi-
nation, failed in an effort to tone down the
final political resolutions. A delegation
spokesman said that his group was able to
wring only one concession out of the sub-
committee on imperialism. This was the
substitution of a pledge to adhere to the
1955 Bandung conference principles of
"peaceful co-existence" rather than a dec-
laration of positive neutrality.
But they lost a fight to soften s. reso-
lution attacking the Eisenhower Doctrine,
the Baghdad Pact and criticizing the NATO
council. The Ethiopian spokesman said his
delegation failed to get the committee to
add the words. "against the people's will,"
to the text of the resolution -calling for an
end to military bases on foreign soil.
Though the Conference fai:cd to secure
the official blessings of the countries from
which the delegates came, it provides grist
for the Russian propaganda mill. Viewed
from this prespective, the Cairo meeting
poses a tremendous challenge to the West
in that it increases tension in the oitter
struggle to win the affection of the Afro-
Asian world.
Of Decision
get too contented too fast and want to lay
down on the job, so they have to keep get-
ting the hot foot to be reminded that
"Quittin Time" ain't here yet.
We suggest that in 1958, it will be a good
year for paying a call on your legislators
on Capitol Hill in person to let them know
it ain't sitting down time or quitting time
yet. How about getting together on "Op-
eration Congress"? Let's g e t your next
door neighbor, your church members, your
lodge brothers, your club members a ii d
every body else you know of to come down
to Washington and talk it over with your
Congressman. It's your privilege as a citi-
zen. Besides, it would be a pleasure to re-
verse the roles and let you do the talking
for a change instead of listening to the
political windbags.
It contains 125 pages of the Old
and New Testament and has huge
print.
God bless Mr. Gardner and his
Bible Crusade. — Anna Hamilton,
656 W. Oakdale, Chicago.
ALBERT G. BARNETT
Round-Up
Of Globe News
,,sEWS H&c. t-' ' SCHOOL
RAY OF HOPE IN A DESEHr OF DESPAIR
NEW YEAR eltWUGHT came to a Highlander workshop.
joyful news to the faculty, sin- He is president of the Winston-
dents and friends of Monteagle, Salem, N. C., NAACP Branch,
Tennessee's famous interracial and an enthusiastic community
Highlander Folk school with an- worker. He had specific aims and
nouncement by the Internal Rev- was ready with questions.
enue Service, that the institution 
.Discussions, tape recordings
is again exempt from federal in- and films helped him get first
come tax, hand information on problems and
In February, 1957, Highlander, conditions in other southern com-
a so-called "training center for in munities. He left with a better
tegrationists, was notified by the understanding of the existing pro-
revenue department that its 20- blems in different communities.
year-old tax exemption status as
"We kept in touch with Mr.
an educational institution had
been revoked because of the 
Ruryear and he returned for the
Fall Seminar on the "S out h
school's non-educational charac- Thinkiiiil Ahead," where he re-
ter, ported the following accomplish.
Since then. Myles Horton, direc-
ments which took place without
tor of the school, aided by faculty ---a mass meeting, presenting a pe-
members and liberal friends both tition or filing a case in court and
North and South, has been wag. 
without arrests or incidents. Herelog a campaign to have the revo- is his record in Winston-Salem,
cation set aside. N. C.:
Myles Horton, therefore, glowed
with pride recently when he sent A new Coliseum was opened on.
the following notice to Highlander a desegregated basis; the base.
Contributors: ball park was desegregated; the
"Your contribution for this year stadium seating is now desegre-
gated; the golf course is now open
to all; the "white" and "colored"
water fountain signs have been
removed in all public buildings;
Sears - Roebuck have removed
their water fountain signs; city
buses were desegregated volunta-
rily; the Winston - Salem School
can now be reported as a tax
deductible gift. If you have not
made a 1957 contribution or want
to make an extra one, there is
still time. . .The staff sends
Greetings and fervent wishes for
justice and peace at home and
abroad."
Another announceniet from Hon. Board decided to desegregate in
ton's office, shows the scope of 1957 without a court order; the
the school's program and its wide- Food Fair stores have hired Ne-
ly heralded usefullness to the gro women as cashiers and the
state and nation. Titled "A High- city manager was asked to re-
!ander Student Speaks and Acts," move all Jim-Crow signs from
Horton states: public buildings. This has been
"In January, Cortez M. Puryear done.
40ir
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by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
IT'S YOUR HAIR
A couple of weeks ago several
well-know Negro Memphians,
two women and a man, engaged
in a public discussion about hair.
The subject was "Is The Negro
Beautician Helping or Hindering
The Negro Woman?"
At first sight it may have seen)
ed a waste of time for intelligent
people to devote attention tc. what
seems such a trite and trivial sub-
ject. But a few minutes of further
thought will establish that it's a
pretty important matter in a lot of
ways.
In the first place it has rami-
fications into such matters as
pride of race, health and hygiene,
economics, and just plain common
sense.
In the matter of race pride, for
instance, there's a growing tend-
ency for Negroes to stop trying
to turn themselves into "some-
thing else." And it's starting with
hair. A growing number of Ne-
groes, men and women, are be-
coming convinced that kinky hair
isn't "bad" hair. It's just natural
hair for millions of people all
over the world. They are per-
suading themselves that this same
kinky hair, if kept clean, combed
and brusshed, and given the oth-
er attentions of good grooming,
will set one off just as well and
take one just as far as so-called
'good" hair, They are waking up
to the fact that "good" hair is
the hair that one is born with
and' keeps.
Word is spreading that its poor
taste for a grown Negro man to
go out in public with his hair all
konked and plastered down
like patent-leather. That it's equal-
ly bad taste for Negro girls and
women to go around with their
hair so full of grease till their
heads resemble mobile frying-
pans. It's generally known that
the reason a lot of down-town de-
partment stores don't want Negro
women to try on their hats during
a sale is the fear that the mer-
chandise will be ruined in the Pro-
cess
And everybody is getting "hep-
ped" to the fact that -kooked"
hair on men is an artificial con-
cession to a mad urge to have
hair like that of white folk, In-
dians, Japs, Airedales, or even
pole cats . . . but never hair
like that of a typical black human
being.
Of course, during the public dis-
cussion ineolving the persons men-
tioned above, there was reluctance
to admit that Negro women spend
too much money and time in beau-
ty parlors. Most of the views sup-
ported the idea that Negro beau-
ticians are rendering the Negro
woman a great service, at a com-
paratively cheap price. They are
helping her to be more socially
acceptable. And most agreed that
the public would never accept a
woman who didn't straighten hair
that needed straightening. A n d
they seemed to think it "needed
straightening" when it was kinky.
It was conceded that too much
grease should not be used . . .
and observed that Negro beauti-
cians have worked ways to avoid
using too much grease.
It was agreed that no great eco-
nomic loss was felt by the Negro
as a whole . . . even though the
group spends approximately. 25
million dollars a week with beau-
tifiers. On the question of health,
nobody has established how many
Negroes die from over-fried scalps
and the ensuing addled brains, too
^much cooked under hot combs and
excessive pulling on hair strands.
But one point of the discussion
was never mentioned . . . and
yet it was made and became
clear to all. That point is More
and more Negroes are growing
less and less ashamed of the hair
with which they were born. And
that's a good sign . . . selah!
ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
IY41-
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Adventures
In Race Relations
GLORY AND IT* PRICE
This is a story about a small
teachers college in the lower
dixiecrat aid of a northern state
which lacked what every indi-
vidual and institution seeks —
an ego-bolstering feature.
It could not be called the
smallest nor the largest, the
oldest or newest school in the
area. It wasn't the best and it
wasn't the worst. In fact it was
just another school with no par-
ticular distinction it could point
to with 'pride.
But the new president wanted
the school to emerge from the
shadows of mediocrity. The only
way he knew to do that in the
shortest length of time was to
get a championship basketball
team.
The league his school be-
longed to made More of basket-
ball than any other sport. Foot-
ball was too expensive, and base-
ball lacked appeal.
The basketball coach he hired
over the objection of his aged
athletic director guaranteed the
educator a championship team
in two years.
However, tie stipulated in his
2-year contract that he would
have a free hand in selecting
members of his squad each of
whom was to get an athletic
scholarship.
Consternation shook the little
campus when the new team ar-
rived. Among 15 lanky fresh-
men were 7 Negroes. There bad
never been a Negro student en
the campus since its founding.
Even the little college town
would not permit Negro resi-
dents.
But nothing could be done
about it. The coach had the
upper hand. Since the new team
was ineligible to play the first
year, the school's regular var-
sity teem played the schedule.
The coach devoted all hls time
and attention to the new team
which would go into action the
following year.
The Negroes were allowed to
attend classes, but were other-
wise ostracised. They didn't
seem to mind. All were good
enough students to earn pass-
!nit grades.
The second year, all retitle-
ed, and for the first time the
little nonenity college began to
get notice from sports writers.
They ran up unbelievable
scores against the other little
colleges: 105-50, 96-30. 193.42, 130-
40. Other coaches began to in-
vestigate. But the players were
all eligible by every standard
conceivable.
The two leading scorers on
the team were Negroes. The
students and faculty alike were
so grateful, the Negro players
became idols. The new coach
and the president who hired him
were vindicated.
Then something unanticipated
happened. The coeds, too, be-
gan to idolize the Negro ath-
letes.
The next year. the coach and
the championship team disap-
peared, and the college hasn't
been heard of since.
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"She's got a shape just like a turn-pike ... No curies."
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Almost every family has at
least one alcoholic among its
members. Some have more than
one. For confirmed drunkards I
have the greatest sympathy and
the greatest pity. Habitual drunk-
eness is an expression of escape,
a seeking for release. It can be-
come a psychological illness.
It ends always as a physical
illness, a saturation of tissues and
an inner thirst that the liquids of
health can no longer gaudy. But
escape from the problems of life
by way of the liquor bottle usual-
ly means a harder battle in the
end than that of facing the harsh-
est of ordinary problems.
When drinking becomes a habit,
it is likely to become a bad habit
—so the best thing to do is not
to permit it to become a habit
at all. Bad habits have a way
of fighting back at you.
Once a foothold has been es-
tablished, they are very hard to
get rid of. For those addicted to
drink but wishing to get over it,
the battle of the bottle is no easy
Long indulgence in alcohol has
a way of weakening the charac-
ter and addling the brain. Cer-
tainly, hard drinkers of hard liq-
uor may frequently not be in their
right minds — as hospital and po-
lice records prove.
The Problem Of Drink
But nobody needs written rec-
ords to realize that. One has only
to observe the way a great many
drunks carry on on Saturday '
nights in the public streets. No-
body with his senses about him
would behave so absurdly, reel-
ing, staggering, walking against f
traffic, quarreling, picking fights
and getting locked up.
Sometimes public drunks are
amusing, but often they are piti-
ful, irresponsible clowns whose an-
tics become stupid and repulsive.
One night in Chicago I saw a
patrol wa,gon pull up to a house.
The police went inside to remove
a crazy man who was breaking
up his landlady's furniture. As
they brought the man out, a pass-
ing drunk saw fit to interfere.
The cops gave him a push and
told him to travel on up t h e
street but he paid them no mind.
Instead, he turned around and
began to berate the police. Where- t
upon the bluecoats seized him and
tossed him into the patrol wagon,
too. Off he went — perhaps to the I
same padded cell as the insane
person.
Ancther evening I saw a speed-
ing car caught by a red light
suddenly stop short at a corner. i
All the doors flew open and every-
body except the driver jumped I
out, running and yelling, "We're I
not gonna ride with you — drunk
as you are!" Whereupon the driv.
en himself jumped out and cried.
'I ain't even gonna ride with my.
elf!"
When I was a merchant sea.
man, I saw fellows who were good
riends when sober, break bottles
over each other's heads when
drunk — then regret It after their
senses returned. I once saw an
inebriated sailor jump into a mud-
dy river "just for fun," but it took
several men to rescue him from
the swirling current.
On Broadway I once saw a fa.
mous man of the theatre who was
so intoxicated that he had to he
propped upon the stage for a per.
formance. But the propping
could not go pn week after week.
Today, he is no longer f8111011E-4
not even remembered.
U you don't want to be a has.
been or a never-will-be, don't let
he drinking habit get you. Once
t does, it is very hard to fight,
That there is a kick in alcohol
s right. It will kick you down
hill — but hard! It will do you
n if you give it a chance. Yoe
may love liquor — but liquor
won't love you very long. Faint'.
arty with that "old demon rum's
only breeds contempt. Liquor do.
ights in bringing low all who
ove it not wisely — but too well.
LOUIS MARTIN •
Dope And Data
The charming Mrs. Agnes E.
Meyer, who some years ago spon-
sored the Wilkie Awards for Negro
newspapers, is the author of the
lead article in the January issue
of the Atlantic Monthly. Its sub-
ject is "Race and Schools" and
the article carries the sub-title, "A
Crisis North and South,"
Mrs. Meyer reviews some of the
difficulties and developments
along the desegregation-in-educa-
tion front and arrives at certain
convictions. She makes it clear in
the very beginning that she is
on the side of the .angels, es-
pecially the dark ones. In shit,
she is for integration. Her misgiv-
ings, and she has plenty, arise
over the desegregation proc e-
dures.
Perhaps I should point out that
Mrs. Meyer's husband, Eugene
Meyer, made a fortune in bank-
ing and later bought the Wash-
ington Post. Mrs. Meyer develop-
ed an interest in journalism and
has written many articles a n d
books about public affairs with
speck,' !mention to public schools.
Two of her most recent books
bear the following titles, "Out of
These Roots" and "Education For
A New Morality."
I have been so impressed with
her zeal and good intentions, that
when I find myself in disagree-
ment with her, it is always with
regret. Be that as it may, let us
reuse' to the article.
Thh burden of her message, so
to speik, is contained in the fol-
lowing paragraph:
"I shall not arguelhe right or
wrong of a question to which a
democratic people can make but
one answer. Instead, I shall make
a plea both to Northerners and
Southerners and especially to Ne-
gro leaders for moderation in
their attitudes toward this difficult
problem and in the interpretation
of those words, 'deliberate speed.'
"The chief responsibility f o r
leadership is still that of the
white population. And the Negro
should realize, now that the power
of the law supports his demands,
that he is no longer in the posi-
tion of an aggressor, but of a
partner in its orderly implemen-
tation."
To support this thesis, Mrs. Mey-
er cites the desegregation attempt
in New York. She states:
"Exhibit No. 1 of the disastrous
effect of trying to do too much
too soon is the report of the Com-
mission on Integration accepted by
the Board of Education of New
York City. Its provisions have
been worked out with complete
disregard of the effect they would
have upon the learning process
and the orderly administration of
schools."
The effort toward desegregation
in New York by "balancing" the
races in each school regardless of
the—Neighborhood is supported by
most Negro leaders. Mrs. Meyer
frowns on this concept arguing
"a school district must be a nat-
ural neighborhood if the educa-
tional process is to reach t h e
child's home." On the other
hand, she quotes Edward S. Lew-
is of the Urban League as stat-
ing. "It is much more important
that children go to integrated
schools than that the school he
conveniently located." Mr. Lewls,
of course, is absolutely correct.
In calling for moderation and
urging the Negro leadership to "go
slow," Mrs. Meyer gives voice to
a view that is widespread even
among liberals. I find it odd in-
deed that so many of them view
desegregation in a narrow context
as some special "Negro issue."
So much of what they say seems
based on the assumption that while
Negroes are damaged by j mt
crowism, the whites go unscathed.
If they dared see segregation
as a dire evil bringing peril to
the white youth of America, I won-
der if they would be so anxious to
appease the violent supporters of
Jim crowism.
Yet, it might be shown that rao-
Ism generated by the segregation
system ultimately cost the lives
of thousands of American youth in
our war with Japan and in the
Korean conflict. We underestimat-
ed the enemy because our leader.
ship was and still is blind in a
tragic way.
Indeed, the damage done to the
minds of white youth by school
segregation becomes even more
critical because Mrs. Meyer in.
sists "the chief responsibility for
leadership is still that of the white
potaulation." Shall our a chools
continue to produce fools who are
led to believe in racial and na-
tionality myths, who are blind
even to their own self-interest
The American mind is warped
by racism which also softens it
up for other illusions, such as the
"natural inferiority of Commu-
nists" and "(Wiese Russians."
In other words, enlightened pelf-
interest should lead American
whites to destroy segregation and
any other myth-building systems
with all possible speecL
Little Rock, Butcher, Baptists, Clinton Trial
SHY IN COURT — Hanging
their heads a group of boys
and men go on trial on charges
BEFORE THE WAR — Every•
one was happy in this photo.
as Rev. .J. H. Jackson has his '
arms raised in victory salute
on triumphant return to Chi-
HEADING FOR COURT —
-Mad Butcher" Marshall
Abraham is escorted hy dePu•
UPS as he heads for trial in
the spectacular slaying of Mrs.
growing out of the Calumet
Park race disorders last July
on Chicago's far Southside.
cago. He had just been re•
elected to an unprecedented
fourth term as president of the
National Baptist Convention,
USA, Inc., in Louisville, Ky.
Anna Ice Jones. Abraham
created a sensation when on
Easter Sunday morning he
stabbed Mrs. Jones to death.
cut off her hesd, carried the
T h e week-long riot began
when a group of white youths
attacked a Negro picnic in
Smiles disappeared shortly
after when Rev. Jackson was
named in a federal suit charg-
ing him with rigging the elec-
tion.
head under his arm for four
bindss then tossed if into a
trash basket. Despite an in•
sanity plea he was sentenced
to 199 sears.
Calumet park. Two score per-
sons were injured by stones
and other missiles and almost
GIRARD COMES HOME —
William S. Girard and his
Japanese bride, Candy, arrive
in the United States from Ja-
pan. In a case which received
international attention, Girard
was fried by Japanese courts
SPACE TRAVELER — A dog
emerged in 1957 as the world's
first traveler in space. The
dog, named "I,aika," was
plated in Sputnik II by the
Russians and shot hundreds of
miles up, where he zoomed
100 persons were arrested.
Only a few of those arrested
were ever convicted.
in the slaying of a Japanese
woman on the U. S. Army rifle
range. He received a three-
year sukpended sentence and
was booed on his return to the
United States.
around Earth at thousands of
miles an hour. Sputnik 1 and
II startled everyone except the
Soviets and in America touch ,
rd dff a storm of controversy
about our "lagging missile
program."
' LITTLE ROCK CRISIS —
Armed National Guardsmen
block entrance of Little Rock
Central high school to Negro
students (left) on orders of
Arkansas Governor Orval Eau-
BOUND FOR TRIAL — Trials
in Knoxville. Tenn., in 1957
came as a climax to the fam-
ous Clinton, Tenn., riots over
school integration in 1956. Ne-
MAYOR REELECTED—John
Earl Lew' was swept back
into office .or a second term
as Mayor of BronzevIlla In
bus. Faubus ignored President
Eisenhower's request that he
comply with the law and ad-
mit the Negro students to
school, with the result that
Ike called out United States
groes in the East, Tenn., town
were assaulted and beaten as
schools in the area sought to
integrate. Trials in 1957 end-
ed in stiff sentences for sev-
early 1957. In the photo. May
or I,ewis prepares to take off
in his prize Thunderbird with
paratroopers to enforce die
desegregation law. Ike's action
in sending troopers was both
highly praised and sharply
criticized.
eral of the mobsters — Moe.
to the surprise of many. hi
photo, some of those accused
head for trial.
model Cleo Johnson as a paw
enger. Contest Is sponsored
by the Chicago Defender. "
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Pictorial Round-Up Of Colorful And Exciting Social Events-
ATTEND A & I DANCE —
Among the many collegians
attending the annual Christ
ce the
a cttou
s both
sharply
lb •
CHARITY BALL: — Swank
Top Hats and Tails Clubhouse
located on South Parkway was
the scene of a Charity Ball
held recently by the Van
mas dance of Tennessee State
university were, left to right,
Hank Crawford, Mary Beas-
Dettes club, entertaining their
teen-age iriends. LEFT TO
RIGHT are Van Defies mem•
bers: foreground — Carol Ann
Icy, Chailes Beasley. Alberta
Wo.idland, Joe Joyner, un-
identified girl, Donald Per-
rv. Jessie M llace. Charles
Jackson and Jeraldine Wil.
hams.
Letting, president; Danes, BACK ROW: Evelyn Vavas•
Hancock, Betty Holmes, Miss sent, Crystal Strong, Jo Anne
Erma Lee Laws, advisor; Mayo and Barbara Jean Donis.
Joyce Rayner, Patricia Jones, hue.
ENJOYED A & I DANCE —
Some of the young men who
particularly enjoyed a gay
VAN DETTES' GUESTS —
Among the college and out-of-
town guests attending the Van
Dettes' Charity Ball were:
Left to right, Jo Anne Mayo.
Van Dettes secretary; Robert
HAYES SAWYER PARTY —
The annual 3-le night party
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas If
Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. C.
C. Sawyer. held at the dis
tinctive home of Mr. and Mrs.
holiday season, brightened
with the gay dance Shen bY
Tennessee State university
Hooks, Tennessee State univer•
say; Thomas Kilpatrick, tint-
versity of Southern IllinoG;
Donald Letcher; Charles How-
ell, Los Angeles City college;
Jesse (,'Spike") Campb e II,
Hayes, is one of the most
brilliant events in Memphis so-
ciety. This year the two lovely
hostesses were especially de-
lighted with the presence of
were, left to right, Joe JoV•
ner ('harles Jackson, ('tsar.
lea R. Owens, JillaeS Tate,
Jackson college; Crystal Tarp'
Icy, Montclair, N. J.: Patricia
Lynn Walker, Fisk uneversity;
Tommye Kay Hayes, Oakwood
preparatory; Marvin Tarpley,
jr., Fisk university; Walrene
Dr. and Mrs. Westley Groves
of Kansas City, Mo., who
were spending the holiday sea-
son with Mr. and Mrs. Hayes.
Mrs. Groves is the former
Donald Perry, Robert Cray
ford and Hank Bradley.
LeNtoyne college; Jud3
Allen, Tennessee State univer-
sity. Carol Letting, Van Dettes
president, Is serving the punt'
(Withers Photo.)
Miss Helen Ann Haves. Pow
prising a handsome quartet*
are, left to right, Mr*. Groves.
Dr, Groves. Mrs. Hayes and
Mrs. Sawyer. (Reese photo.)
a page-
onsoyeill
'Sr.
"4
T. Q. SOCIAL CLUB: -- An-
other gay yuletide dance was
that of the I, Q. social chin
11111 aid al the Flamingo Room.Leti are the members of the..
group: Left to right: Mrs.
Dorothy Williams. president;
Mrs. Therese Brock. %ire
president; Miss Lucille Holm-
es. secretary; Miss Aline Bail- miss msnager; Mrs. Laura
ey, assistant secretary; Mr. Bowman. chaplain. Mrs. Ese•
Bernice Desayn, treasurer: lyn Peones and Mrs. Rosie
Mrs. Gertrude Burton, busi- Jamerson. (Withers Photo.)
of red candles standards of holly gation has also been extended in-
leaves,vitations to the dinner to be given'white damask cloths strip-'
tied a la package with broad red. by Miss Church on the night of!
,atin ribbon. ; Jan. 15, and again as her guests ,i
THE VAN DETTES . at a luncheon on Jan. le. ,
Those lovely, sweet young things NEW YEAR PARTIES I.. ,
. . . the Van Dettes, who've deft- . Two of the gayest New Year's'
nitely made their mark socially parties were those of alemphians,
and civic-wise . . . who entertain- Inc., at the atemphian clubhouse
cd their teen-age friends vith a 1 in Orleans hotel, and the Top Hat
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SOVETY
that
461144
MARJORIE I. ULEN
W57 was ended . but good, graciously welcomed
 by Zeta be-
with the gaddings of Memphians sileus Gloria 
Callian. The import-
here and yon about iciest. fair City ant items on 
the agenda were,
. . . ending a gala netiday season first, "Holiday 
on Ice." Tickets
and ushering in the New Year. went on sale 
January 1. Secondly,
What happened? Well, the follow- their boule in 
Dallas, Tex., was
ing bits of news will speak for the mecca of 
delegates Mildred
itself. Horne, the 
basileus-elect and Ha-
zel Pyles. Others attending were
HOTELMEN'S ANNUAM Utoke Quarles, Letha Haley and
DINNER DAME Bernice Calloway, the latter a na-
Your scribe was the guest of tie:dal officer.
Aretta and Fleming leolk at the.
annual holiday dinner-dance given: THE FRATERS
!iy the Hotelmen of the Peabody.! On 
Sunday, Dec. 29. the Frater,
-rens indeed a festive affair , .1 a new
ly organized social club had,
with emphasis placed on gorgeous-1 a Yule
tide dinner for members and
: arrayed delicacies in the gour- their
 wives and sweethearts. The
met line, the tables laa lab with affair was 
held at the Sarah
beautiful iced images: Beautifully. and Arah Grill 
where a turkey
e tired guests came early — en.1 dinner was 
served. Those who en-
jayed the party fare and a mirth-I Joyed dinner and the 
interesting
lied floor show before dancing' chatter were 
Mr. and Mrs. Isiah
to superb music furnished by our' 
Harris and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
nwn famed Fineas Newborn's ag. James 
Macho, Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
sregation, home for the holidays,: ard Farwell, jr., Mr. and Mrs
The guests were too numerousl Frank 
Delks, Mr. and Mrs. John
s, start to mention . . . hut at Sermons, bliss C
ynthia Greene.
• ss hosts' table were Cecelia Willis! Ur. and Mrs. Walter Swift 
and
New York city, Gertrude Children, Mr. and M
rs. William
Frazier Johnson of Chi- Thompson, Sylvester atallett and
-ago, Ill., with Mary Della Reeves,
:;ivers King and Walter Lowe of
SS Louis, Mo., Leslie and JoSeh
' nith . . Aretta and Fleming's
ster and brother in-law, of Wash-, of this club, and it hopes to do
OM, D. C., and suave T. j.. bigger and better things for its
Salowees, who had just the week members and the community.
?New been honored at a brilliant THE VICE PRESIDENT'S
h Wedding anniversary recep- INVITATION
Our own Miss Roberta Church.'
At Wilmer and Florida Stock- whose official duties have been ee-
1 m's gay table were Gerry Pope, panded as Minority Groups Con-
id Lesemard Stockton, Sue Black- sultant to the U. S. Department
ticee, Me White, Ann and Oscar of Labor, will be very much in
Mr. and Mrs. George the news during the forth coming
calm, Alma and Phil Booth, Wilma one day meeting sponsored by the
vitt Leonard Campbell, Richard President's Committee on G
ov-
Gooden, Dr. E. Frank and Jean- ment Contracts, to which invite-
nett. White, Mr. and Mrs. Newton tions were extended to citizens
Yelson, Dorris !Sodden and Mr. throughout the country by Vier
and Mrs. Charles Tate of Dayton.. President Nixon.
We hear that several Memphians
le managed to get a word In have been extended invitations,
C 1.4e-wise with Carter Bodye, Ma- including Tom and Taylor Hayes,
r.an and Charles Pride, Bob and Alma Booth, Grand Master Wil-
Aline Mae Roberta — whose llama of the Masonic lodges of the
•,uests were Jane Ritter of Ten- State of Tennessee, Dr. Thomas
nessee State university's Home Watkins, Dr. W. 0. Speight. sr..
,:conomics department and Allie and possibly many other Mem
ph-
lae's cousin, Bill !tooter, who is jam,.
the manager of Nashville's McKis-[ We consider their invitations a
sack Homes. Also spied Johnny' signal of honor, and hope sincere-
Arnold, Adelaide Ragland and ly that all of them will be present
scads of other friends. 1 at the historic meeting on Jan.•
Candlelight Ceremony In Clarksville
CLARKSDALE, Miss — Of naetons. The decolletage portrait ties in Miss Cooper's honor. At
tional interest to the younger set neck is completed in dainty scot- a kitchen shower held by the Ora
was the recent marriage of Miss.lops elaborately em
broidered with
Dolores Janet Cooper to Dr.
.qseuiendspearls interspersed with se-
Thomas E. Shockley in an im.,
pressive candlelight ceremony 
Long sleeves buttoned from el- tertained the bride, her party and
bow to petal point over the hand, a number of friends at a cocktail
J. Mangum Federation Club the
bride received numerous useful
gifts. Mrs. Mamie Gibson en-
the Friendship AME church. The lace skirt has triple lace seal- party.
The bride is the daughter of loped flounces appliqued at the The rehearsal dinner was given
Mrs. Cozetta Gilliam Cooper and hips embroidered in jewels. The by the bride's uncle and aunt, Mr.
the late Frederick S. Cooper. Sr., three gathered skirts develop over and Mrs. J. C. Gilliam, while the
A word about the tables .115, 
at Washington, D. C's swank of this city. The groom's Parents Southern Belle pettihoops into vol- bridal party was invited 
to a wed-
they were lovely with decorations . Willard hotel. The Memphis dele- 1 are Mr. and Mrs- E. Shock- 
uminous fullness extending into ding breakfast by Mrs. Cozetta
Icy of Nashville, Tenn. the Cathedral train. Cooper and Mrs. Nellie Mabrey,i
The officiating minister won the, She also wore a double tier fin. the bride's aunt.
Rev. H. Belin. The bride was giv•I gertip veil of misty bridal illu- Both the bride and groom are!
en away by her brother Feeder- sion; hand-rolled hems fell from assistant professors at Meharry.
irk S. Cooper, jr., of Chicago. a contour's Queen's crown of seed Medical College. Mrs. Shockley
Miss Jessica Pettis of Montgom- pearls, sequins and rhinestones, received her degree in pharmacy
cry, Ala., furnished organ music Her bouquet consisted of lilies-of- at Xavier university and c o m-
for the wedding while Mrs. Jeer- the-valley and white roses with on pleted both the Master's and Ph.
ette Ealy, J. T. Williams and orchid in the center. D. degrees in pharmacology at
Ore Spragin, all of this city, sang.' Her bridesmaids wore short eve- Purdue university.
Christmas Charity ball on Decem- Parkway clubhouse New Tear's 1 Included in the bridal party rung frocks with stoles of the During the past year Dr. Coop-
her 26. -at the South Parkway Eve. At both affairs, which were! were Miss Euzelia Cooper, maid same material which fell from er was a post doctoral research
residence of the Top Hat and Tails attended by many who made of honor and sister of the bride: the shoulders in the back, The fellow under the sponsorship of I
clubhouse. Greenery and Santa, both parties, the old year was rung Mrs., ‘ralda Danae of Chicago,1 gowns of the maid and matron- the Fulbright program at the Uni-'
Claus decorated the spacious roomi out, and the new one ushered m matron of honor; Misses Jean of-honor were similar to the oth- versity of Denmark in Copenhag•
of the club house. The members ' with wonderful convivial fun. Curl of Dallas; Cleo Hamliton of er attendant except that their en, Denmark. Her social sorority
!Mobile. Ala., Yvonne Nicholas of stoles were of chiffon.received. their guests in lovely CHIT CHAT is Alpha Kappa Alpha.
after five dresse. ' Having listed scores of ex-memiEvanston and Mrs. Derma Moton The maids' flowers were white, Dr. Shockley's undergraduate
At intermission, the Van Dettes : phinans home for the holidays, we of Clarksdale, who served as carnations in a cascade-like ar- days were spent at Fisk univer-
paused for pictures and presented, did not include several we saw in bridesmaids. rangement. The flower girls were sity while his Master's Degree and
their advisor, Erma Laws, with al our meanderine.s, namely Ira Gen- Foster Shockley. brother of the dressed in green velvet and the PhD in bacteriology were
lounging outfit as their Christmas try of Tennessee State's faculty, groom, was best man while ring bearers in white suits. The
present — much to her surprise. Dr. and Mrs. Herman Jones of James Smothers of Nashville; mother of the bride wore a beige
They also presented their new Louisville, who visited Mrs. Jones Aaron Henry of Clarksdale a n d satin sheath with a soft drape
member, Pat Jones. This siva- parents, Rev. and Mrs. H. H Wade Walton, jr., of this city were originating in the lower part of
cious group of taeen•agers have JONES: Dr. and Mrs. Richard • the ushers. Cozetta Cooper, niece the back leading around up to the
made a contribution to Family Warr of Waseington, P. c., cat. of the bride and Vivian Stringer waist ending in a large bow. Her
Service Bureau for needy families. frey Bartholomew, jr., Queen were flower girls and Mario and hat was of white brocode satin.
Members of this group are: Carol Washington also of Tennessee
awarded by Ohio State university.
Among the out-of-town guests
were Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Shock-
ley of Nashville; Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Pandy and family of Chi-
cago; Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Gilliam
of Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
DarylPanay were ringbearers. The groom's mother was at- crick S. Cooper and family of ,
Jean Donahue, Jo Anne Mayo State's faculty and Thelma and Miss Cooper's wedding gown is tired in a deep Chantilly lace Chicago; Miss Mona Thomas
Anne Letting. president; Barbara Lynn blcCorkle of Detroit, Mich, an original by Galina in snow dress with a tv:alloped neckline and Miss Elsie Barrows f r o m
Danese Hancock, Myra Smith, • • • white import Rosepoint Chantilly and in a satin hat of the same Mary Holmes Junior College; Mr.
Evelyn Vavasseur, Joyce Rayner, Still eay and smiling over the lace over nylon tulle over bridal thade. I Marion Zealy of Nashville; Mr.
Crystal strong, Clara Smith, Bet- wonderful Chicago trip is Mrs. satin. The Pr'scilla ^,inted basque Clarksdale was the scene of sev-1 and Mrs. James Yeldell of Nash-
ty Holmes and Pat Jones Charles Etta Branham and chil- fastens with miniature lace but- eral fabulous pre - nuptial par- 1 vine:
MRS. MEBANE dren, Charles. Cathryn and Carol. lass; ,s,s.
ENTERTAINS NURSES . They accompanied Rev. Branham
Mrs. E. R. Mebane's home at who drove down for them nd
948 Olympic st.. was the center of made his family's stay most en-
attraction on Dec. 23, when she joyable. He returned to Memphis
entertained the Registered Nurses with them and spent New Year's
with a dinner party. day before returning to the Win-.
The house was in full swing ofl dy City,
the holiday season — decorated' • .
with holly, bells and a lovely tree. Mrs. Rosie Hardy Walker of
Along the stairs were bits of ced• 1008 Hollywood flew to St. Louis
am -and glittering ornam e n Is . to attend the wedding of her neice,
Carols were heard, soft and sweet Miss Joyce Ritter Woods, who
all through the evening while married Dr. Thomas H. Robinson
games were played. At the close of St. Louis. Other relatives from
of the evening a lovely menu of California and Washington, D. C.,
turkey and all the trimmings was attended the wedding.
served followed by the traditional • • . •
eggnog and fruit cake. Mrs. Me- Sp-3 Willie Anderson, jr., of
bane gave each guest a gift from , Camp Walters. Tex.. and Private
the tree, And each member ex- Leodard Anderson of Fort Dix. N.
changed gifts. Amore>, members J., spent the Christmas holidays
attending were Mesdames Cornet- . with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ius Tillman, Lillie Mae McGuire,1 Willie Anderson of 1213 E. Trigg.
Frankie Finnie, Thermo Perkins, Leonard s friends will be interest-
Bessie Oakley. Nazarine Clark, ed to know that he sails for Ger-
Mary Robinson, Jean Smith, Fen- many on Jan. 17.
ton Little, Nettie Reeves, Anna • • . •
Morris, A. T. Willia.as, Jennie Guest of Dr. and Mrs. R. Q.1
Bell Mebane, Cordia Lue Smith, Venson last week end was Dr.,
Ethel Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Rob- Wayman Caliman of Tuskegee I
ert Mebane. John McGuire, L. C. Inst.'s Psychology department . .
Fulghus, and Mrs. Ford and Mr. And, Ernestine Martin and Wil- I,E BONNE SIVA SO. vice president, Joseph Hicks,
Clark. Ite Jo McGhee went to Washing- C1ALITEs — The Le Ronne club sweetheart; Mrs. Mildred
ZETA NEWS ton, D. C., for the holidays and Siva Socialites of 1958 are Brown, assistant secretars
Members of Aloha Eta Zeta on the way back home stopped in, shown as they made plans Mrs. Stand i Pearl Anderson,
chapter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority Tuscumbia, Ala . to attend the for a forthcoming "Saturday business manager; Mrs. Annie
held its December meeting at the 25th wedding anniversary of Mr Night Affair." seen air, left Lee King. treasurer; Ws. An
Orleans Hotel. The new Zetas were arid Mrs. Samuel WaHins. In to right: Mrs. Pauline Sims. nie Mae lii adfield, secretary;
Se•
Mrs. Delores Agnew, preei
dent; Mrs. Gladys Jelineton,
the coming event, to he held
Jan. 25 at 416 II Butler, a
basket of grocerlee will he
given to tho.holder of the lifcky
number.
MORRIS - STEPHENS NUP-
TIAES: —'resenting a beau-
tiful picture following the bril-
liant ceremony which united
Miss Bertha Jean Morris and
the Rev. E. Houston Stephens
•
on Sunday, Dec. 29, at Friend-
ship M. B. church, is the bridal
party of the handsome couple.
Back row, left to right are:
Bridesmaids, Miss Elene
Ward, Miss Peggy Ann White,
Miss Adeline Pipes; Matron
of honor; Mrs. Alice Oates
Saidrldge, Rev. and Mrs. Ste-
phens: the bride's father, Mr.
Hugh Morris; best man, Wel-
ter Stevens, jr., Groomsmen,
Miss Henrietta Yancy Holiday Deb
Rev. and Mrs. S. J. Holley werel The guests attending included Mrs. Robert McRae, Rev, and
hosts at an Open House, New. Fisk university students Miss 
Lily Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson, Mrs. H.
Patricia Walker, and her house McDonald Nelson, Rev, J. T. Dent-
Year s night honoring a holiday guest of New Orleans, Miss Sedon- ham, Mrs. L. Carradine, Mrs. P.debutante, Miss Henrietta Eliza- , is Weil, Miss Agretta Whitaker, Samuels, Mrs. L. Strong, Mr. and
beth Yancy, at their home at 1040 Misses Gloria and Shelby Speigh, Mrs. Boyd Spencer, Mr. and Mrs
S. Wellington. and Misses Yvonne and Phyllis 0. S. Mitchell and daughter, Glen.
Miss Yancy was one of 12 deb-, Brook. da: Mr. and Mrs. James Speight
litanies to bow to society recent-
Miss Furguson, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Other guests on v
acation from Miss Bernice Strong, Mr. C.
ly at the annual ball of the Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity, given at Rob- 
their various schools and colleges Brown, Cicero Falls and daugh-
ward Carter, Robert Williams,
inson auditorium in Little Rock 
attending were: Misses Alva Jam- ters, Misses Annie Pearl and MaryCarroll Knox and Willie James
Jones. This was the first affair Ark. 'son, Jacqueline Washburn, an
d Ella Falls also children of the
' Nell Harvey, Cecil Washburn, hosts, Solomon, Joseph and Mary
Miss Yancy is the daughter of George LaSure, Misses Satoria Margaret Holley.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Yancy, II, of Perry Dorothy Samuels, Betty Serving at the punch bowl was
Waco, Texas. The hostess, Mrs. 0.1 Lou and Dorothy Jean Lockheart.
C. Holley, an instructor at Boolt•IM -`ltE GUESTS 
Miss Mattie Taylor. Music W3S
er T. Washington high school, is, Also present were the following; played 
by Mrs. J. M. Stringer.
a niece of Dr. Yancy, Miss Yancy l friends of the hosts and Dr. Van. Following the reception. Miss
Is a recent graduate of Horace ey: Mrs. A. Bland, Miss Charlote Yancy was accompanied to her
Mann high school, Little Rock, and Brooks, Miss Gloria Cattier', Miss train which took her back to Fisk
is now a student at Fisk univer- Gwen Nash, Mrs. N. White, Rev. university to resume 'her studies
sity. and Mrs. Otis Hooks, Rev, and as a music major.
Meharry Profs. Repeat Vows In Lovely
'
Charles Hollowell, James Earl
Sweet. Foreground, left to
right are, flower girls, Mary
Lynn Morris, and Johanna
Lopez Sandridge, and the Ju-
nior bridesmaid, Cheri L. Joy.
nee, (Reese Photo.)
„
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With LEODA GAMMON
Always a popular combination,1
macaroni and cheese collaborate
here in an egg-rich sauce. The
mixture bakes in a ring mold, and
turns out to be an attractive
crown that can be filled with
broccoli in cream sauce, or any
other colorful vegetable that your
family is partial to.
Macaroni and Cheese Crown
6 ounces elbow macaroni
1 1-2 cups milk
2 cups shredded sharp Cheddar
Cheese (1-2 pound)
2 eggs
1-4 cup enriched flour
1-2 teaspoon salt
smooth. Rinse macaroni with
warm water and drain well. Add
macaroni to cheese mixture and
mix well. Spoon into well-greased
11-4 quart ring mold. Set in large
pan and fill with hot water to a
depth of about 1 inch. Bake in
slow oven (325 degrees F.) 45 to
50 minutes or until set. Remove
from oven and let cool 5 to 10 min-
utes. Using spatula, loosen mace.
roni ring from sides of pan. Un•
mold, and fillcenter of mold with
Broccoli in Cream Sauce.
Broccoli in Cream Sauce
1-3 cup butter
1-3 cup slivered blanched almonds
1-3 cup enriched flour
1-8 teaspoon pepper 1-2 teaspoon salt
:Broccoli in Cream Sauce 18 teaspoon pepper
Add 1 tablespoon salt and maaa-
Boil rapidly, stirring constantly. coil pieces, cooked
cons to 4 1-2 cups boiling water. 
2 cups milk
2 10-ounce packages frosen broc-
for 2 minutes. Cover, remove Melt butter in saucepan.
from heat and let stand 10 minutes almonds and brown lightly,
Meanwhile, scald milk. Add cheese ing occasionally. Stir in flour, . It
and stir over low heat until cheese and pepper. Add milk gradually,
is nfelted. Beat eggs in large bowl. , stirring constantly, and cook until
Blend in flour, salt and pepper. thickened. Stir in cooked broccoli
Add milk mixture to eggs gradul and turn into center of macaroni
ally and stir until mixture is ring. Makes 6 servings.
Homemakers Choose Restful Wall
Colors For Interior Decoration
Restful, easy-to-live-with wall
hi
said, are some of the new ex.
perianental color combinations in-
volving dissonant color harmonies.
"The more familiar harmonies,
sometimes sweet and cloying, are
being replaced with exciting, vi-
brant combinations inspired front
the paintings of the great contem-
poraries including Picasso, Matis-
se, Mondrian, Klee and others
"These new virile combirts
are found in draperies, fur NW
coverings, wall hangings, and t.a.
rious room accessories. These col-
ors however, need a white or
neutral wall with occasionally a
'floating' accent wall to integrate
the color."
Washington, they were the guests
• 
of their sister, Susie Berry, who
is now in Washington , a school
teacher,
colors are becoming most widely
used in interior decoration.
This was noted by Miss Mar-
garet Hutchison, color stylist for
the Martin-Senour Paint Company,
at a press preview of Colerobot,
an automated color dispenser
which delivers, within seconds,
any of an unlimited range of col.
ors.
Supplementing the Colornbot.
Martin-Senour also announced a
new color program which includes
ready-packaged Trend Colors
reflecting the current preferences
for a subtle muted wall back-
ground.
Under its new color program.
Martin-Senour can, by adding ad-
ditional color to any of its basic
Trend Colors or white, produce,
at the retail level, an infinite se-
lection Of colors. Furthermore,
the Trend Colors can be changed
both in number and content to
meet consumer needs.
The current packaged Trend
Colors, Miss Hutchison comment-
ed, are in keening with today's
home fashions whereby wall col
ors are used to set off the tur-
nhhings, people, and the activi-
ty of the room. "Today's wall col-
ors," she said, "are white and the
wandering neutrals — beige, clay,
fawn, nomad — the natural tones
of stone, sand, earth, and wood.
They are the soft, muted hues."
Comparing the contemporary
"well-tempered use of colors"
with previous years, Miss Hutchi-
son observed a change from the
first outburst of "color hunger''
11 years ago when Martin-Senour
launched its Nu-Hue Custom Col-'
or u
hues 
w System.ere faThyureend. strong, clearl
"It was generally assumed then
that good color was more color,"
she said. "In the yeas since,
Martin-Senow's eontinusers stu-
dy of purchases in paint colors
revealed a steady and unmistaka-
ble trend toward more sophisti-
cated use of color. The consum-
er, led by designers, stylists, ar-
chitects, home furnishings experts,
and other telstemakers, has learn-
ed many things about color in the
home.
"The modern homemaker h a s
learned that walls are background
and that wall colors should stay,
on the wall. The function of the!
wall is to enclose a space, not ,
close in on it.
'Walls also can be an exten-
sion of the floor. The apparent
space and size of a room can be
extended even further by using a?
lighter tone of the wall color on
the floor. Light wall-to•wall car-
peting, lighter than average hard
flooring are used to stretch out
the length and breadth of living
areas.
"Color, like music, has an ab-
stract emotional appeal." Miss
Hutchiaon continued. "The mood'
of a room, the activities and peo-
ple in it can be expressed through
color. Soft, blending color m a v
express a restful or relaxing feel-
ing suitable for living room, li-
brary, den or bedroom.
"For gayer, more exciting ef-
fects to be used in the kitchen,
game room, play areas, the back-
ground can be stronger colors and,
sharper accents. Here, the gayl
colors can be distributed on the
'floating' accent wall as well as
on the ceiling, chest, chairs or
accessories."
Further indications of "color
coming of age," Miss Hutchinson
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE & SUPPLY, Inc.
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Badges, Cops, Gowns, Banners, Hymnal Books, Gospel Sen. Books
Church Supplies
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DEStRIPTIVI FOLDER
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATID
IMP` 111Mir
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM S
CLEANERS
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APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
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Izzy Rosen's
109 MADISON at MAIN
JANUARY CLEARANCE
SALE OF MEN'S SHOES
ALLEN EDMONDS
Ori,g. 23.95 to 32.50
NUNN BUSH
Orig. 20.95 to 29.95
DR. LOCKE
Orig. to 25.95
MASSAGIC Air-Cushion
Orig. to 22.95
SPECIAL GROUP
Orig. 12.95 to 18.95
14.90 to 19.95
14.90 to 19.90
16.90 to 19.90
14.95
9.90
entire stock not included
all sales final please
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
TIM New Year is here, and it
irecertainly issued in grand stylethe J. F liughes on Brook.n Drive entertained a few
friends in honor of their guests,
Now for a bit of reminiscing
over the Christmas season. I don't
believe I spent a dull moment.
farssday morning followingtmas, two of the city's most
prominent clubs had breaktast
meetings. The New Idea Club was
hostessed by Mrs. Louise Praither
when fashionably dressed ladies
gathered at her home on Hayes
ave., and enjoyed a most tasty
Menu carrying out the theme of
Christmas.
luncheon on Monday afternoon in
the home of your scribe, co-hosted
by Mrs. Daisy Shaw along with
other out-of-the-city visitors, Mes-
dames Frankie Graham Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hughes, par- Virginia Whitset Stewart, Jean
eats of Mr. Ilughes from French Hughes and Evelyn Glover. Coun-
Liar, Ind. The New Year cele- try ham, barbecued chicken. Au
bration was just grand with the gratin asparagus, peach salad, hot
delicacy of roast pheasant, quail, rolls, coffee and egg nog made
wild boar ham, potato sala d, up the menu. Each guest received
green beans, and hot rolls skins a gift, with bridge and whist priz-
with cocktails. The jolly group en- es going to Mesdame Jean Hughes
juying this special fete were the and Essie Perry.
honorees. Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Mc-1 Parties for the honored guests
Htssack, Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell,' of the Bells climaxed Monday!
Mesdames Lucille Sangster, DAL.' night with the grand finale fit
sy Shaw, Fann.s Dobbins, Vera their spacious home on Hays ave.
Brooks, Mr and Mrs. Sidney Per- Among those seen were the V. J.
Ty, sr., and the J. A. Cookes. I'm, Gilmores, the Joe Sferrys, t h e
sure there were many more cele- John Adkins, Mrs. V. F. Walk.
balms but I can assure you at er, Mrs. Lucille Sangster and
the Hughes' we had just as much guest, Mrs. Glover, Miss Stable
fun. Golden, the W. E. McKiesacks,
the Rex Currys, the J. 0. Per-
peners and guest Mrs. Givens,! -
the Herman Stones, J. T. Beck, I ANNUAL BREAKFAST — The annual breakfast this year in
the Sidney Perrys, the Joe De- members and Mends of. the the home of Mrs. Anna L.
berrys. the F. Machette the Earl' Isaac Lane Cirgle of Mt. Pis- • Humphrey. 2158 Bennett ase.,
Shaws and guest, Colonel Shaw , gall CME church held their during the holiday season. The
and J. A. Cooke.
Here againn, there was a variety
self, plenty of food and cocktails. 
Studentof things to do to amuse your-
And so the Kilgores and Claibornes
left saying they enjoyed every
moment in Jackson on their first
About the same time, members visit and little "Skipper" was say-
of the Civic Pride Club gathered' lug "Me too."
OTHER VISITORS
Home for the holidays were Miss
Clementine Graves, Kay Perine
and Allen Preston Merry from
Tennessee State university, Miss
Sandra Neilson from Fisk univer-
sity and Miss Carmen& Perpener
from Hampton Institute.
Mrs. Bobbie Scott Herron spent
the Christmas holidays with her,
sop, "Scotty", and 'her mother.
Mrs. tithe Scott on S. Cumber-
In the spacious fellowship room of
Berean Baptist church where Mrs.
Lithe Bell served as hostess. The
Christmas spirit was beaming all
over the members and carrying
out the spirit of giving each mem-
ber received a gift and voted dur-
ing the business session to donate
$5.00 per month to the Mt. Olive
Cemetery' "Keep Clean" commit
tee.
IN THE SOCIAL SPOTLIGHT
Special guests in the home ofi land at.
Mrs. W. R. Bellfor! Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whitsett or
.iolidays were Dr. and Mrs.; Inetitute were very proud to have
Clairborne and their 18-' as their house guests their two
month-old son, Daniel Mark, bet.. daughters and their husbands for
ter known as "Skipper," of Chi- a family Christmas reunion. They
cago, Ill, and Dr. and Mrs. E. s. are Rev. and Mrs. Harris, (Hel-
Kilgore of Johnson City, Tenn. And en) of Knoxville, Tenn. a n d
what a merry week it has been Mr. and Mrs. llenry Steward,
for your scribe as she maintained (Virginia.) from Chicago, Ill.
a scorching pace around the cock- And speaking of family reunions
tail circuit.
Parties started on Friday night
when Dr. and Mrs. J. 0. Per-
pener entertained in their home in
honor of their house guest, Mrs.
Jean Givens of Texas.
i Saturday morning out of the city
guests were feted with a break-
fast in the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. Deberry, the complete fami-
Sidney Perry, Sr., on Lane ave., 1Y on hand to enjoy this celebra-
with Mesdame Perry and sister, tion over a delicious turkey dinner
Cora Deberry as hostesses. Jsice were Mr. and Mrs. Larnell De-
IrLtizers
 preceeded the delicious berry, Rt. 7, and Mr. and Mrs.
. of golden brown fried chick- Joe Deberry of Jackson, Mr. and
en. 'sausage, eggs, grits, preserves Mrs. Hersey, Deberry of St. Louis,
and hot coffee. Special out of the and Mr. and Mrs. Barker, (Lois)
city guests were Mesdame Clara of Detroit, Mich. Music, movies
Bell Claiborne, Frances Kilgore, and the exchange of gifts corn-
Jean Givens, Edna Carthorne and pleted a perfect evening.
Jean Hughes, who all received' Mr. and Mrs. Curry Ross. Si.,
kvely guest prizes. Others feted have returned from visiting rela-
werre Mesdame Vivian Bell, Men-
eta Hughes, Alene Maney, Lu-
cille Sangster, Mae Perpener, J.
Salone, Nancy Lyons and your
scribe. Progressive bridge and
whist followed with prizes going
to Mesdame fiughes and Lyons.
McKISSACKS ENTERTAIN
Saturday night Dr. and Mrs. W.
E. McKissack entertained in honor
of the house guests of the Bells.
with a party. Dance, games or I
what have you kept party lovers
'tit wee hours in the a. m. with
plenty of cocktails and a table
laden with food to serve your-
self. Among the many old faces
your scribe was delighted to see
0 , Mrs. Evelyn Thompson 
Glov-
esusin of Mrs. McKissack, who
ved right in the midst of the
party from Birmingham, Ala. 'Also
Colonel Shaw, guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Shaw, from New York
City, and Mr. and Mrs Roy Jones,
now of Milwaukee, Wisc. Others ;
seemingly having a grand time
were Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Perry,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Deberry, the
Charles Berrys, the John Adkins,
the John Hays of Brownsville,
'Tenn.: the Isaiah Savages, Miss
Mable Golden, Mrs. L. Sangster,
Miss Cynthia Rawls of Browns-
ville, the V. J. Gilmores, the J. G.
Hughes and guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Hughes.. J. T. Beck and of
course your Scribe's better half,
J A. Cooke. • r
The Bell home WI the beautiful
setting for a very tasty dinner
on Sunday afternoon where twen-
ty were seated in honor of theirl
house guests, the Clairbornes .
the Kilgores. Before dinner
served, appetizing cocktails
rked up the appetites of the
guests for a menu of roast tur-
key with all the trimmings, topped
off with egg nog, fruit and spiced
cake. Here from Memphis were
Dr and Mrs R Q. Venson and. . .
their little niece. Pamela. Others
enjoying this delicious fete were
Dr. and-Mrs. W. E. McKissack,
J. T. Beck, Mrs. Marie Monre,
Mrs. Lucille Sangster and guest,
Mrs Evelyn Glover, Mr and Mrs.
Frederick Mitchell, jr., and chil-
dren. Frederick III and Edmond,
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Cooke and
gueSt. Barbara Ann Jones of St.
Louis, Mo., and little Elsie Louise
Cooke. Mrs. Bell greeted the
guests wearing green velveteen,
hostess pants.
Mesdames Clairborne and Kul
gore were again feted with a
who reared her, and the
.' daughter ef Mrs, J. B. Whittaker
- of St. Louis, Mo. Dr. Jordan is
the son of Captain John Edward
Jordan, sr., and Mrs. Charles J,
Walker of Nashville.
Escorted by her uncle, the bride
wore a traditional length gown of
white chantilly lace and silk net
over silk satin. The fitted lace
bodice had a petal designed neck-
line outlined with seed pearls and
iridescent sequins, and its lace
full length sleeves ended in petal
points over the hands. Broad chan-
tilly lace inserts added grace to
the bouffant skirt of silk net. She
carried a shower bouquet of white
roses.
MATRON OF HONOR
Mrss Jordan's sister. Mrs. Tal-
madge Stewart of St. Louis, Mo.,
was matron of honor The brides-
maids were the bride's sister. Miss
Dorottry Whittaker, Miss Gale
Christmas, both of Minneapolis,
and Miss Mattie Slaughter of
Nashville. Capt. Jordan was his
eon's best man.
The bride is a graduate of Ten-
nessee A&I State university, and
is studying for the master's de-
gree at the University of Minne-
sota. She has been engaged In
heart research at the Phillip Lab-
oratory of Minneapolis. She is a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority.
An alumnus of Lincoln univer-
sity at Oxford, Pa., Dr. Jordan
was graduated from the Meharry
Medical college's School of Dent-
istry last June. He belongs to the
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
PIZZZA CUTTIE
Champion pizza pie nviker in
Hollywood is Susan Oliver. And to
back up her title, she will accept
all challenges. _ s
a very impressive one was held
on Sunday. Dec. 22, when the De-
berry family gathered at the home
of Mr. Robert Deberry, Rt. 7,
Jackson. This was the first time
the entire family had been to-
gether in 15 years. The children
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert
tives in Cleveland and Painsville,
Ohio, Milwaukee, and Chicago.
Christmas dinner was had in Chi-
cago with Curry Ross, jr. After
returning to Jackson, the Rosses
visited with Mrs. Ross' son and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Puckett of Memphis, Tenn. '
Five Honored
With Letters
And Corsages
NASHVILLE — Five women
were feted here recently at the
annual reception of the National
Council of Negro Women held
at the Hulda Lyttle Nurses Home
at Meharry Medical college.
The five women who received
the local chapter's Letter of Honor
and a corsage for outstanding con-
tributions to community welfare
as reflected in their distinguish-
ed leadership were Mrs. Preston
Valien, Mrs. Elbert 'P. Smith,
Mrs. E. T. Brown, Mrs. John J.
Bailey, and Mrs. E. T. Brocseln.
-Mil Margaret Simms of Fisk
university, and president of t h e
chapter. gave the highlights of Na-
tional Council activities including
the November national convention
and local civic endeavors.
In charge of the program was
Mrs. Earl L. Sasser of Tennessee
A&I State university, who intro-
duced the guests and new meie
bers.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — As-
sociates of Secretary of Stat.
John Foster Dulles said yesterday
that any idea of his resigning the
cabinet post "hasn't even crossed
his mind."
The statement was made by per-
sons close to Dulles in response to
reports that he might quit because
of widespread criticism of foreign
"It just isn't so," associates
said. "As far as we are able to
learn. Dulles expects to retain his
post through the present Eisen-
hower administration."
country type breakfast was
served buffet style, and mem-
bers I --I juices,
colfee, country sausages, ham.
And Dentist Marry
NASHVILLE — The First Bap- of the marriage of Miss Nedra
tist church on Eighth ave., North, Ann Whittaker to Dr. John Ed-
was the scene here on Dec, 2.3, ward Jordan. The Rev. Kelly M.
MEMBERS OF THE WEDD.•
ING party for Dr. and Mrs.
John Edward Jordan, who
were married in Nashville in .
a Pre-Christmas ceremony,
standing in the receiving line
DEBUTANTE HONORED —
Rex. and Mrs. S. J. Holley
of 104o S. Wellington, held
open house New Year's night
honoring Miss Henrietta
Elisabeth Yancy, one of the
season's debutantes presented
are left to right: Mrs. Gilbert
King, the bride's aunt; Mrs.
Charles J. Walker, and the
groom's mother; Mrs. J. B.
Walker, the bride's mother;
at the Alpha Phi Alpha An-
nual Christmas ball given at
the Robinson auditorium in
Little Rock. Among the many
guests present were, left to
right: Miss Alva Jamison,
Miss Jacqueline Washburn,
eggs, preserves, hot rolls and
butter. After breakfast the
members and their guests ex-
changed presents. Seated at
In Nashville
Smith performed the ceremony.
The bride is the niece of Mr
and Mrs. Gilbert King' of Nash
girl of St. Louis, Mo., the
groom and bride, Misses Met-
tle Slaughter, Dorothy Whit-
taker, and Gale Christmas,
and Mrs. Talmadge Stewart.
(Gunther Photo.)
8 SOUTH MAIN
Edwin Clapp
Walk-Over
Standish Queen
Many •Others
Miss Charlotte Brooks, Miss
Phyllis Brooks. Miss Lily Pa-
tricia Ws.lker, Cecil Washburn,
Miss Yancy, George LaSure,
Miss Sedonir Well, Miss
Yvonne Brooks, Miss Nell Har-
vey and Miss Satoria Perry,
Palizzio
Miramar
Quality
MEN'S WOMEN'S
and CHILDREN'S SHOES
8 SOUTH MAIN
the table, from left, are Mrs.
Ann. L. Ilumphres, the host-
ess; Mrs. Ada Bunn, Mrs. Min.
RECEIVES (1TATION — H.
T. Lockard, Memphis attorney
and president of the local
branch of the NAACP, is shown
receiving a citation from Rev.
W. Herbert Brewster for out-
standing service to the corn.
munits during 1957. The cita-
tion was given at the 94th
Emancipation Anniversary
celebration held at St. Paul
Baptist church on New Year's
day. Atty. Lockard was one
of the panel speakers, and dis-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
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nie .4penver, Mrs. Bessie Gii-
lispie, and Mrs. Ethel Person.
(Photo by Withers)
cessed the Negro lawyer. Dar.
lug his talk he mentioned
the Memphis bus segregation
case, and won tremendous
applause and support from the
audience for the NAACP's ef•
fort to remove racial harriers.
Rev. Brewster was the mod.
erator for the panel, and mas-
ter of ceremonies for the pro-
gram, sponsored by the Edu-
cational Bpard of the National
Baptist Convention, Inc. (Pho-
to by Dithers.)
Riceland Rice b the natural UNPROMMED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! _Guaranteed fluffy!
mother. Mrs. Rosie Wilburn.
Mr. Sam Heron and Mrs. Ruby
L. Richmond are medical patients
at Deaconess hospital.
* • •
SANDUSKY
By MONETTE VAUGHN
Mrs Arnette Trotter and moth-
er. Mrs. Anna ChamberceMrs.
Carmel Fowler of Cairo. III., and
Mr. Forest Trotter of California,
motored to South Bend. Itut, to
the wedding of Mr. Venoid Cham-
bers, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Orbrey Chambers. Mrs. Anna
Chambers, the grandmother of the
groem, is remaining there for
visit.
The anneuncement is rather late
but Mrs. Catherine Pate of this
vicinity was married to Mr. An-
derson Verse of Charleston. Mo.
Mr end Mrs Roy Vaughn and
mother. Mrs Elizabeth Fisher
were (Ppm, qiirIgla Mm ger-
tha V. Wade and brother Her-
bert Vaughn, Christmas Day.
Mrs. Sylvia Clayton who suffer-
ed severe burns on her shoulders
and arms some time ago, is im-
proving.
MACOMB
By MINNIE CLARK
Mrs. Theodore Thiezry of De-
troit visited Mr. and Mrs. Herold
Caldwell during the holidays
Mrs. Jeanette Hannah celebrat-
ed her birthday. Dec. 31.
Mrs. Euzetta Huff and grand-
daughter JoAnne Vivian spent
Christmas day in Peoria visiting
Mr. and prs. 11. Porch.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Brooks motor-
ed to Monmouth to attend an East-
ern Star party.
Mrs. Anna Montgomery and
Aaron Thorpe were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Robe,rt Hannah,
recently.
Little Mist Amber Htiston cele-
brated her sixth birthday Sunday.
Charles Huston Edison heavy
weight Mar. made an all time
high of 35 points with a winning
score of 48-38 in a basketball game
between Edison junior high and
Roseville. Edison won.
MACOMB
By MINNIE CLARK
Mrs. Theodore Thierry of Det-
roit visited Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Caldwell during the holidays.
Mrs. Jeanette Hannah celebrated
her birthday. Dec. 31.
Mrs. Euzetta Huff and grand-
daughter JoAnne Vivian spent Ch
rielmas day in Poeria visiting Mr.
and MRs. H. Porch.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Brooks mot-
ored to Monmouth to attend an
Eastern Star party.
Mrs. Anna Montgomery and Aa
ron Thorpe were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Robert H
Hannah recently.
Little Miss Amber Husean celeb
rated her sixth birthday Sunday.
Charles Huston Edison, heavy
weight star, made all time high of
35 points with a winning score of
48-38 in a basketball game between
Edison junior high and Roeeville.
Edison won.
MURPHYSISORO
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
son st, and Mrs. Hazel Ellis of. Richard Menley, 60 and Bonnie J.
No. Sheridan et., have returned' Johnson. 12.
from West Mississippi, where they
attended the 50th wedding anniver-
sary of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom King.
Carl Cain is home visiting his CEDAR RAPIDS
wife, Katherine Cars and his By Gil. MONTGOMERY
mother, Mrs. Other Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. Beivis Clark, Mr.
ifamily. and Mrs. Odell CUip, Leroy Bell
Mrs. Emma Alexandra of Chi- and Jack Taylor visited in the h
cago spent the holidays with her home of MR. AND Mrs. Edgar
Culp, in Kansas City. Kansas.
Mr. Jock Taylor. of McKentle.
Tennessee is visiting in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Taylor
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carson
and daughters of Kansas Cite
Mo., visited in the home of Mrs.
Carson's parents. Mr and Mrs.
Henry Woodson 511 8 9th Ave.
S.E.
CEDAR RAPIDS
By G. H. MONTGOMERY
Mr. and Mrs. Silvis (lark, Mr.
and Mrs. Odell Celp, Leroy tell
and Jack Taylor visited in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Culp
In teenage City. Kans.
Mr. Jack Taylor of McKenzie,
Tenn., Is visiting in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Taylor and
family
Mr. and Mrs. William Carson
and danghters of Kansas City,
Mo.. visited In the home of Mrs
Carson's parents, Mr and Mrs.
Henry Woodson, 511-9th ave., S. E. 1
Iowa
• • • 
I Awards
1111 row es a. oa s, urvey a
Ignore Rulings
On Traveling
MOBILE, Ala. — (ANP) —Tra-
vel segregation remains a "defi-
nite reality" at many poinls in
Alabama, a report issued by the
ter Negro citizens thre from con-
mittee, stated.
The report made the charge
that "despite rulings of the Su-
preme Court of the United States
and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee outlawing segregation in
waiting rooms and on trains and
buses, affecting both interstate and
intrastate passengers, devious
means have been employed to cir-
cumvent the law."
It added that violence which
marked the period of the success-
ful Montgomery bus boycott and
the court victory against segre-
gation on city buses, "did not de.
ter Negro citiemi there from con-
tioueing to insist that their rights
tinder the law be respected."
The report noted that Negroes
in Birmingham have instituted
court action attacking w siting
room segregation and a city law
requiring separate seats on city
buses for whites and Negroes.
It said further that railroad ag-
ents at Flomaton, Ala., were ite-
mised of calling the police to ar-
rest some colored persons travel-
ing In interstate commerce sever-
al months ago, who happened to
select seals in a section of the able in about 60 days.
Illinois
UNITY
By MPNETTE VAUGHN
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jarvies of
foram Ill., visited their parents,
Mrs. Viola Jarvies and Mr. and
Mrs. Sellie Smith. They returned
home Christmas Day with their
three babies who had spent sev•
eral months with their grandpar-
ents.
The following persons were
Christmas guests of Mrs. Pearl
Fulce and grandsons. Floyd and
George James: Mr. and Mrs. Sid-
ney Taylor and son. Louis 11. Har-
din, and John Fulce all of St.
Louis. Mo.; Cleo King, Sandra and
Barbara Brow* and grandmother,
lira. Birdie Armstrong of Chica-
go, DI., Florence Sawyer of Mound
City, M.; Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Fulce and daughter of South Bend,
Ind.
The Youth Choir of Mt. Zion
Baptist church was the guest of
the Youth choir of the St. Mark
Baptist church of Klondike, 111.,
Sunday morning, Dec. 29. Rev.
I H. Wiggins Is pastor of both
churches.
The Golden Tone Chorus of
klounds, Ill.. Mrs. Ethel Reynolds,
director, rendered a program
Sunday afternoon at Mt. Zion Rap-
list church, under the auspices
of the Willing Workers club, Mrs.
Ella Vinson, president.
Mrs. Vera Dickey and son, Sea-
mon, spent the Christmas holidays
in Mississippi.
• Mr. Milton Vaughn spent Christ-
mas with his family here. He re- '
turned to Gary. Ind., Sunday,
where he is employed.
Mr. Joe Willie Spears and son
Nathaniel, have gone to Gary, In-
diana,
Mr. Marion Lathan of Gary,
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Alice Lathan, and grandfather,
Mr. Thomas Campfield.
Mr, Eugene Moore. sr., visited
his wife Mrs. Mettle Moore, and
children'.
Those on the sick tiet are Mrs.
Carrie Winston, Mrs. Mary Cross-
land, Mr, James McGinnis. Mr.
passenger station reserved f o nl
whites. These arrests were "con-
trary to federal law."
SIGNS CONFUSE
The Alabama Public Service
Commission was said to have com-
pelled railroads to place signs on
waiting room doors which have
had a tendency to confuse Negro
passengers about their rights to
use waiting rooms other than those
which have been customarily of
the Jim crow variety. Bus lines
in many towns and cities still re-
tail "white" and "colored" signs
designating separate waiting
rooms for the two races, the re-
port declared.
EMPLOYES DO THE
SEGREGATING
It said that in many commu-
nities violations of federal 1 a w
have been abetted by employes
of railroads and bus lines "who
have flagrantly segregated Negro
travelers, or called upon police
to arrest those who would not be
easily intimidated where the ir
rights were involved."
The report was Issued under di-
rection of J. L. LeFlore of Mobile,
for the Public Affairs Research
Committee.
It was indicated that a more
comprehensive report dealing with
travel segregation will be avail-
DEFENDER
Sat., Jan. 11, MB
Mississippi
STARKVILLE
By FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Lulaby Ringo, Mrs. Lillie
Harmon, and their. little niece,
Miss Betty Dobbins of Cleveland,
Ohio, spent two weeks during the
Christmas holidays with their
brother and cousin, Mr. Tenolia
Collier and Mrs. Eria Lovely,
On Saturday night Mrs. Lovely
entertained her guests with an in-
formal party. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hardy, Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Davie, Mr. and
Mrs. Willoe C. West, Mr. and
Stewart. Mrs. Emma L. Smith,
Mrs. Freddie Edwards, Mr. Hom-
er Gipson, Mrs. Mary A. Pear-
son, Mrs. Geneva Gandy,- Mrs.
Hattie Cross, Mrs. Amanda Love-
ly, Miss Joe Wilson, and Mr.
Tenolia Collier.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moore and
Mrs. Lucille Moore spent the holi-
days with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bradley Moore. The Moores
are now residing in Los Angeles,
Calif.
Mr. Jimmie Alexander of Fort
Benning, Ga., spent the holidays
with his father, Mr. Alfonsa Al-
exander.
Mr. Willie Stewart, of Mobile,
Ala., and son were home during
the holidays. While here he was a
guest in the home of his aunt, Mr*.
Ella Evans.
Mrs. Emma A. Johnson and
WHO'S WHO AT ALLEN —
These students at Allen Lint-
versity, Colunlbla, 8. C., have
been selected for the annual
publication "Wlio's Who In
American Colleges and Uni-
versities." Leff to right (seat-
Lerog Henderson, Jack-
sonville, Fla.; Mary Braggs,
St. Petersburg, Fla.; Joan
King, St. Albans, N. Y.; Lu-
cille Ivey, Asheville, N. C.;
Meivine Smallwood, Fort My-
ers, Fla.; Constance White.
Sumter, S. C.; Thomases
White, Asheville, N. C., and
Melvin Hodges, Charleston, 8.
C. Standing: Harold Williams,
Clinton, S. C.; Curiee.Rivers,
Charleston, S. C.; William
Harris, Columbia, S. C.; 811ep-
•
heard Johnson, Rock Hill, S.
C.; Henry Anderson, Charles-
ton, 8, C.; Fred Morgan, Eas-
ley, S. C.; John Cash, Bruns-
wick, Oa., and Frank Patrick,
Columbia, S. C.
Mattiwilda Dobbs Triumphs At Her
Mrs. Seretha Stitt, of Chicago, moi Performance Of 'Luau At The et,A4• Ibored dewn to spend the holidays
with their mother, Mrs. Alberta
Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Caldwell
and son of Fort Ard, Calif., and
Mrs. Venia Lincisy of Ackerman,
Miss., were the guests in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Robinson
for the holidays.
Mrs. Lucille Moore spent t he
holidays in Chicago visiting in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Harris, who are the proud parents
of a little son born Dec, 19. Mrs.
Harris is the former Mary Lu-
cille Moore.
Mrs. Eliza Folsom spent the holi-
day week end in Greenwood visit-
ing her daughter and lomln-law,
Rev. and Mrs. M. J. Stallinge.
Mr. H. E. Dockins, registrar of
Tugaloo college spent the holi-
days with his pareInts, Mr. and
Mrs. Matthew Dackins.
Miss Sara Moseley, West Point,
Miss., spent the week end with
her teacher, Miss Naused Stew-
art.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther C. Shel-
ton spent their Christmas vaca-
tion with her parents, Rev. and
Mrs. Fred Campbell. Mrs. Shel-
ton to the former Chrixteen Camp-
bell, and is teaching In (larks.
dale. Mr. Shelton is a junior
at Howard university, Washing-
ton, D. C.
Missouri
ST. LOUIS
On Christmas day, Mrs Effie
Dotson of 1324 Temple pl., had
all seven of her children: two
daughters-in-law and six grand
children, one sister, one niece'
and one nephew. Their names are,
as follows: Mr. Eddie M. Dotson,'
of 23 E. '1st et., Chicago, 111.;
Chester Dotson, 6506 St. Lawrence
ave., Chicago, Ill.; Miss Geneva
Dotson of Canton, Miss.: Miss
Marie Dotson of Pelahatchie,I
Miss.; Mr. Joe Dotson and Vera'
Dotson, Frem an Dotson. Hanie
Dotson and Isabelle Dotson all of
St. Louis. Mo. Mrs. Dotson. a
respected mother and life member
of the Methodist church and widow
of the late Frank Dotson, one time Miss Diane Murphy, daughter Of
James Hickman and Mr. Reeks., The disastrous tornado which ' a prominent and renowned bar- Mr. and Mrs. Clarence D. Mur-
• • • I struck the esetern section of this her of Canton, Miss.. and Jamee phy of 800s Michigan ave., Ohi-
FREEPORT city Dec. 18. left three dead, 200 Dotson, of Jackson, Miss., preml- cago, Ill., spent the holidays with
By LLOYD BRUMFIF.LD, JR. injured. 105 homeless. The dead nrnt barber and brotherin•law. her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Nettie Green nit E. Mach- are Richard Menley. 65: Mrs. now of St. Louis, Mo., and Chi- Ivy Hagan, 643 Iglehart ave. Dia-
cago, Ill.. with aliens located at ane, a brilliant sophomore at
59th & Wentworth, Chicago and Hirsch high school is recovering
Marcus and St. Louis Ave.. in from injuries received when struck
St. Louis, Mo. by a car last fall.
By CARL DffON
NEW YORK — (ANP) — Satur-
da), December 21, Was not only
an important date in the life of
Mattiwilds Dobbs, gifted Negro
coloratura soprano, but in the mu-
sical history of the race at large,
for it marked the first time that
the Metropolitan Opera Associa-
tion, the most aviowned in all
America, has presented a Negro
operatic female singer in a prin-
ciple role, that of - Lucia in Gae-
tano Donizetti's Lucia di Lam-
mermoore.
TRIUMPHS IN ROLE
This event illustrates so plainly
the old adage of how finely the
gods grind, but yet so slowly. For
quite a period of years we have
seen in America the inevitable
climb of deserving Negro operatio
singers to operatic heights; Cate-
rma Jarboro at the old Hippos
drome in Aida; Camilla Williams
as Madam Butterfly at the New
York City Opera; Marian Ander-
son. Robert McFerrin (the first
DOWNINGTON SCHOOL
GIVES XMAS DINNER
DOWNINGTON, Pa. — Perpetu-
ating a nannual custom at Down-
ington Industrial school, J. H. N.
Waring, Jr., principal, was host
at dinner on Xmas Day to all
members of the staff and students
who were left on the campus.
The guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Colier C. Lewis, Miss Beside
B. Harris, matron, Mrs. Jenice
R. Miles, cook, Miss Bessie Win-
field, dining room assistant, John
L. Hayes, farm manager, Flem-
ing Pitts. school driver, and 7 stu-
dents whose campus jobs com-
pelled them to be present.
Minnesota
MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL
By BETH WHITE
Mrs. Myrrhene Bonner, 973 Ig-
lehart ave. a teacher at Hor-
ace Hann elementary school ap-
peared with her pupils on tele-
vision last Saturday afternoon.
male) and Mattiwilda Dobbs in Tin
Ballo in Maschera, Aida and Rip-
letto, respectively.
On this occasion Miss Dobbs en-
joyed a greater triumph than in
the occasion of her debut there
last season.
Miss Dobbs' voice is not overly
large, but charming. And as this
reviewer Cis remarked before, it
has endurance Since her appear-
ance es Glide in Rigeletto, she ex-
hibits a greater nuance in vocal
phrasing, and her acting, because
of the contract between daughter
and lover, is much more flexible
and exciting. In the long scene
where she portrays her mental
eess, she achieved two distinct
high E's above the staff.
That was it, The audienie de-
manded something like seven cur-
tain ('alls, with her emerging
ALONE.
One of the few oldest grand ope-
ras in today's operatic repertoire
(written in 1835 when t)onizetti
was 38), one at once can appre-
ciate it as a great masterpiece, not
alone because of its lyric side,
hut by virtue cd the richness and
grandeur of the orchestration thru:
out, from the beautiful opening
overture to the end.
MATTIWILDA DOIMM
PARTICIPANTS In the State
Supervisors and Coord n a tors
Conference held recently at
Florida A and M University:
First row, left to right — E.
Benthone, J. Grimm, Mrs. E.
M. (rimer, Miss H. Shearston.
F.. A. Inmmelhalne, T. J. Rai-
ley, H. S. Jenkins, J. L. Cher
ry, S. J. Evans,eW. Wyae,
A. Davie, D. H. Dobbs. Second
row. left to right — U. R.
Thomas, Dr. lt, 0. Alston,
B..lielny, C. W. coeton, S. E.
.
Russell, P.1. Nelson, N. Nick-
ols, M. S. Thomas, D. R: De-
laney, J. W. Boardiey, J.
Abner, N. Durham. A and M
staff Phee°
Georgia
AUGUSTA
By JULANIE LAMPKIN
One of Augusta's most progress
lye firms is.the Pilgrim Health a
Life INsurance Co., the largest N
gro-owned and operated establish
ment in the shout.
The company was organized
May 2, 1898, by five Negroes., in
the kitchen of a minister's home.
Today the firm has more than
$51,241,690 worth of insurance in
force a surplus to policy-holders
in excess of approximatelydne
$1,400,000: assets of more than $9
million and capital stock in the
amount of $200,000.
It was S.W. Walker, who was
a grocery delivery boy, who ex-
pressed the idea for an organiz-
ation to make readily available
to his race the benefits of health
protection.
After the plans were outlined to
the Rev. T.J. HORNSBY, T..
Walker, W.S. Hornsby, aad Dr
J.. Collier the five progressive-
minded men Launched the pilgrim
Benevolent Aid Assn with a capi
tal 'stock of $5,000.
A Richmond County charter was
acquired immediately, and S.W
Walker paid all costs on the instal
lment plan.
W.S. Hornaby was elected pres-
ident and chief executive officer
the post she held until his death in
1956.
The firm continued to make
progress and in 1905 witnessed
the first crisis in its history,
emerging victorious and well on
the road to bigger and better
things.
It was then that the state of
sits from all small fir insurance
firms that had come into being
around the turn of the century
Boldly, tre Pilgrim Assn's. of-
ficers made the required deposit
absorbed four others and chang
ed the firm's name to the Pil-
grim Health and Life Insurance
Co., its present title.
Constructien of the home office
building at twelfth and Gwinnett
Ste.. in 1917, was a higher step
In the growth of the company
The firm only handled sick and
accident policies until 1920 That
year, the Pilgrim became a stock
company and , increased its eters
ital to 323,000 and began writing
industrial whole life business.
In 1923, the Pilgrim branched lot
Alabama later increasing its cap-
ital stock to $100,000 and estab
lishing branch offices in South
Carolina in 1930.
In 1951, a group of Augusta's
trained managers and salesmen
went to Florida and was 'nieces,'
ful in extending the company's
coverage to that stet. Today, the
company employee hundreds of
men and women in Georgia, Ala
barna, South Carolina and Floe
ida. In addition, the Augusta home
office contains more than 75 well
trained workers.
The Pilgrim building today has
no resemblance to the structure,
erected in 1917 for approximately
$40,000. Completely rebuilt and
renovalated in 195, the home
office is thoroughly modern inside
and out.
Acquisition to the latest buse
mess and office machines at the
time the building was renovated
of the company's operations The 1
etructure is alr•conditIoned a mag
nIficent steel vault Is Installe,l,.
work arena are rearranged for
maximum efficiency of operation
and all o. eez and workrooms are
and workrooms are ewnipped with
the finest of o..ce furniture.
careers, many of the firm's key
personnel have been in its eer.
vice sibeginni Incoreseng, and y
other have worked diligenUy for
more than a quarter of a century.
'l'. Walter Joeey, vice pre.
Went and medical director, whodied in 1956, had served with th
company more than a half century
He joined the Pilgrim as a sales
man in its early days. Later, he
16 Citations
To Employees
WASHINGTON — Commendation
eartificates for outstanding service
to Veterans Administration were
presented to 16 staff officials and
employes of Ve central office its
Washington, D. C., by Adminillit
tor Harvey V. Higley befor
retirement. Those honored were;
Willis 0. Underwood. director of
management development pro-
gram staff; Rufus H. Wilson,
director of congressional liaison
service; Dr. Maurice Z. Cooper,
director of medical crite-la edi-
torial board, Chester W. Mooney,
director personnel standards ser-
vice.
Stewart M. Pratt, director of
personnel operations service; Aar-
on Rosenthal, director of Internal
audit service; Franklin R. Hood,
associate director of information
service; Bernard Posner and Law-
rence George, assistant directors
of information service.
Dr. Eernest L. Yost, medical
consultant for emergency room
health units and tuberculosis con-
trol officer for central office and
veterans benefits office; Miss Rose
M. Eythe, R. N., head- nurse of
e
central office health unit.
Henry H. Meyer, staff as t
to deputy administrator; Sam C.
Beckley incentive swards officer;
Denton H. Reed, chief of employe
relations division; Theodore A.
Tinsley, information specialist,
and James C. Worthy, chauffeur.
Fret Outlaws
Racial Codes
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — The Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity last week chal-
lenged its membership to a re-
lentless campaign for the removal
of all forms of discrimination, on
account if 'Ice, from evc.• facet
of American life.
In a series of resolutions adopt-
ed at the final session of the 44th
annual Grand Conclave held here
at the Kiel Auditorium, the group
reaffirmed its faith in the i-
sions of the U. S. Supreme
in reference to segregation in
lie facilities and services and the
American judicial system, it also
commended Presiden' Eisenhower
for his action in Little Rock sc
hool
crisis and deplored the outing of
lawful court orders by high pub-
lic officials.
Kwame Nkrumah
Weds Egyptian
ACCRA, Ghana — (ANP) —
Wedding bells rang for Dr. Kwame
Nkrumah, 48-year-old prim* min-
ister of Ghana, when, in a private
ceremony, he was married last
week to Fathla Helen Mak of
Cairo, Egypt.
The bride, said to he in he
twenties, and an Arabic Amp
at Cairo university, flew In' from
Cairo to her wedding. She Was
accompanied by her uncle, Adley
Sadek.
Present at the ceremony were
Dr. Nkrumah's mother, Elizabeth
Kvaeltu, acting chief Justice W. B.3 ?' Late. and cabinet ministers.
J. D. Gesouni, deputy registrar
of marriages, performed the cere-
mony.
The Nkrumahs will not take a
honeymoon trip.
0
 
add IOWA.. .— ••• •— ••• ••'
left the city to continue his stud
ies, returning to become medical
eat nrcf rotreicd uaypfr bohme
receiving his M.D. Degree at How
ard University in 1912.
W.S. HORNSIIV, Jr., who was
serving as first vice president
when his father died, has been
' named president. Other long-term
officers are A.M. Carter, vice
Jenkins, asistant seeretary; J.M•
Hinton agency director an
itor.
The pilgrim Health and die
Insurance Co., is known art and
near as a progressive firm headed
by forward.looking men and
women who regard the company
6th year as only a bdginning.
Lucy I,aney's Wildcats defeated
Immaculate Conception High,
/4-54, at Bell Auditorium Friday
night, In the preliminary game.
girls, 82-10.
Leading scorer for the Wildcats
Included William Holley with IT
points: Bertram Cann with 16,
and Herbert Dunaway with 11.
John Richardson paced IC with 21
points.
While Cann snagged nine off the
boards to help the Wildcats to
victore.
Betty Reid paced Laney'r Lass
up were Rose Wilburn with 16,
boards to help the Wildcats te
victory.
Betty Reid paced Laney'sf !Ps
ies with 21 points. Backing et
up were Rose Wilburn with 18.
and Frances Terry with 14.
s
Three young children were
burned to death in their three-
room frame dwelling Saturday
morning, Dee. 111, about five miles
west of here
The victims were identified as
James Parka Jr.. 5: Janke
ths They were the children of
Mr and Mrs. JIIMPK Parks Sr.
Catnip of the fire could not he
definitely determined, hut was
holived that it originated from
a wood Move that was in oper-
ation In the hone* at the time.
Mr. Parks was gone on a hug-
Melia trip, and Mrs Parks was
vialtine a neighbor when the he
use caught on time.
• • •
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ACHR Ask Federal Probe Of D. C. Housing 
'Wants Study Of
Suburban Areas
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The
American Council on Human
Rights has called for a study
of problems facing Negroes who
want to Move to suburban areas
bordering the nation's capital.
In a letter to members of the
Joint Senate-House district s u b-
committee the ACHR has asked
for 2%104 of "whether the Ne-
gro citizen, both home-owner and
ranter, interested in public or pri-
vate housine, is., through one meth-
od or another, barred from hous-
ing bordering the nation's capital
in Maryland and Virginia count-
ies "
The Senate-House subcommittee,
approved at the end of the first
session of the 85th U. S. Congress,
was established to study problems
caused by the several legal juris-
dictions controlling the metropoli-
tan Washington aces.
Dr. Paul Cooke, ACHR consult-
ant, said his organization wants the
committee to investigate present
means of barring Negroes as welll
as future plans
The council, whose president 4s
Dr. Nancy Bullock McGhee of
Hampton, Va., asked the commit-
tee to "investigate wheather the
• proposed Maryland Levittown will
he another large racially exclusive
housing project."
The committee's investigation of
this particular metropolitan prob-
lem which to a great extent has
limited the Negro to the large cit-
ies and excluded him from subur-
bia, is a "pilot study for the en
tire country," according to t
ACHR.
Sen. Alan Bible is chairman of
the joint subcommittee. In a let-
ter to Bible, the ACHR urged the
subcommittee to:
1. Survey the area as a whole
on the problem of housing and ra-
cial basis.
2. Investigate projects now being
planned for the future.
The council is made up of fra-
ternities and sororities. It states
its purpose as working toward the
elimination of racial discrimina-
tion.
OMEGA LEADERS — These
men will lead the Omega Psi
Phi fraternity during the sem.
ing year. Elected as national
officers at the recent 44th an-
nual grand conclave in St.
Louis. Left to right (front row)
Walter B. Riddick, Norfolk,
Va., grand keeper of records
and seal; Herbert E. Tucker,
Boston. Mass., grand hastiest,:
I. C.regory Newton, Durham
N. C., erre vice grand base-
lees and J. B. Blayton. At-
lanta, Ga., Grand keeper of
finance. Tees. on the bat*
row are: H. Carl Moultrie,
Washington, D. C., national
executive secretary; Ills F.
Corbett, Greensboro, N. C,
editor of the ORACLE: W. T.
Johnson, Petersburg, Va., sec-
ond vice grand bastieus and
Rev II Albion Ferrell, Wash-..
ington, D. C., grand chaplain.
Mississippi
OULFPORT
By MILDRt.D WILLIAMS
The Women's Auxiliary of the
19th Street Cothmunity Center,
having completed a fine year of ;
work under the presidency of Mrs.
Helen Halton, held its annual
Christmas party on Dec 27, at
the center. The elected officers
for 1958 are: Mrs. E. L. Ines.
president; Mrs. Mildred Liggins,
first vice president; Mrs. Lucille;
Porter, second vice president;
Mrs. Mildred it. Williams, secre-
tary; Mrs Bertha Ilarris, as-
'intent secretary; Mrs. Hernia
Hall, financial secretary sod Mrs.
Blanche England, treasurer.
The Pride of Gulfport Lodge
No. 1288 and Ann Washington
Temple No. 932 I. B. P. 0. E. W.
were well represented at the mid-
winter conference in Macomb,
Macorrib, Miss. Attending were
Roy Brooks, Amos Crouth jr.,
John Hudnoll, Charles Brown and
Isaac Williams, Mrs. Blanch Eg-
land, Rose Mary Stewart, Vivian
Tyler. Lizzie R. Ball, Mildred Wil-
liams and Miss Ruth M. Washing-
ton.
Iota upslon Chapter of Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. recently
presented its annual dance at the
Elks club in Biloxi. The affair
was a gala event of the pre-holi-
day season.
The Trdjans of 33rd avenue
high school have had an impress-
ive season thus far with four wins
and one loss. Jack Pittman and
O'Neil "Foots" Grayson are at-
tributed to the winnings.
Mrs. Ruth E. Demas was call-
ed to Chicago because of the
death of her brother, Alfred J.
Carter.
• • •
PICAYUNE
By SLEEPY PAIGE
The Senior choir of St. Matthews
Baptist church highly honored
their musician, Mrs. Annie Fergu-
son last week by giving her a sur-
prise birthday party in her home
on first street. Those present were
Mesdames Josie -Mae Thomas,
Cleo McKinzie, Alice Malley Ella
Mae Collins, Isabella Lewis, Clara
Mae Bender, Rebecca Abram,
Margarete Jackson and Mr. and
Mrs. L. G. Render.
Mrs. Bulah O'Quando of Chica-
go, Ill., spent two weeks here in
the home of her sister, Mrs.
Emmer Lee Holmes.
Mr. Sam Banks spent last
week at Mobile, Ala., where he
visited his Meters, Mrs. Lettie
Seals and Mrs. Mary Hude
Rev. E. H. Tom Hart wee con-
fined to the local hospital several
days last week after he was in-
jured in a car wreck near here
when his car was run into by
another ear driven by some white
Men Rev. Hart was thrown into
the windshield causing his head
to go through the glass. lie suf-
fered serious cuts of the face, in-
jured leg and arm. Two years to
the date of this accident Rev.
Hart bed another accident of the
same nature. Before he was corn
kg from Alton. La.. from early
prayer services and this time he
was on his way to Alton for prayer
services. Wordie Hart who was
driving the car suffered only two
Minor injuries
Mrs. Annie MeGilberry left last
week for Houston. Tex., where she
will spend a few days with her
fester daughter. Mrs. Audry Frier-
son.
Mrs. Endia Miller of Meridian
spent last week here with her
mother. Mrs Delia Williams and
lister Carrie Bell Gates.
Funeral service was held last
Sunday in the Weems Chapel Me-
thodiet church for Mrs John Ma-
lone 82 years old. Mr. Kalone,
accompanied by his grendson-in-
law. Areell Marks. went to Per-
lington to seend Christmas dee
With his sister, Mrs. Viola Ma•
lone. Instead of coming home he
decided to return to New Or-
leans with his other Sister, Mrs
Gracie Malone. There he became
sick and was rushed to the hos-
pital where he died, early Thurs-
day morning, Besides the two sis-
ters mentioned he leaves to mourn
his passing three sons, Elbred of
Perlington: Richard of Cleveland,
Ohio; Charles of New Orleans;
one brother. Elbred of Perling-
Mn, and a host of relatives and
friends. Rev. S. V. Triggs was
the officiating minister with Bay'
bus Funeral Home in charge.
Burial was in the Perlington Ceme-
tery.
Mr. James McGee who has been
a patient in a New Orleans hos-
pital for several weeks was mov-
ed last week from Carriers to
Maywood , Ill., by his brothers,
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Bender
spent last week-end at Baton
Rouge, La., with Mrs. Benders'
sister and brothers. 1
Mrs. Louise Farmer of Chicago
spent the Christmas holidays here
with her father, Mr. Henry Gar-
ner.
Mrs. Gracie .Bender Thompkins
of Mobile. Ala., spent last week
end here with relatives and
friends.
lire Gertrude Bender and broth-
er W. T. Williams accompanied
by their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Williams of Lumberton,
spent the holidays at St. Cloud,
Fla.
Mrs. Mettle White of Columbia
and Mrs. Ruby Peters of Lumber.
ton spent the week end here in
the home of their sister, Mrs
Mary Fortenberry Marsh.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Spencer
of Cleveland, Ohio, spent last
week here in the home of I.uth
er's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Spencer and sister, Mrs. Sallie
Mae Williams.
Friends here and in Carriere are
sorry to learn that due to the
Ill health of Albert Perry, his
brother of near Lake Charles, La.,
came and carried him home
with them. Albert was known to
an as Dad or Whiskey.
Robert Bogart, his mother, Mee.
Ada Mixon and sister Annie Mae
spent last week end at Jackson,
Miss., with relatives and friends.
At the time of this news Mrs.
Edward Snyder is a patient in
-a New Orleans hospital.
Mrs. Myrtis Rowe was called
to Scottlandville, La., to the bed.
gide of her daughter, Mrs. Julia
Trotter.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexandra Ott
of Flint, Mich., spent last Week
here with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Ott and Mr. and Mrs.
Ross Caddis.
Mr. Tom Walley was called to
State Line, Miss., to attend the
funeral of his eels*.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank (Shorty-
Keyton) Dunn Of Macon, Ga., and
their two children spent last
week in the home of Mr. altd
Mrs. it. D. (Candy) Garter.
Mrs. Edna Reed of Ilurkley,
Calif., spent last week hers visit-
ing her brother, Isaac Norman
and slater, Elsie Porker.
Among those confined to the lo-
cal hospital last week were Mrs.
Ruby Ferguson, Eva Vince, Annie
Ferguscn, Anthony Goff, Isiah
(Be Be) Hawkins, Pearl Williams,
Lula Bell Monday and Carrie
' Wash.
! Special "Notice," Old Sleepy
Paige has been contacted on sev-
eral occasions about not reporttng
some of the local new,. Sleepy
wants each and every one to know
that when it comes to reporting
the news he has no respeetive
person Or penults. BM there is
one thing sure, you will have to
make COMP effort to get the news
to him or it may be left out
because he May not be nosing
around.your way when things are
'happening with you.
Mrs. Christine flrown who has
been a patient In a New Orleans
hospital ill back hems and doing
fine,
Mr. and Mts. Charles McGee
are the perents of a little son
Alabama
EMPIRE
By EFFIE PENDLETON
William Pendleton, Richard.
Craig and Sylvester ice for Cleve-
land, Ohio. Arliss Dawson a n d
Riley Halger visited their sister
and sister-in-law.
Mrs, Fannie Alender visited her
sister during the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Toni Wars
spent Christmas in Los Angeles.
• • •
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Janie Holcombe of Bayne-
ville, Ala., and Mr. Amos Webb of
Brownsville, Ala., spent the holi-
days with their sister, sister-in-1
law and cousin, Mr. and Mrs. Sy
Crockett of Brewerfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Frasier,
Joyce Ann and their friends
Mr. and Mrs. Issas Dos-
ier of Villa Creek, W. Va.. spent
the holidays with their mother,
mother-in-law and friend, Mrs. Ju.
ha Thomas.
Mrs. Eliza McCall, mother of
Mrs. Laura Smith. died Dec. 26,
1957. Funeral will be held at the
Old St. Paul Baptist church later
Rev. J. F. Bryant is pastor.
Little Sylvester Ford, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Ford,
sr., is a very sick patient at the
Bessemer General hospital.
Mrs. Rosie Lee Collins is a pa.
tient at the Lloyd Noland hospital.
Mr. Robert Edwards an usher
at the Greater St. Peter Primi-
tive Baptist church is very sick
at his home.
Our get well wishes are to
Mrs. Ophelia Baglin who is ill
at her home.
The Big Three Night Worship
was held at the Ward Chapel A.
M. E. church. Rev. L. C. Walker,
pastor of the First Baptist church,
delivered a wonderful message.
Music was rendered by the Big
Three choir. Rev. E. R. Sample,
pastor.
• • •
WEST fitorroN
Dy PERCY BLACK
cal director for the company after
receiving his M. D. Degree at
May 2, 1898, by five Negroes, In Howard university in 1912.
the kitchen of a minister's home. W. S. Hornsby, jr., who was
Today the firm has more than serving as first vice president
$52,241,680 worth of insurance in when file father died, has been
force, a surplus to policy-holders named president. Other long-term
in excess of approximately officers are A. M. Carter, vice
$1.100.000; asaets of more than $8 president and secretary; S. M
million and capital stock in the Jenkins, assistant secretary: J. M.
amount of $200,000. I Hinton, agency director and audi-
It wise S. W. Walker, who was tor.
a grocery delivery boy, who ex. The Pilgrim Health and if.L 
pressed the ides for an irganiza- Insurance co.. Is known far and
Hon to make readily available to near as a progressive firm head-
his race the benefits of health ed by forward-looking men and
protection. women who regard the company's
a beginning.
to the Rev. T. J. Hornsby, T. J.
After the plans were outlined 60th year as onlY
Walker, W. S. Hornsby, and Dr.
J. C Collier, the five progressive.
AUGUSTA News
 By JULANIM LAMPHIN
One of Augusta's most progress- tury. He joined the Pilgrim as a
lye firms is the Pilgrim Health salesman in its early days. Later,
and Life Insurance co., the larg- he left the city to continue his
eat Negro-owned and operated studies, returning to become medi-
establishment in the south.
The company was organized
W. S. Hornsby was elected pres-
ident and chief executive officer,
the post he held until his death
in 1956.e
The funeral of Mrs. Man Jones buileing at lith and Gwinett sts..
was held Dec. 21 at the Hope Hill in 1017, was a higher step in the
Baptist church of East Biocton, growth of the eompany. The firm
Survivor* are many relatives end only handled sick and accident
friends flee' IT. 1"m/111111'1 riffle- policies until 1910. That year, the
iated: Poole Undertaker* of Ithe Pilgrim became a stock company,
mineham. Ala in charge and increased its capital to $25,0011
Robert A. William,' and family and began writing industrial whole
.ne Ames Watkins and family nflife bustineos.
Detroit, Istielt.. enent Chet:dime In 1923, the Pilgrim branched
with rel.f1V0111 heists. into Alabama, later increasing its
Mrs, 1-Olson Of Centerville, Ala., capital stock to $100.000 and ea-
wershinned at Ple Ilea/ tone A. tablished branch offices in South
M. church, termites', Dee. 22. Carolina in 1030.
Entertainment wee held Dee. In 1851, a group of Angesta's
ti. at the West ',Oregon Junter trained managers and salesmen
Mee school. /velem ne the Ilehool, went to Florida and was success-
The fin:meal of Will Cutts. age ful in extending the company's
s: was l'eld at Pus Union tantst coverage to that state. Today. the
01111441 tee. 21. MS altrylertra. 2 company employes hundreds of
shildren.S wife Jessie Cutts, and men and women in Georgia, Ala-
hod of other relatives end benne South Carolina and Flori-
feleeds. Poole Undertakers rut Rir- da. In addition, the Augusta home
minetaM. Al's eras tft charge office contains more than 75 well-
nee m Wilsop offjpInfpfe trained workers.
Rev. and Mee. J Tleyerina The Pilgrim building today has
—nee 'Renee ;melee Of Me and
Mee rafter floe. If. Mrs. Mary
Ane Neese, seer Verne Avery
ane Mrs. Willie Mae McGee of
nieminshorn. Ala.. were retests of
retativeR and friendt of Bank1
ell
Howard U. Prexy
To Give Address
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Dr.
Mordecai W. Jointion, president
o Howard univosiity, Washington,
P. C., Will deliver the address
whelh the Wend annual remain-
branee service for Dr. David D.
Jones will be held at Bennett colt
legs, Sunday, 1111. 21 in Pfeiffer
Chapel
Dr Jones served as preAldent of
the college from 1e= to 1955 and
as president-Mettler from 1166 un,
til his death in Ind..
cal hospital. Mrs. McGee is the
daughter of Mr and Mn. Jessie
i born to them reeently in the lo- McGee Of Tylortowo, Wes.
The firm continued to make pro-
gress end in 1905 witnessed the
first Crisis in its history, emerg boards to help the Wildcats to
ing victorious and well on the road victory
to bigger and better things. Betty Reid paced Laney'a Lass.
It was then that the state of len with 21 points. Racking her
up were Rose Wilburn with HI,
arid Emcee Terry' with 14. ,
Three young children were burn-
ed to death in their three room
frame dwelling Saturday morning,
Dec. 28, about five miles west of
here.
The victims were identified as
.Tames Parks. jr . 5: Janice Parks,
3 and Josephine Parks, 15 months.
They were the children of Mr.
and Mrs. James Parks Sr.
Cause of the fire could not be
definitely determined. but was
believed that it originated from
a wood stove that was in opera-
tion in the house at the time
Mr. Parks was gone on a bilait
ness trip, and Mrs. Parks was
visiting a neighbor when t h
house caught on fire.
• s •
AUGUSTA
By JULANIX LAMPKIN
minded men launched the Pilgrim Lucy Laney's Wildcats defeated
Renevolent Aid Assn. with • capi- Immaculate Conception High, 74-
tal stock of $5,000. 54, at Bell Auditorium Friday
night. In the preliminary game,A Richmond county charter was
Laney's Lassies downed IC's girlsacquired immediately, and S. W.
stallment plan. 
82-10.
Leading ',corer for the Wild-Walker paid all costs on the in-
eats included Willism Holley withl
17 points; Bertram Cann with 16,
and Herbert Dunaway with 11.
John Richardeon paced IC with
21 points.
Holley grabbed 10 rebounds
while Cann snagged nine off the
Georgia demanded $5e00 deposits
from all small insurance firms
that had come into being around
the tune of the century. Boldly,
the Pilgrim Assn's. officers made
the required deposit, absorbed
four others and changed the firm's
name to the Pilgrim Health and
Life Insurance co., its' present ti-
tle.
Construction of the home office
Mississippi
CANTON
By B. R. VARNADO
The Rev. L. Jones of Owetisboro
Ky., was houseguest of his par-
ents Rev. end Mrs. W. L. Jones.
Also his brothers and sisters.
While in the City he preached at
So Liberty, Sunday morning, Dec.
29 at the 11 o'clocit service and
at the Sunday evening service at
no resemblance of the structureiNew Liberty. Both sermons were
erected in 1917 for approximately l soulstirring and helpful. Rev.
$40.000. Completely rebuilt and re- Jones also had his daughter and
tweeted in 1850, the home office her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Gil-
ls thoroughly modern inside and beet High Smith of Buffalo, N. Y.
out. with him during the holidays.
Aceuialtion of the latest busi- Mrs. Edna Thompson had as
nese and office machines at the her recent houseguest, Mrs. Edna
time the building was renovated, Love of Chicago, Ill.
virtually changed every phase of Mr. and Mrs. L. Id. Tolliver
the company's operations. The have as guest, their niece, Miss
structure is air-conditioned, a mag- Mildred Allen of Columbus, Miss.
nificent steel vault is installed Mrs. Artie Christine Jones is
work erea* are rearranged for happy to have her husband, Elias
maximum efficiency of operation, [ Jones of the U. S. Air For home
and all offices and weritrooms are a after spending fourteen months
equipped with the finest of of- overseas,
flee fernitute. • • •
A detail account of indiviritial OKLOLONA
careers, many of the firm's key MRS. MATTIF, MOORE
personnnel have been In its sere- Mr. Wm Brancem has returned
lee since its beginning, and many home aftei spending months with
his daughters in Clevelend.
Kr Gough is home after spend.
tog eons* time with sen and Met-
tler in Ohio.
Sick list includes: Mrs. Carrie
others have worked diligently
for more than a quarter of a cen-
tury.
Dr. T. Welter Jooey, vice presi-
dent and medical director, w h o
died in IDA had served with the Henry, Mrs. Laura Puttees, Mrs.
company more thaa a half cen-ildellar Bake, Mn. Jimmie Hall,
Arkansas
W titREN
By MRS. MATTIE M. BURNETT
Christmas began as a holy day
but some where along the line it
lost its sacredness—with celebra-
tions and festivities predominant,
that it is now more fun than holy.
Yet it can be a great day — a
day of giving ex ra thanks for
being alive. It gives you a chance
to say "Thank. You" God. Yost
can truly make Christmas once
more a holy day.
The Bethel Beacon club of Bethel
AME church close Thursday after-
oon to hold its Christmas party at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Burns on Pine st. The members
exchanged Christmas gifts. The
party was largely attended by
members and friends. The hostess
served her friends a delicious
Christmas dinner which was en-
joyed by all.
Christmas Day was greatly en-
joyed by your columnist and hus-
band, Mr. and Mrs. Burly Bur-
nett. Dour relatives in the city
were our dinner guests. They
were my brother, Mr. Moree
Lewle and lily nephew, Mr. Clev-
land Lewis and niece, Mrs. Jean.
ette Juniel. We enjoyed having
them and being together again on
Christmas day.
Mr. Pete Johnson and Mr. Free-
man McCoy of Detroit spent the
holidays visiting relatives and
friends. Mr. ohnson came home
due to the illness of his mother,
Mrs. Mande Johnson who has
been ill for quite some time. We
hope for her a speedy recovery.
Rev. and Mrs. J. M. Watkins,
pastor of Bethel AME spent Christ-
mas afternoon in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Collins and Mr.
and Mrs. C. Daniels of McGhee,
Ark. They also spent siimetilne
with Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Collins.
DEFENDER
Sat., Jan. 11, 1951
Mississippi
LAUREL
The "Ninety.lifth Emancipation
Program" was presented January
1, 1958, at St. Elmo M. B. church.
The guest speaker was the Rt.
Rev. C. Ewbank Tucker. D. C. L.
presiding bishop of the Tenth
District, African Methodist Epis-
copal Zion church. The program
was sponsored by the Interde-
nominational Ministerial Alliance
.
PINCIKrsE.NGSrace Boyd Stigler has re
turned home from Vaughn after
spending Chfristmas•with her fos-
ter sister and her husband, Mr.
and Mrs. H. H. Carter. She
reported having a wonderful time.
• s •
HOLLY SPRINGS
The Alumni baby contest held at
Anderson Chapel last Sunday was
a great success. Little Miss San-
dra B. Driver, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Driver, won first
place and was crowned alumni
queen. Miss Driver also won first
place in the 411 club. She was
given a 25 lb. turkey. Contestants
of the alumni contest were Sandra
Driver, $71.50; second place win-
ner the Lawrence baby, $61.50;
third, the Foster baby, $12.01;
fourth, the 'alton 'aaby 1.50; fifth
the Cathey baby $IM and sixth
winner, the Boyd baby, $4.85. Total
$1E71.. r38., y
Christmas morning serv-
ice at Asbury was a great suc-
cess and very enjoyable. Rev. W.
C. Armstrong delivered the ser-
mon. Rev. Rucker is pastor.
Prof. Henry S. Boyd attended
e funeral of his cousin at 11cr.
nando, Thursday.
Mr. William Boyd passed at the
John Gaston hospital Monday. lie
leaves a wife, a daughter, two
grandchildren, four brothers and
one sister to mourn his passing.
Rev. Abron delivered the eulogy.
Mr. Guy Scales passed away
Mr. Harry Bailey of Califdrnia
spent sometime in our city re-
cently, visiting his brother, Mr.
'Rex Bailey and his sister, Mrs.
Katie Brown, Mrs. Litter Williams
and Mrs. Lula Lewis who is visit-
' ig from New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Colen of
Los Angeles spent the holidays
here visiting their parents and
family, Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Colen
and Mr. and Mrs. Has Bailey.
They enjoyed being home with
their parents and family.
Me Joseph Colen of Smackover,
Ark. and Mr. Raymond Colen Of
AM & N spent the holidays with
their parents. Helen Colen was also
home for the holidays.
Our Watch Night service was
held at Bethel AME, Dec. 31. We
planned and got aequaintel with
the church set up with the pastor,
Rev. J. M. Watkins. We the mem-
bers of Bethel are planning great
things this year under the leader-
ship 'of a great leader, our pas-
tor his wife and son, Dwayne.
Our Eplacopal district meeting
and planning will be held at
Shorter College Jan. 7. Bethel
AME has been *eked to share in
the food rally for the college. Rev.
J. J. Watkins is asking us to help
out in a big way for this worthy
cause.
Christmas worship service was
well attended in the churches of
our city. 'toed programs and
other entertainment made the sea-
son bright
May your New Year be filled
with happiness and prosperity
throughout the year. Peace on
earth and good will to men.
• • •
Id ELLWOOD
Mrs. Ernest Jackson brought her
year old daughter home from
the hospital. She underwent a Aar-
lour' operation but is now recov.
edits.
• • •
sons, Cleo and James Willie of
Jackson and Mre. Viola Garland
and children of Koscuisko were
recent visitors. Others visiting
from Jackson were Mr. and Mrs.
D. C. Sanders, Mr. Preston How.
ard and Ned Delanie.
We were all sorry to hear that
Mrs. Alberda Wilson's home was
completely destroyed by fire while
she was at work. She has eight
children, ages ranging from seven
weeks to thirteen years.
Tennessee
JACKSON
By GEORGIA McVEIGH
This past week was a very
joyous one for Merry High. The
enjoyable and inspirational p r o•
gram that was presented by the
freshmen, "The Christmas Story
In Song " The sophomores present-
ed their program Tuesday, which
was a pageant entitled, "No Room
In The Inn." *The junior class
presented a very good program,
In two parts. The first was the'
devotional, and the second part a
Play directed by a group of stu-
dents. The "Flamettea," junior
girls gave a beautiful rendition
of the song, "There Is NO Place
Like Home For The Holidays."
The Glee Club and band present-
ed their program on Thursday,
when they went to Western State
hospital to render a program The
seniors gave a superb perform-
ance of the pageant, "Unto Thy
Doors." The seniors also sponsor-
ed the Christmas tree, passed out
gifts to the students and also to
the teachers. The school day pie-
tures' that were taken a while
back have arrived and have been
given to the students who had
them made.
The basketball team of Merry
High went to Savannah, Tenn.,suddenly at his residence last to play the basketball team of theTuesday. The funeral was held 
Dunbar High school. The girls lost
their game by a score of 51-42,
Saturday at Walton Chapel. Rev.
Mudarick delivered the eulogy. but the boys won theirs by aBrittenum and son had charge of
score of 59-3.1. The seniors of Mer-the funeral arrangements.
The birthday party given for
Lenell Hearne Thursday night
was very enjoyable.
Among some of the people who
spent the holidays at home were
Miss Maxine Rankin, teacher at
Lincoln U. and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Rankin, sr. Mr. out for the holidays.Anthony Edward Rankin son of The choirs of Berean BaptistPresident and Mrs. E. E. Rank-
church presented their annualin, jr., a student at Lincoln tine Christmas program at the churchversity, Mr. Melvin Ford, son of
at 4
p. m. Sunday. The themeRev. and Mrs. W. S. Ford, spent was 
"Festival of Christmas Car-the holidays in the city. Mr. Ford
singing 
 
of
the history a n d
 carols from many lands.
is a student ai Tennessee State. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Williams An address on "Christmas in thewere in Memphis for the holidays.
Prof. S. C. Torrence spent a few
days with his mother in Arkansas.
Rev. W. C. Armstrong and fami-
ly visited in Water Valley and
Memphis.
The youth department of As-
bury rendered a program at Rip-
ley last Sunday.
Miss N. Doxey and nephew spent
Thursday in Meindhis.
Mrs. James Anderson and daugh-
ter visited in Memphis during the
holidays.
ry High have also received their
beautiful class rings. The rings
created quite a lot of excitement
among the seniors. The long
dream has at last come tree. The
students of Mery, Lincoln, Wash-
ington.Douglass and South Jack.
Ion schools are having two weeks
British West Inds" was given.
Rev. A. L. Campbell, pastor,
reached a soul
-stirring sermon
from this subject, "Avoiding The
Tragedies of Christmas." I wish
you could have heard it.
The Ladies Auxiliary of Libel:.
ty C. M. E. church ;save a pre.
Christmas dinner, Dec. 19, 1057.
A short program was rendered,
after which all present were serv-
ed with a delightful two course
menu. Then Christmas presents
were presented M all persons pres..Prof. Aulkey Richmond of Simp-
,ent. Mrs. Viola Gilstrap was Mts.son County spent the holidays with tra, of ceremonies, Mrs. Lola
his mother. Mrs. Dora Rich. bugger gave the welcome address,mond. While Mr. and Mrs. Pete C. A. Agnew gave the acceptanceJones and daughter visited with speech and remarks were givenMr. and Mrs. Gholson Hubbard. 
bySeamen Oliver of New York visit- Ersula Curry, President.
Rev. C. D. McKelvey, Miss
ed his mother at Christmas time. A Christmas Cantata was pre.
tented at Liberty C. M. E. church
Sunday by the Youth choirs, sub-
ject, "A Star in The Sky." Greet.
lags. Sharon Robinson; In the
Starlight, by the choirs; The Ang-
els' Song, Girl's Chorus; represen.
tatives of Board of Religious
Education Mesdames Ft. E. Cuts-
Mr. Oscar Hamilton of Chicago
visited his wife and daughter.
* * •
er. He was Commander of t h
AI1ERDEEN
By IIF.NRY E. CRUMP
Funeral service was held Dee
27 for Mr. Clarence Rutter at
Athens Methodist church with the
pastor, Rev. Preston Bell as speak
ningham. Affreda Martin, Gems.
American Legion Post No. 231. He 
gia Kelley, C. A. Agnew and 0.
leaves his wife. one brother, one L. Thacker. Mrs. Edna White, di-
sister rnd a host of friends to rectress, Miss Reed ard the Youth
mourn his passing. The Amen- choirs. Remarks by the pastor,I
Rev can Bell bad charge of the re- C ' B. McKelvey. Large all.
mains. tendance, money raised $127.
Mr. Joe Ware who suffered a Mr. J. D. Brown died In Jacks
etroke recesatly, passed away Dec. son Madison County hospital on
2g. He leaves hi wife and two Dec IP, at 4;50 a. in., after as 
brief illness. He lived on Rtsisters to mourn his passing.
The Missionary of First Baptist this elf.. He`  leaves a wife, Mret
church remembered the shut-ins Mary Browe, one daughter, one
with lovely fruit baskets at Christ- son, a mother, two 'melee, four
auntie 01P niece, many other re-mas. First laptist, St. Paul Metho-
lathers end friends. Funeral sere.dist and Pilgrim Rest Baptist
Ices were held at Blair's Chapelehurches distributed clothing, food
and toys to the needy families. CME church. Rev. N. Davis pee-
• • • tor anti Rev. LeRoy Thetis,
GOODMAN relating. Ford Funeral Home hi
By P. BILLINGSLEA charge.
Out of towners visiting here for funeral services were held fop
the holidays were Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Jennie Oglesby, who died ha
Willie J. Lipsy and baby son, the jacksoll•Madisnn rottntv hoe.
James Lamor and Mrs. James Idle, Dec. IR. The funeral wag
McCular all of Milwaukee, Wise held Don 28, 1937. from the Ste.
Mr. Lipsy is the son of Mrs. Hen- rthenson & !Shaw Flineral Chapel,
rine WashIngton. with Rev. C. D. McKelvey of.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Johnson and fletatIne. Reretvers ore two nieces
children of Chicago spent Friday. and tem sterdiews and other To-
Dec, 27, at the home of Rev. and Neves. Stephenson and Shaw In
Mrs. M. C. 1111111w:ilea. Mrs. John- charge,
son is the sister of Mrs. Billings. The Ohrtotmee program render.
lea.
Mrs. Fannie Smith of Memphis
anti Miss goretta Ann Toy visit-
ed here with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Garland.
Mrs. BeSsie Pickens arcompan.
led County Jeans teacher. Mrs
Ruby Smith to Memphis recently.
Mr Hoerr James, Mrs Reit Pears Mr, and Mrs. Clarence Gar-
and Mrs. Tuna Tate who ih doing lend's children and grandchildren
nicely at ner home, liar. and Mrs. Willie Moan and
ea at Berean Honest church Sue.
day morning was conditeted hit
the little folk It was real interests
Inv. All received present,. Mast./
Martel Ford was master of Cere-
monies, and he did a nice Joh,
U. S truck makes! are! Cheri.
let. Dodge, Ford, GMC. Rend.
eicksen, International Rarz
Mack, Studebaker, Willi%
live.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
r Nash of 2487 Shasta.
A daughter, Marilyn Marie to
r. and Mrs. Ira Anderson of
23 Linden.
C. 30, 1957
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
ommie Anderson of 756 Olyrn-
C.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
tones Yerby of 2096 Farrington
A daughter, Bonnie Jean, to Mr.
nd Mrs. Walter 'Godwin of 2066
„ Person.
A daughter, Cynthia Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Plummer
of 1558 Ellington.
A son, Perry Vance, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Guthrie of 3211 John-
son.
A daughter, Rosaline, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Potts of 2076
Warren.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
ammie Richmond of 1744 State.
A son, Joseph Lee. to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward V. Qualls of 203
Brickford.
cc. 31, 1957
A son, Elbert Leroy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew J. Bounds-of 1930 La
aloma. 1
A son, Marcus Wayne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Dempsey Jones of 2412
Deadriek.
A daughter, Arbetria, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Seine of 1450 Gill.
A daughter, Loretta, to Mr.
andMrs. Lawrence Shelton of 1313
Washington.
A son, Clyde. to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Smith of 2147 Stovall.
A daughter, Mary Elizabeth, to
Mr. and Airs. William Stevenson
ot 726 Beale.
A son, Tom Allen, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Tom A. Rivers of 2317
Hunter.
A daughter, Gwendolyn Elaine
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Dyson of
584 Britton.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs, Thomas
Marshall of 933 Bingham.
A son, Michael Anthony to Mr.
and Mrs. Bgn Webber of 1343 Dor-
is.
Jan. 1, 1958
A daughter. Betty Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie J. Davis, of 2809
tale.
A daughter, Debbie Ann, to Mr.
dad Mrs. Julius Malone, of 2612
Deadrick.
home to spend the Christmas
holidays with her parents, Princi-
pal and Mrs. L. R. Jackson of 632
S. 17th st. Miss Jackson is a stu-
dent at Pine Bluff college.
Also home for the yuletide
season were James Wallace, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Lee, here
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Stork Stops
e-I-111"bb
born at John Gaston Hospital
1 A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
Mrs. George E. Ward of 328 Her-
1a.
It A daughter, Cassandra Renee,
Ito Mr. and Mrs. Ocie R. Martin
at 703 McKinley.
.1 A daughter, Shaneda Rochelle,
to Mr. and Mrs. John It. Quinn
of 740 Wells. ..
A daughter, Sharon Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Booker Hewlett of
739 Flynn Rd.
A daughter, Doris Elaine, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walker of
1307 James.
A son, Floyd Patterson, to Mr.
and Mrs. liezekiah Wilkins of 767
Edith.
.1 A son, Wade Arthur jr., to Mr.
And Mrs. Wade A. Scott of 2466
Dexter.
A son, to Mr. sand Mrs, Wil-
arn B. Whiting at 566 St. Paul.
A daughter, Renee to Mr. and
Mrs. Thurman Simmons of 361
Boston.
Dec. 29, 1957
A son, Reginald Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs Edward Alexander of
4.53 E. Olive.
A son, Thaddus James, to Mr.
And Mrs. Thomas A. Lawrence of
4227 Sewanee.
A son, Charles Edward, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hale
of 1497 Dunn rd.
A son, Robert, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hampton of 217 Pee-
bles rd.
' A son, Michael P., to Mr. and
rs. Neal Brown of 938 Coward.
A son, Calvin Carvester, to Mr.
nd Mrs. Roosevelt Martin of 60
. Illinois.
A son, Carl Lee, to Mr. and
A daughter, Theresa Claire, to
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. Boone
of 551 Boyd.
A son, Johnny Clifton Jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny C. Foster of 890
Poplar.
A daughter, Rosa Lee. to Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Malone of 506
Pontotoc.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs
Shirley A. Green of 686 Ayers.
A daughter, Sheila Mitzie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Orange of 1424
Woodward.
A daughter, Mary Yvonne, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Walker of
1923 Keltner cir.
A daughter, Illean, to Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Whitten of 1198 Chi-
cago.
daughter, Patricia Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Carter of
1133 S. Parkway.
Jan. 3, 1958
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs
Eddie Jones of 254 Tillman.
A son, Eddie L., to Mr. and
Mrs. James Liggins of 2967 Al
corn.
A daughter, Sharon Ann, to Mr ,
and Mrs. James Lewis of 899'
Louisiana.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs
Jimmie Hunter of 205 Reno.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs
Clarence Bramlett ig 626 Walnut
A son, Emmett jr., to Mr, and
Mrs. Emmett Glass, of 2246 Griggs
A son, David Elihue, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Blankenship of 2199
Castex.
A 'daughter, Gwendolyn Renee,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence L
Kelly of 2080 Rile.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Burks of 1883 Farrington.
20906- WEST.
MP is
NEW
Ds. James L. Thomas of 2352 her holiday guests her daughter,
hinter. from Mississippi Industrial col- children f rom Chicago. Mrs.
A son, Barry Eugene, to Mr. lege: Jethro Terrell, son of Mr. Mrs. Teola Hebrom and grand.
ad Mrs. Doyle Sims of 3118 Mt. and Mrs. Julius Terrell, and also Russell lives at 693 Pennsylvania
an instructor at Wonder High at., and is a member of the Morn
school, here from Pine Bluff col- Mg Star MB church.
lege, and Leodis Woods, a student' Mrs. Lizzie Morgan had her son
at Philander Smith college, who and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
was here to visit his parents, George Underwood as guest for
All are former students of Wonder the holiday season. The Under. 
Accordingto his statement, she ty's mother, Mrs. Estella Mem• eration. The federation comprisesHigh schooL woods live in Norfolk, Va.
Saturday afternoon guests of Miss Annie B. Johnson of Ty- 
paramour, 011ie White, who al- wanted him go to 43rd at. and he bers, of 6352 Maryland ave.; three 10 British possessions in the Carib-
egedly had lived with her for the didn't. An argument ensued and brothers and two sisters. The fain-Mrs. Cleo Moore of 210 N. 14th ronza, Ark., was here as a week bean; including Jamaica, Trinidad,past two years. a• ended in the fatal stabbing.
il
tu
Saturday.
to hold the funeral on
Barbados and the Windward andst., were her mother, Mrs. Louise end guest of her sister, Miss Fan. Mrs. Doty's double shift love The knife which was used in  
REGAL WINNERS — Flank.
ed by Arthur Lease, Jr., at
left, the recent winners of the
Queen and King contest at the
Citizens' committee 1957 Yule-
tide Revelry look down on
their subjects. We aring the
royal headpieces are Danny
Plunkett, the junior king, and
Brenda Holloway, the junior
queen. Anita Woodson, in
white, was the winner of the
baby queen contest. Standing
in the rear is Miss Marian
Jean Mitchell, who was select-
ed as the adult queen. (Nue
to by Withers.)
Killing Bares Woman's
Double-Shift Love Life
The admitted killer of a woman, who, police said,
lived a "double shift" bye life while her husband languish-
ed and died in a mental institution, was arrested hy Fifth
District police, Saturday, after an intensive search.
Walter Walls, 40, a laborer,' living at 64 12 Woodlawn
the slaying was found on Walls'
person when he was arrested. It
was a ''fisherman's" knife with a
five-inch blade.
Mrs. Doty, who was born in
Guide Post
By
Charlotta Stewart
GOOD CHARACTER is not
formed by the consistent ham-
mering of "good habits" into
children as early as possible..
This is the mechanical ap-
proach, and it has been found
to be ineffectual. We ,have come
to realize that children actually
learn ways of kindness, courtesy,
courage, self-control, and other
admirable traits, not by the drill
system, but by closely observing
adults who practice these ways
themselves, and even more im-
portant, by loving and being loved
by them. How parents and chil-
dren actually feel about each oth-
er is the very core of their event-
ual development. "Training" is fu-
tile, rewards and punishments are
ineffectual, and even "setting a
good example" useless if the re-
lationship between children and
adults lack warmth and sympathy
(To be continued.)
Dear Carlotta:
Can you advise me on how I
can get my son to be more con-
siderate of his sisters? He is just
four years old, and they are ten
and twelve. They love him and
try to kiss. and cuddle him, but
he won't allow them to do so.
The girls think that he doesn't
like them. He is reasonably af-
fectionate with me and his grand-
mothers, but this is as far as he
will go. Do you think that he is
jealous of them? Mother.
Dear Mother:
Your problem is an interesting
one. However I am afraid that
your son is behaving in a perfect.
Miss Jackie Jackson arrived mates at a party in her home on
Christmas- night. The holiday. de-
corations were highlighted by a
handsomely decorated tree which
stood before the window. Miss
Parker served her approximately
2/0 guests soft drinks, potato chips,
candies, and other refreshments.
Mrs. Cleopatra Russell had as
Taylor. and her sister, Jean. ale Johnson, recently.
The Women's Auxiliary of Crit- Charles and Ruth Gammon en-
tenden Memorial hospital held its
annual meeting Sunday, Dec. 29,
in the auditorium of Wonder High
school, with Mrs. Roberta Jackson
giving the welcome address. Rev.
L. G. Moore, pastor of the Stew.
art's Temple CME church also
spoke. A delicious dinner of South-
ern fried chicken was served after
the program.
Miss Mattie Parker of 208 N.
14th st., entertained her class-
tertained a group of their friends
on New Year's night at the beau-
tiful home of their parents at 1580
S. Bellvue in Memphis with a •
turkey dinner. Following the de-
licious meal, the twelve children
who attended played games and
danced. Charles and Ruth are stu-
dents at the Hamilton High school
in Memphis. Among the guests
were Tommy and Mattie Parker
of West Memphis.
Senator
Lauds
Pioneer
NEW YORK — An American
pioneer in the advancement of
Negro rights has been named by
Senator John Kennedy of Massa-
chusetts to his list of three "wom-
en of courage."
Prudence Crandall, who in the
early nineteenth century establish-
ed the first school for Negro chil-
dren in New England. is the wom-
an.
In naming her to his list, Sena-
tor Kennedy stated: "Few teach-
ers in the history of American
education have ever refused more
determinedly to bow to the pre-
vailing prejudices of their com-
munity than Prudence Crandall."
The Senator's list of courageous
American women, which is pub-
lished in an article in the current McLaurin has worked under the
issue of McCall's magazine, also supervision of 'I'. T. Patterson
includes the names of: during his long tenure of office
(1) Congresswoman Jeannette as Eastern Zone Supervisor.
Rankin of Montana, who defied
A son, Anthony Renee, to Mr. popular opinion when she opposed
and Mrs. Eddie Porter of 870 Ad- America's entry into Wand War
anis. I and then World War II: and (2)
A son, Ray Anthony, to Mr. and Anne Hutchinson, who detied the
Mrs, James Criss of 805 N. Clay- power of the Puritan elders and
brook. was driven out of Massachusetts
A son, Marvin Louis, to Mr. in 1637.
nd Mrs. Willie Dunn of 768 Fleet, OPENS GIRLS' SCHOOL
A daughter, Terve Michelle, to prudence Crandall became a
Mr. and Mrs. Lone Butler of 251 celebrated figure in American ed-
Decatur.
A daughter, Cathy Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. William S. Jones of 1486
Ethlyn.
A daughter, Joy Ann, to Mr. and
rg tgborn Gardner of 212 S.
:Ver.
A son, Jerry Louis. to Mr and
Mrs. Jimmie Brown of 5889 Stage
e.
A son, Michael Wayne, to Mr.
nd Mrs. James Moore of 668
%den.
A son. Marvin Porter, to Mr.
nd Mrs. Jake Shields of 1516 Mer-
Porters Choose
New East Boss
an. 2 .1958
A daughter, Lorraine, to Mr
nd Mrs. Curtin Durham of 1359
ucation when, in the year 1833,
she decided to open a school for
Negro girls in Canterbury, Conn.
Many of the citizens of Canter-
bury were infuriated by this de-
cision and began an immediate
campaign of harassment.
Her opponents passed a law in
the state legislature making it il-
legal to establish a school for Ne-
groes not. resident in the state.
Miss Crandall was arrested and
imprisoned, but, after several low-
er court decisions, was freed by
the state Supreme Court.
During the furor over the ar-
rest of this courageous woman, her
cause was espoused by many of
the nation's most (moue abolition-
ists and abolitionist papers.
NEW YORK — It was announc-
ed at the International Headquar-
ters of the Brotherhood of Sleep-
ing Car Porters in New York City
by A. Philip Randolph, Interns-,
tional President, that B. P. Mc-
Laurin, now International Field
Representative, has been appoint-
ed as Eastern Zone Supervisor to
succeed T. T. Patterson who re-
tired Jan. 1, after serving the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Por-
ters for more than 30 years.
T. T. Patterson was a Pullman
porter operating in the Pennsyl-
vania system for many years and
became an official of the Brother-
hood of Sleeping Car Porters in
1925.
McLaurin was also in the Pull-
man service and became active in
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters as an official upon the
beginning of the union in 1925.
He is a graduate of Brookwood
Labor college in New York State.
Samaritan Club
Aids 10 Families
The fourteen members of the
Good Samaritan's club .maxed
its activities for the year by giv•
ing away 10 Christmas baskets
to needy fomilies. The food was
contributed bj friends and moms-
hers of the club's families.
On the following Monday night
the club met in the home of Mrs.
Tom Elsa Bratchers of 2227 Shan-
nor st., and exchanged gifts with
their secret pals.
Mrs. Mai Hassell is president
of the organization, and Mrs.
Mary Louise Chander its reporter.
Miss Crandall's triumph was
short-lived, however, for soon af-
terwards citizens from Canter-
bury set fire to her school, and
the building was no damaged that
she was forced to abandon her
project of a school for Negro chil-
dren.
ave., is being held on an open
charge by police, accused of the
throat-cut slaying of Mrs. Johnnie
McCoy Doty, 40, of 548 E. 46th
at., a self-employed seamstress.
Walls was arrested Saturday
morning in his home and admitted,
after extensive questioning, that
he had been "intimate" with Mrs.
Doty since 1937 and had been her
common-law husband for the past
five years.
2ND PARAMOUR
Police, however, contend that
the dead woman also had another
Washington County, Miss., in 1917,
life
White was employed from ter Doty, died two months ago, 
W. Indies Unit was possible, police said, be- was a widow whose husband, 'Seal-
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily, while after being confined to the mental Gets Its FirstWalls worked irregularly as a la-
borer.
Mrs. Doty who was stabbed at
5:30 p.m., Friday, and was dead
on arrival at Provident hospital,
was killed, according to Walls,
after an all-day drinking spree and
a violent quarrel.
hospital in Kankakee for two
years. They had been married for
over 12 years. 
INQUESTTODAY
An inquest into the slaying was
scheduled for 9:30 a.m, today at
the funeral home at 4445 S. Park-
way.
Among survivors are Mrs. Do.
Plan Liberal
Plank, Slate
By ALICE A. DUNNIGAN "But he was so long acting."
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — The
Democrats cannot win in 1960
without the Negro vote. This
fact was conceded recently by
Chairman Paul Butler of the Dem-
ocratic National Committee.
His opinion was expressed as a
reply to a question raised by a
member of the Capitol Press Club.
The chairman hedged, howevet,
on the . question of whether he
thought the party could win with-
out the South
"Well." said Butler, "we never
feel that we would loose all of the
southern votes, but the party has
won without the majority of the
south."
NOT TAKEN FOR GRANTED
Butler denied that the Democrat
ic party has taken the Negro vote
for)granted. "There is no compla-
cency in the minds of anybody on
the staff of the Democratic Com-
mittee about the vote of the Ne-
gro or anybody else," said But-
ler. The Democrats expect to win
the support of the Negro by ad-
vancing a "platform in 1960 that
will be more 'liberal and forward
boking than any the party has
ever adopted and by offering the
most liberal candidates ever nom-
inated."
He believes that his party can
win votes if it carries out an in-
tensive campaign and educate the
public and inform them of the is-
sues and the facts and make an
all-out effort to get out the vote.
HITS EASTLAND
When questioned on his party's
stand on such men as Senator
Eastland, Butler said Estland
does not represent the views of
75 or 80 percent id the Democratic
party.
The Democrats disapprove of
Faubus' actions at Little Rock,
said Butler. His action does not
constitute or reflect the policy of
the Democratic party, he added.
The chairman blamed the Ad-
ministration for the Little Rock
situation. "The Administration did
nothing to prepare the way for
wider, deeper acceptance of the
Supreme Court decision," declar-
ed Butler.
"The President could have call-
ed a committee of Negro and white
leaders, or possibly a committee
of educators to discuss and con-
sider this problem. But the Presi-
dent (tithed and dallied until it be-
came necessary to take more dras-
tic action.
"When he did act, he did the
right thing," concluded Butler,
In his prepared statement be-
fore the Capitol Press Club din-
ner, Butler predicted that the Ad-
ministration will in the next ses-
sion of Congress turn its back on
all social and domestic legislation
with the excuse that attention must
be focused on armament.
The Democratic party believes
that the program of progress in
human welfare should be contin-
ued, he declared. "The fight must
be continued for advancement in
the fields of better housing, bet-
ter schools, better medical cared
and for the ultimate end of dis-
crimination and denial of human
right to some of our citizens.
"The fight for human rights—the
fight against ignorance and preju-
dice and bigotry — is nqt a part-
time program. . .it is a continued
struggle, . .it calls for leadership
by example and deed. . .It re-
quires never.ending moral pres-
sure against discrimination and in
justice wherever they may crop
up."
Imago Figures
In Fla. Rape Case
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
(INS) L A blonde, 17-year-old St.
Petersburgh high school girl
tearfully told authorities yesterday
she was stabbed twice in the chest
with an ice pick and raped in the
back seat of her car by a 24-year-
old Negro laborer.
"I didn't want to die," the girl
sobbed as she related her story
to justice Clyde Kissinger at a
hearing for the accused rapist,
Ralph Williams.
The alleged attacks occurred
last Dec. 15. The girl claimed
Williams hid in the back seat of
her car while she was shopping in
a downtown department store,
then stabbed her as she drove
away.
She said her attacker told her
to "get in the back seat or I'll
kill you" after forcing her to
drive to a secluded spot. '
Dr. E. R. Koontz, county medi-
cal examiner, testified he fond
evidence the girl was raped. He
said the stab wound punctured the
right chest and partially collapsed
a lung.
The girl told Kissinger she held
her hand over the wound to stop
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
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StRVICF
the 'low of blood as else drove her
assailant, whom she claims is
Williams, to his destination.
Fred Alinnis, Negro attorney for
Williams, repeatedly claimed the
girl had known Williams previ-
ously in Chicago and Miami. But
Kissinger interrupted his line of
questioning and ordered Williams
held for trial.
The laborer told detectives after
his arrest he had relations with
the young girl, but that they were
with her consent. He is being held
on charges of rape and assault.
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Governor General
PORT OF SPAIN. Trinidad —
(INS) — Lord Hailes has been
sworn In as first governor gen-
eral of the new West Indies Fed.
Leeward islands.
A cabled message, expressing
"congratulations and good ludk"
was received by Lord Ilailes from
U. S. Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles.
The federation groups 4.000,000
inhabitants scattered in all the
British possessions in the area
with the exception of British Hon-
duras, British Guiana, the Ba-
hamas and Bermuda.
The swearing-in took place at
the federal headquarters in Trini-
dad, the island chosen as the site
for the capital.
Chief Minister Norman Manley
of Jamaica. who may become
the federation's first prime min-
ister in the federal elections, to
be held March 25, expressed con-
fidence that in five years or less
the West Indies federation would
become a full fledged dominion
among the British commonwealth.
Presbyterians
To Discuss Bias
The effect of segregation, on ci-
vil and religious liberty will be'
discussed during the annual meet-
ing of the North American area
council of the World Presbyter-
ian Alliance on Jan. 21-23.
The meeting will be held at Poco-
no Manor Inn, Pocono Manor. Pa,
Dr. Paul Calvin Payne, head
ly reasonable way. He just doesn't
want to have his sisters hugging
and kissing him. I do not think
that it is necessary to assume
that he rejects his sisters' advanc-
es because he is jealous of them.
The girls will have to show their
affection for him in a different
way. They might be accepted
more if they treated him as a
companion, and not as someone
on whom to shower phyttical de-
monstrations of affection.
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
THE MILDER BOURBON
THE LIGHTER BOURBON
IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER
BOURBON...BUY IT!
mint
bourbon
of the commission on civil and Kentucky DraigAl Bourbon WhislayfArLYWIN
religious liberty will lead the dis- 90 Proof • galvivit se am. cc. Frankfort Ky.
cussion.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
Tbls Is her new (nee at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is hack after a
long time of being away and at last she la
bark to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? have
yen lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yea
In bad health? Are you diseouraged? If any of these are year
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise Yen at one.. She
will read life to you just is she would read an open hook
Yell you why your Job or business Is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located or Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is I blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. B. sure
to look for the RED BRICK ROUSE and you'll find her there
at all times (She  had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked WhItehaven State Line and get
off at State 1,1se and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars 9 a.m. te 9 p.m
Readings Daily. Open on Sundays
don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Rs sure
to look for the right Aga and the right name.
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DYER, TENNESSEE'
Although the curtain has offici-
ally gone down on the old year of
1957, and the wishes have been
rendered for the bright New Year,
we are still in receipt of some
newsy items from the Northern
part of Gibson County.
This writing is mostly concern-
ed with our Rutherford and Tren-
ton neighbors who have stood by
us so gallantly in our paper sales
during the past year.
Lest we forget, let is hate cur,
own happenings first. Miss LoIssie
B. Abbott of Chicago was a re-
cent dinner gliest of Mrs. Alice
Hooker. Mrs. Lovie Carter, and
Mrs. Bobbie Harris have recently
returned from a holiday trip to
Chicago.
Mrs. Harris visited in Fremont,
Ohio along with her mother,
while on tne trip. They were ac-
companied to Chicago by Mrs.
Tishie Harris, who has been on
an extended visit with her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and M r s.
Bob Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shaw were re-
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sam-
uel Phillips. Mrs. Erma Wynn
was a recent business visitor in
Memphis. All the holiday season
was not a happy one for all the
people. Returning home from a
basketball game Sp-3 Herbert 0, boasts a reunion of her family
Daniel had an auto accident in when two daughters, Annie
which Jerry Alfreda Wynn receiv- Louise of Gallatin, Tenn., a n d
ed Knee injuries. She is getting
along nicely. Mrs. Bobbie Harris
has been ill as has Mrs Willie
Phillips and Mrs. Dorothy Wynn, Mrs. Flossie Marsh had two of
Mr. Erict Guiden, Mrs Beulah her children home with her, Mr.
Charles Henry Shivers and Mrs.
William Henry Newhouse. Mr.
Newhouse visited his mother also,
Mrs. Leotha Newhouse. In town
also from Baltimore, was Mr.
James Stewart as guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Columbus Stewart; anoth-
er one from Detroit was Mrs. Los-
*.
Robinson and Mrs. Loraine La-
Rue. We were so happy to see Mr.
Eddie Ball at church on Sunday
last.
The Rev. W. ('. Rodgers preach-
ed at the OME church and a
program was given at Fairview
Baptist church, Mr. and Mrs. Hol-
hs were dinner hosts to sic B. Christmas Barnett and son
Rev. and Mrs. Rogers. Mrs. John. visiting Mrs. Vera Christmas. Mr.
Me Jamison and daughter, John and Mrs. Ernest (Hop) Danner
Etta, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ball were graced with the presence
mand Mrs. Addie Gentry. Mr, kind of his brother from points north.
Mrs. Sylvester Burns were Sun- 
• • •
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Those persons who journeyed
lie Porter in Dyersburg. out-of-town for the season were
Prof. and Mrs. E. W. Casey and Dr. and Mrs. 0. W. Roush ac-
family of Union City were Sunday companied by Prof. and Mrs. I. H.
guests of Mrs Mary Ann Thomp. Ledford, of Humboldt, who visit-
son and Miss Jimmie Thompson. ed Washington, D C., and 
van -
Those enjoying the New Year's ous cities along the East in New
E've dinner with Mr and Mrs. York. Maryland and Virginia.
Eddie Ball were Mrs. Beatrice Ty- Prof. and Mrs. Willie Burnette, jr.
ree, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie -triads, visited her parents in Clarksville
Itlr. and Mrs. Hollis Wilkins, mr, and frieods in Nashville. Prof. a
nd
and Mrs. Johnnie Jamison a n d Mrs. Carmack Smith 
visited rela-
John Etta, Rev. and Mrs. D E. tives in Martin and 
Nashville,
Mrs Georgia B. Howard visited
relatives in Benton Harbor, Mich.
Oops! I almost forgot, Abbott
Johnson of Poplar Bluff, Mo., was
a visitor of his mother, Mrs. Par-
lee Johnson and sister. Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Payne. Mrs. Mattis
Malone was a house guest of Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Radford and dau-
ghters, Lorna and Angela.
The Teen-age night has been
abondoned at the American Le-
gion club for school books. How-
ever, a lovely teenzge party, spear-
headed by Miss Patricia Payne
was given at the club during the
holidays. The party was properly
chaperoned and the youngsters
had much fun. The Booklovers
club held their annual Christmas
party at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
J. T. Seats on Friday morning
at nine 9'clock.
Saturday night found another
fine club, the Neighborhood club,
entertaining their husbands and
friends in the spacious home of
the Seats. It is hard to say which
party was the most .enjoyed. Sev-
eral out-of-tow•n guests attended
both. The entire county extends
town guests for Trenton were their sympathy to 
the families of
Miss Mary Alice Buchanan, in-j the late Mrs. Camilla Pigue and
structor at Frazier High School irf' her daughter the la
te Mrs. Min-
Covington, with her parents, Mr. Me Pigue Williams. 
both formerly
and Mrs. Jessie Bobbitt; Russell of Benton 
Harbor, Mich.
The double funeral was held at
the Springhill MB church on Thurs-
Millions who douche day last. Survivors include Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Pigue, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Carroll, of Benton Harbor,
Mrs. Hazel Pigue, of Indianapolis,
Ind.; Mrs. Laverne Brown of
Benton Harbor. children a n d
grandchildren. Rutherford
boasts of having quite a few
visitors during the Yuletide and
New Year's Season. Charlie Jen-
kins, jr., of Chicago is home with
his parents and brother, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Jenkins and Clar-
ence L. Young, Mr. Jenkins is
making plans to enter A&I State
in March.
Mrs. Margie Gardner of Chicago,
was a house guest of her mother,
Mrs. Farrah Jenkins; Mr. Clay-
ton Booker of Dallas, Texas, visit-
ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. An-
drew Booker of the Mt. Zion Corn-
' 
munity.
McLin, Principal of high sexed
in Erin, Tenn., and son, Russell,
jr., who is a student at Lincoln
university. Jefferson City guests
of mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Lizzie McLin; Miss Vivian Smith,
instructor at Woodstock. P r o f.
Sherman Elam, Instructor at St.
Augustine, Fla., Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Robinson, B. M. Ander-
son, Mrs. Mattie Dell Mull and
children, all IA Chicago; Front De-
troit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Will
Barnett; from St. Louis, Mo., Miss
Willie Brown; from Mayfield, Ky.,
Miss Bertha Smith and Mother,
Mrs. Sallie Smith visiting Cal Wit- 1
hams ad Mrs. Elizabeth Dodds
Mrs. Jennie Thomas visiting,
Mrs. Rosa Reese and son, Thom-
as Doaks; from New Jersey, Sgt.
and Mrs. Gardner; from Cleve-
land, Ohio, Mr. ard Mrs. Thomas
Winfrey; from Jackson, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. William Ellison;
from A&i State university, Ernest
Ramat, Cecil King, William Ray,
Jessie Frank Smith; a graduate
of A&I, and now a pre-med student
there, James Ramsey. Family re-
unions were held among t h •
Lloaks famil; at Mr. and Mrs.
Mervin Doaks with all the broth.
era, sister, children and grandchil-
dren present. Mrs. Cora Biggs also
Janice of South Bend along with
other relatives were with her.
• • •
Bridgernan of Milan, and son, Joe
Thomas Bridgeman, who is a stu-
dent at Tenn State university.
Their father, Tom Moore, w h o
has been on an extended visit with
the Bridgemans returned home.
Mrs. Elizabeth Holland spent
Christmas day in Covington with
friends. Mrs. Lillie Fields enter-
tained the Missionary society
Monday night. Those attending
the funeral of the mother of Mrs.
Lincoln O'Daniel from here in
Jackson were Mesdames Cordelia
O'Daniel, Essie Overall, Irma 'vie
and Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wilkins.
• • •
Breaking into Gibson County all
keyed-up for the yuletide Season
and New Year's holiday was Miss
Cora Lawrence, a former employ-
ee of the Tri-State Defender, now
employed in Indianapolis, Ind.,
daughter of Mrs. Warne Penn
a. 4 her sister, Miss Ann Penn of
Chicago.
With Miss Penn was Melvin Red-
wood. While here the group was
honored with dinners, trips to
Memphis, Dyer, Martin and other
points of interest. Other out-of-
with "Lysol"
1
1111 
wouldn't dream of
going back to vinegar!
Women can actually tell the dif-
ference between "Lysol" and
vinegar iri the douche.
They can actually sense the
difference in freshness, in just
plain cleanliness!
They know vinegar can't do
the job the way "Lysol" 'cm.
"Lysol" stops odor, kills germs
... the very germs that cause
odor!
"Lysol" brand disinfectant is
mild, gentle. Try it 1'
and see.
For free booklet
on how to douche,
write to: "Lysol."
Dept. N 372, Lin-
coln, Illinois.
GRAND DISINFECTANT
L.. • •11.01 P00000,
• • •
Mr. Thomas Bradford of St.
Louis visited friends and relatives
here. Mr, Marshall Booker, in-
structor in Sumner. Miss., was
with his , parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Booker! Miss Ernestine
Belmont of Chicago visited h e r
mother and family, Mrs. Minnie
Belmont Mrs. Farrah laic en-
tertained the Rev. J. C. Hullum,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L Booker, Sgt.
and Mrs Louis Ellis and Shelia
and other grandchildren during the
holidays
• • •
Other Trenton news include a
visit of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Don-
aldson, instructor in the Brighton
school, with friends and relatives
around the Salem community.
Prof. L. H. Chrisp, sporting a
"brand-new" Black "58" Oldsmo-
bile attended an Alpha affair at
Brownsville in the home of the
prominent Mr. and Mrs. A. L. 
Rawls.
Rosenwald Coach, , Nathaniel
Pena, is all aglow because Ills
NEW OUTFITS — The six
children of Mrs. P a u Ii use
Walls, a widow, of 767 Tangle-
wood st., were the recip-
ients of new outfits of cloth-
ing on New Year's day, which
they received from the Orange
Mound Civic club. .Iso bene•
filed by .the club were Mr.
and 1 1 rs.Gold le Payne, ex -
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE
County
NEWS
treme right, who received a
basket of groceries from the
organization through the tour•
tesy of Thomas's Grocery
store of 2631 Carnes are.
Standing in rear, left to right,
are II. G. Westbrook a n d
James Armour, president and
vice president of the club.
(Photo by Withers.)
Integration, Space Race
Head Top 1957 Stories
Progress in man's quest to con- the United States dominated the
quer outer space and violence in ' news in 1957.
the fight for school integration in The launching of the Soviet,
Rev. L. Nelson, on whose condi-
tion we have made frequent re-
U
ports has been transferred to the •
Kennedy VA hospital in Meinphis.
Mrs. Atha Mai Campbell is beet:
home after having spent a few
days in the Lauderdale County
hospital for a tonsillectomy.
• Mrs. Earlene lialliburton is
back in town after having spent
the Christmas holidays with her
mother in Louisville, Ky.
Master Wayne Reddick has goue
to Missouri to live with his motA-
er. Wayne was a guard on the
"Little Rascals" basketball team.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Davis, B. W.
Harris, and Miss Betty Cherry
were recent guests at Miles Chap-
el CME church.
Home to visit their parents over
the holidays were Miss Joy Spring-
field of Peoria, Ill., and M i se
Eula Connor who came from New
York City to see her parents.
Miss Nancy Pierson is in St.
Louis, Mo., visiting her sisters, and
attending the wedding of her sis-
ter, Miss Mery Walton Pierson.
Mr. Ellis West, Sr., who was a
resident of Ripley, for many yeses,
died in Centralia, Ill., on Dec.
31. He is an uncle of Mrs. Kate
Coe.
The Christmas holidays were
joyfully spent in Ripley by the
many persons who had been look-
ing forward to them and services
were held in the three churches
on Christmas morning.
FORMER DEFENDER GIRL
Mss Cora Lee Lawrence, who
worked in Memphis for three years
with the Tri-State Defender, and
is now located with the headquart-
ers of the Christian church in In-
dianapolis, Ind , was here recent-
ly as the guest of her uncle* and
aunt. Rev. and Mrs. E. G. Car-
roll.
With Miss Lawrence were her
mother Mrs. Meadie Penn and
her sister Miss Annie Ruth Law-
rence of Trenton who spent the
day in Lauderdale county.
Mrs. Willie Wardlow has been
dismissed from the hospital.
Mrs. Mamie Stokley, who h a s
been on the sick lisid for several
weeks, has been moved to t h e
home of her sister, Mrs, E. G.
Carroll.
Mrs. Montine Williams, and son
Earl, were in Ripley recently for
the funeral of their uncle, John
Holmes. While here, they were
the guests of Mr. and M r s
George Coe,
boys are leading the 4th District
with an 8-2 record as the cage
season moves into the second
half. The sextet, tinder Coach
Hale, cannot boast of such a rec-
ord, but. opponents fear their be-
ing the "Dark-Horse." Each team
has a sharp-shooter, George Mc-
Knight and Shirley .Iohnson, at,
eraging 30 and 20 points per game
respectfully.
The basketball clinic for t h e
coaches and officials of District
No. 4 was held during the holiday
lesson at Merry High school in
Jackson. Attending from this area
were Messrs W. L. Burnette,
Prin. of Rosenwald Iligh school
and President of the District four
Association, Leo Hale, chairman
of Board of Controls, the presid-
ing officer for the. clinic, W. I.,.
Burnette, jr and R L. Radford.
officials, and Coach Nathaniel
Is
S. To Ignore
chool Rioters
By ETHEL PAYNE
WASHINGTON — W. Wilson White, new assistant
attorney general in charge of Civil Rights Division of the
Justice Department said last week the U. S. would not
attempt to prosecute any of the participants in the riots
at Little Rock last September when nine Negro children
entered Central high school.
White said the investigation
into the case had been completed
and the matter was officially clos-
ed. He did not elaborate on the
reason for this lack of action;
but other sources at the Justice
department said they had been
unable to get witnesses to testify
against the mobsters.
A few of the rioters were charg
•
ed with misdemeanors by local
authorities but all except one man
was acquitted. He was fined $50.
White said the department had
explored the possibility of getting
indictments on charges of conspi-
racy to violate federal statutes
pertaining to obstructing justice
and depriving indivitluals of con-
stitutional rights.
Reports From Fayette
County Training School
Greetings around the Tri-State
area. We are back with you after
having finished off 1957 in grand
style, with a trip home for the
holidays. And now on for the best
in 1958.
Now that classes ha,ve resumed
it won't be too long before every-
one is settling down to the books,
and getting ready for the firs t
exams of the season.
The junior class has completed
its selection of students to serve
on the program committee. They
are Shirley and Margaret P y e,
Barbara Atkins, Jackie Lynk,
Maggie Thompson, and Irma
Wright.
The junior class will be 100 per-
cent behind the students in help-
ing them prepare the program.
The junior class advisors are H.
E. Walker, R. F. Turner, and Mrs.
E. V. Murrell.
SPORTS SECTION
The E. C. T. Hornettes are real-
ly playing wonderful basketball
this year, and we are keening
our fingers crossed, because they
have not lost a game The team
is being coached by Mr. Pearson
and Mr. Carpenter.
Top players among the girls this
week are Gerry Dotson, Pat Die-
Penn
Our Religious news include
watch•night services were held at
the Calvary Church Of God In
Christ anti services were held at
the Presbyterian church in Ruth-
erford. So until next week, ADIOS.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
1111CORDS /OR evERVONI
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kerson, Ada Shields, Gloria Grand-
berry, Lorice Brewer and Bertha
Turner.
The leading scorers among the
boys are Tommy Rosser, J. T.
Brewer, Elmo Thomas, William
Seaberry, and Carney Davis.
TOP SENIORS
Pat Cleaves is still the Number
1 senior girl at F, C. T., with
the other girls contending with her
in this order: Gerry Dotson, Mary
Taylor, Martha Franklin, Lynn
Coleman, Arlene Ivy, Larue John-
son, Gloria Grandberry, Pat Dic-
kerson, Bertha Turner and Ernes-
tine Hapleth.
The ten top students among the
boys are L. C. Granderson, George
Smith, James McKinney, Marvin
Montague, William Seaberry, J.
T. Brewer, Tommy Rosser, Ros-
coe Mays, Douglas Murell, a n d
Curtis Williams,
If you happen on to our campus
here, more than likely you will
hear some of our students hum-
ming, whistling or singing some
of the popular tunes. As 1958 gets
underway, this is how our Hit Pa-
rade would probably rank t h e
tunes:
1. You Can Make It If You Try.
2. Little Bitty Pretty One.
3. Buzz, Buzz.
4, Don't Let Go.
5. Days Are Dark.
6. At the Hop.
7. St. Louis Blues,
8. I'll Come Running Back To You.
9. You Send Me.
10. Angels Sing.
This week we send a cheery
hello to students at these schools:
Dorothy Quarles at Philand-
er Smith College; Kay F. Atkins
at the Detroit Technical college;
Rickey Gordon at the University
of California at Santa Barbara,
Barbara Kincaid at the University
of Detroit; and Isaiah Robinson
at the University of California at
Los Angeles.
See you next week.
earth satellites and the Little Rock
.ntegration crisis' head the list of
the "ten top stories of 1957."
Following is a complete list of
the top headline stories of 1957:
I. The Soviet Sputnik launchings
2. The Little Rock crisis.
3. President Eisenhower's cere-
bral occlusion.
4, passage of compromise Civil
Rights bill by Congress.
5. The trial and unfrocking of
AME Bishop D. Ward Nichols
6. The Senate inquiry into labor
racketeering.
7. National Baptist Convention,
C. S. A. elections and outgrow.
Ing suit seeking ouster of NBC
president Dr. Joseph R. Jackson.
R. The Louisiana hurricane and
the devastation of Cameron.
9. The boycott of Tuskegee mer-
chants by Negroes in vote fight.
If. The world•wide Asian flu epi-
demic.
Southern College
Aids HS Scholars
MARSHALL, Tex. — President
M. K. Curry, Jr., this week an-
nounced that Bishop college will
cooperate with 28 other colleges
in the testing of 3000 to 4000 schol-
arship and admission candidates
from more than 500 high schools
distributed throughout the United
States and in one territorial pos-
session.
President Curry says that Bishop
will cooperate in administering
the Cooperative Intercollegiate Ex-
amination between February 24
and March 8. The Examination is
being sponsored by the United
Negro College Fund, and will be
open to any seniors recommended
by their high schools.
MALCO
STARTS SATURDAY
They both go for Caryl
lucky Cary!!
•KISS
TNE41 FOR
f/I
MccJ
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Highlights
From .
Melrose
By GLORIA LAMAR
The Melrose Student Council is
a well functioning organization
set up on the sante order as the
National Government. The govern-
ing body, which came into being
in 1948, is made tip wholly of rep-
resentatives of the classes, clubs
and other organizations in t h e
school who have received charters
front the Student Council
The council was developed to
briog about a better relationship
between the teachers and the stu-
dents, to stimulate an interest in
the general welfare of the school,
to promote beautification of t h e
school, and to prepare the young
people for the duties of citizen-
ship.
The capable president of the or-
ganization is Tyronza Richmond,
assisted by James Estes, v ic e
president; Maria Shoulders, sec-
retary; Betty Johnson, court sec-
retary; Hortense Spillers, assist-
ant secretary; and Obelie Rich-
mond, treasurer.
The industrious members of the
council also serve as hosts and
hostesses for the activities on the
Melrose campus. Most of the suc-
cess which the organization has
attained can he traced to the sup-
ervision given by the group's ad-
isors, Mrs. Gladys Sharp, Mr. C.
H. Ryan, Mr. L. Davis, Mr. T. R.
Fletcher, and Mr C. Goodlow.
THE TOP TEN
The top ten girls on the campus
are juniors Vivian Keely, Betty
Afro-Asian
Meet Blasts
Little Rock
CAIRO, Egypt — (ANP) — The
Little Rock crisis which erupted
over school integration at Central
high school last year got an air-
ing by delegates attending the
African-Asian conference here
last week.
It was mentioned In one of two
proposed legislations criticizing
the United States during the clos-
ing sessions of the conference.
Some 400 delegates from 40 coun-
tries attended the conference,
aimed at obtaining solidarity
among the Afro-Asian countries.
The resolution touching upon the
Little Rock situation was intro-
duced by representatives from
Jordan and French Sudan. They
demanded that the United States
be censured in a resolution on ra-
cial discrimination, saying that
Little Rock was sufficient justifi-
cation.
However, the resolution was
dropped when Dr. Anup Singh of
India spoke against singling out
the United States for criticism.
In the closing sessions, the con-
ference, held in the spacious Cairo
university auditorium, passed a
flurry of resolutions, several of
which were critical of foreign ex-
ploitation. It also endorsed the 10
basic principles of the Bandung
conference of 1955.
Among those attending the con
ference,' said to be unofficial in
nature, were representatives from
the new Negro nation of Ghana,
formerly the Gold Coast, and Ni-
geria. Delegates from thise two
countries were given front seats
at the conference. •
Johnson, Gwendolyn Dillard, Nue
tel Guy, and Barbara Bailey, an
seniors Juanita Harris, Gwend
lyn Manning, Bettie Williams Jae
kie Jay, and Gwendolyn Clark. ,
The top ten boys are junior
Larnell Cloers, 'vim Dillard, Wi
ham Jackson, William Tay!.
and William Phillip. and senior
James Carter, Steve Taylor, Bit
ly Grady, Tyronza Richmond, an
Marcelles Jefferies,
TEENAGER OF THE WEEK
This week the Melrose spolligh
falls on one of the most activ
and industrious young ladies
the campus, Miss Betty Joy Gray
Betty is the I6-year-old daughte
of Mr. and Mrs. James Gray.
Here on the campus she is
member of the Lettermen's Clu
and student director of the 'an
Betty adds life to the junior etas
with her friendly and courteou
manners.
After graduating from Mel
High school, Betty plans to atten
Arkansas State college to stu
MUSIC.
She is a member of the Vane
ave. Church of Christ, and her ho
hiss are swimming and the stud
of music.
Coldwater, Miss
Mrs. Eunice Caldwell was
Memphis recently as a guest
h e r former mother-in-law, Mr
Ida Alexander. On last Sunday
was in attendance at Walter Cha
el for the Fifth Missionary Zip
tneeting. Mrs. Minnie R. Sni
is district president, and M r
Caldwell district secretary. Re
P. Stockard is pastor of t h
church.
Services were held here Chri
mas morning at the AME and
Bates Chapel CME churches. Re
'1'. J. Jiles is pastor of AME a
Rev. C. Jones pastor of Bates Ch
pel.
• • .
Joe Jackson, Thomas and W
lie A. Phillips were here recen
to visit friends and relatives.
Funeral services for Mrs. ROS
Ford were held at the Second Ba
tist MB church on Dec. 29, wi
Rev. S. W. Gathering officiatin
Mrs. Ford is survived by h
husband, Mack Ford, a daug
er, Flordia Mae White of N e
York, a sister, Mrs. Flordia M
Anderson of Coldwater, and a ho
mourn her passing.
She was buried in the chur
cemetery.
Thomas D. Brownlee was h
for the Christmas holiday to vi
his parents and friends. He liv
in Chicago.
L 0 N S
SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
There is a reason why poopi
lik• to do business with us. You
too, will like our courteous trim
ment and desire to help you.
"OPEN THURSDAY IL noDAY
NIGHTS UNTIL 8:00 P.M.
CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAYS'
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Horne Op d - Homo Owned
Phone JA 5-7611
(Xi/DAISY
TWO BIG HITS!
TEENAGERS
IN TURMOIL!
fln kids who live today
as if there's no tomorrow...
Dalin uen
THE HOODS'
AND GUN-MOLLS
OF TOMORROW
Released thru United AtilSta
PLUS 2nd HIT!
mcwARDwomARK
fisu ttp
STARTS SUNDAY!
JANUARY 12
4 - BIG DAYS -4
MI MUD= SIM
Starts Thursday! 3 Big Days!
ELVIS PRESLEY in "LOVING YOU" and
Patricia Medina in "THE BUCKSKIN LADY"
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Junior Clubs Council
To Install Officers
' The Bluff City and Shelby Coun-
ty Council of Junior Civic clubs
will hold their installation services
Sunday evening, Jan. 10, at 3 p. m.
In the Melrose High school gym-
Intalum.
I The staff to be installed are:
President, Edward Smith, of the
Orange Mound Junior Civic club;
Tst vice president, Josephine Wat-
kins, of the New Chicago Junior
Civic club: 2nd vice president,
1'early Williams of the 48th Ward
unior Civic club; secretary, Gera-
line Bell, of the Douglass; Bunga-
jow and Crump Junior Civic club;
assistant secretary, Ora Lee Pry.
Vr, of the Whitehaven Junior Civic
club: corresponding secretary Ma-
ry Jo Irons, of the 48th Ward
Junior Civic club; treasury, Mar.
tha Wilson, of the East Memphis
Junior Civic club; parliamentar-
ian, Elbert Lindsey, of the Orange
Junior Civic club; Ser-
geant-at-arms, Betty Smith, o
the Doublass, Bunaglow a n d
Crump Junior Civic club; chap-
lain, Josephine Jones of the White-
haven Junior Civic club; report-
er, Helen Wilson, of the East
Memphis Junior Civic club, and
assistant reporter, William Rodg-
ers, of the Douglass, Bunaglow and
Crump Junior Civic club.
Mrs. Josephine Winbush is ad-
visor, Mr. Matthew R. Davis, co
advisor and Helen Wilson, report-
er.
Appreciation For Jew
On Increase, Says ADL
Both Northern and Southern Ne-
groes, despite tensions and t h e
threat of future ones, have a new
end mprse positive appreciation
for the part American Jews are
playing In the common struggle
to improve human relations, Sc.
Cording to the December issue of
the ADL Bulletin.
Drs. James H. Robinson and
Xenneth B. Clark are the two Ne-
gro authorities who wrote for the
publication which is issued by the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
13'rith outlining the American Me-
rcies' attitude toward another
minority group.
Anti-Semitism among Negroes
was common some 15 years ago,
says Dr. Clark, associate profes-
r of psychology at the College
Of the City of New York and di-
tor of research at the North-
de Center for Child Develop-
ent, but today Negro-Jewish re-
lationships are in a stage of "posi-
ve transition:'
EDUCED HOSTILITY
"Probably the general progress
of the Negro in recent years has
educed some of his random hos-
'thy which once had taken anti-
mitism as a form of express-
on," the psychologist added.
Dr. Clark says that the rela-
onship between Jews and Ne-
s is more complex and, subtle
the North than in the South,
n many ways, and that Jewish
roperty owners — with few
exceptions — seem no more willing
jeopardize their investment or
atus appeal by renting to Ne-
oes than any other group.
Bid, he says, Negroes have a
eeper resentment to racial in-
gults and injustices when it comes
corn Jews. "In general, they
eem to expect more from Jews
han from other whites. This in
tself is evidence of the Positive
hange in post-war attitudes to-
ard Jews," Dr. Clark says.
T h e Jews themselves, Dr.
Clark finds, have contributed to
the change in attitude by involving
Jewish organizations in the strug-
gle to achieve better human rights
for all, the contributions of Jew-
ish philanthropists to Negro or-
ganizations and causes, ',and by
, the effectiveness of Jews, as in-
dividuals and in organization in
helping to educate the American
public on the general dangers in-
herent in racism."
WORSE BEFORE BETTER
Dr. Robinson, pastor of the
Church of The Master and director
of the Morningside Community
Center in Harlem, says the "ten-
stens in race relations in Ameri-
ca will become worse before they
become better." and that as the
urban non-white populations be-
gins to exceed the white popula-
tion, the possibility of a conflict
between Negroes and Jews, he
says, will become greater.
In his six-week tour of the Unit-
ed States to determine the atti-
tude of Negroes toward Jews the
minister said that he found that
"there is increased feeling of bit..
terness over the fact that Jews
in better teighborhoods a n d
suburban areas are often as hos-
tile as other whites when Negroes
attempt to move into a communi-
ty."
This feeling Is tempered how-
ever, he said by the fact that
Jews more often than Gentiles
plan for integrated housing.
During his travels, Dr. Robin-
son said that he found "ample
evidence — consisting in part on
the dignity, resourcefulness and
wisdom with which Negroes have
faced tensions and violence in Lit-
tle Rock, Chicago, Levittown and
elsewhere — that Negroes will
not be easily swept Into the vor-
tex of hate and prejudice aga:nst
Jews.
S. Rights Unit
Ready To Operate
WASHINGTON — (INS)
commission began operations
in ceremonies at the White
The non-political commis
gust when Congress passed
legislation.
The six commissioners took
their oath of office in President
Eisenhower's office. The President
stood solemnly next to commis-
sion chairman, Dr. James A. Han-
nah, president of Michigan State
university, as the six members
of the group recited the oath.
ite House Assistant Sherman
Adams presided at the ceremony.
The commissioners then ad-
journed to a nearby office build-
g to conduct their first organiza-
tional meeting.
SOUTH OPPOSES
However, sharp differences ofi
Opinion reportedly were aired at
the commission's first meeting.'
Southern members were said to
have voiced "strong opposition" to
racially integrated schools.
The meeting was a closed sea-
Sion and the commissioners would
not comment on the reported rift.
They described the proceedings
only as "a frank exchange of
views."
— A six-member civil rights
last week following swearing
House.
sion was authorized last Au-
the controversial civil rights
Brotherhood To
Elect Officers
The Memphis Baptist dother-
hood will hold election of officers
Friday. Jan. 10, at Owen College.
in the northwest room of the Ad-
ministration building, beginning
et 730 p. m.
Z. L. Bonner. president. urged
mU laymen and brotherhood or-
ganizations to be represented at
the meeting to help officer,. for
this year. lie also requested that
all members of the Brotherhood
who are delinquent in dues some
prepared to clear the record of
1957.
"Each member," MRr. Ronnrr
ed. "Should bring several other
persons.''
The group was beginning a two-
year study of civil rights viola-
tions of all types and will submit
recommendations to Mr. Eisen-
hower an Congress.
Dr. Hannah flew to the initial
meeting despite the fact that his
mother died in Michigan yester-
day. He planned to return for the
funeral after the meeting.
OTHER MEMBERS
Other commission members are
former Virginia Gov. John S. Bat-
tle, Southern Methodist university
law school Desn Robert G. Storey,
former Florida Gov. Doyle Elan
Carlton Assistant Secretary of
Labor J. Ernest Wilkins, the lone
Negro on the commission - and
the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh.
president of Notre Dame univer-
sity.
Battle, Storey and Carlton are
Democrats: Hannah and Wilkins
are Republicans, while the Rev.
Mr. Hesburgh has no political af-
filiation.
The commission's operations
were slated initially to get under-
way in December hut vier- nost
pencil when retired Supreme Court
Justice Stanley F. Reed withdrew
as the appointed chairman, Reed
did so on grounds that inasmuch
as he participated in the Supremo
Court Plmol Integration Decision.
his service on the commission
might reflect on the impartiality
of the Federal judiciary.j Mr. Eisenhower the elevated
I Hannah to the chairmanship and
selected Carlton to be the sixth
com missinner
Words of the Wiser,
Advice Is seldom welcome
Those who need it most, like
It least —(Johnson)
CITE 17 — The Educational
Board of the National Baptist
Convention, Inc., USA, headed
by Dr. W. Ilerbert Brewster,
observed the 94th Emancipa-
tion Anniversary with an in-
spiring program at St. Paul
Baptist church Wednesday ev-
ening, Jan. 1. The program
was highlighted by a panel
discussion on the subject
'Emancipation to Integration,"
and the presentation of cer-
tificates of merit to citizens
who have made worthy con-
tributions to the community.
Appearing on the program
were Hose Walker jr., teach-
er; Mrs. (lassie Bell Taylor,
nurse; L. Alex Wilson, editor;
Atty. H. T. Lorkard. president
of the loca9 NAACP branch;
Rev. S. H. Herring, minister
of St. Paul Baptist and Dr.
Brewster, who served as mac.
ten of ceremonies and mod-
erator of the panel. Rev.
Brewster is shown. Seated,
first row are: Mrs. J. C. Au-
stin, Mr. Wilson, Mrs. Maud-
dean Seward, Mrs. Taylor,
and Dr. A. E. Campbell,
vice president of NBC, Inc.
U. S. A. Second row, standing,
Rev. .1. L. Buckley, Rev.
Charles T. pps, Mrs Inez
Brooks, Dr. J. H. Seward, and
Rev. I,. A. Hamblin. Third
row, left to right: Rev. Eli.
jab Johnson, Atty, Lockard,
Rev. C. M. Lee, Rev. Herring,
and not shown but cited, Hose
Walker, jr. (Withers Photo.)
Envoy Arch
Alexander
Dead At 69
DES MOINES — (INS) — Archie
A. Alexander, 69. former Governor
of the Virgin Islands, suffered a.
fatal heart attack at his home,
2200 Chautauqua parkway in Des
Moines Saturday.
Alexander resigned as Governor
of the Virgin Islands Aug. 18, 1955,
during a Congressional investiga-
tion into construction contracts he
had awarded. The low bid had
been submitted by a firm com-
posed of some of Alexander's
former associates but it was re-
jected.
Alexander denied any "improp-
er action" in connection with the
contract. He had been in ill health
the past two years and recently
underwent major surgery.
HEADED FIRM
He was prominent in engineer-
ing fields and was head of Alex-
ander and Repass, which had of-
fices in Des Moines and Washing-
ton, D. C.
Alexander was cited as the sec-
ond most successful Negro in
American business in 1928 and
was awarded the Spingarn Medal.
He served on a special com-
mission studvireg economic and
social conditions in Haiti in 1934,
and in 1953 joined an inspection
team checking into conditons at
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, at the re-
quest of former Navy Secretary
R. B. Anderson.
FIRST REPUBLICAN GOV.
He was one of the early sup-
porters of the Eisenhower-for-
President movement in Iowa and
in 1954 was appointed by the Pres-
ident as the first Republican goy-
ernor of the Virgin Islands since
settlement of civil government
there in 1931.
He became interested in the
islands just east of Puerto Rico
after his construction firm, Alex-
ander and Repass bid on several
projects there.
Alexander was horn in Ottuma,
Iowa, the son of a coachman. He
worked his way through the en-
gineering college at the State
university of Iowa, where he was
a tackle on the football team from
1910 to 1912.
Among projects his firm built
was a 3 niillion dollar freeway
along the Potomac river and a
bridge across bne end of the Cher-
ry tree tidal basin.
In 1941 he was elected a trustee
of Tuskegee Institute at Tuskegee,
Ala.
Ile is survived by his wife, five
sister and one brother. Funeral
services are planned for Wednes-
day. Jan. 8, at St Paul's Episco-
pal church in Des Moines.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
OPEN HOUSE
Miss Henrietta Elizabeth Yancy,
a 1957 Debutante, was the honor-
cc at an Open house given by her
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Myles C.
Jeffers at their home on Sunday,
Dec. 29.
Upon entering the guests were
greeted by Mrs. John B. Clark. The
hostess and honoree received with
her mother and grandfather.
The table was overlaid with a
lace tablecloth over red satin, and
centered with red carnations,
white mums and candles. In the
living room the Christmas motif
was continued with the traditional
holly, ivy and poinsetta.
Assisting in entergaining t h •
guest for the afternoon were Mrs.
J. W. West, Mrs. Clyde Moore
and Mrs. Lacy Harvey, mother of
the hostess. Alternating at the ta-
ble were Misses Levertha Lynch
and Geraldine Crawford, a fresh-
man at Termessee State univer-
sity, Nashville Tenn.
Soft piano music was rendered
throughout the evening by Miss-
es Ins Clark, Mary E. Jeffers and
Oneida Patton. a student at Lin-
coln university, Jefferson City,
Mo.
A large number of guests from
Blytheville, St. Louis, Holly'
Grove, Brinkley and Forrest City
came by to congratulate the hon-
oree.
tss Yancy is a freshman at
Fisk university, Nashville, Tenn.
The Ministers Wives' club had
its annual Christmas party at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. I. L.
Pitts, A Christmas devotion was
conducted by Mr. C. E. Allen
A very intereting program was
presented by the following mem-
bers of the club: Welcome, Mrs
I. , L. Pitts; Response, Rev. H.
Scott; Reading, Mrs. F. N. Jami-
son; Solo, Mrs. R B Bland; and
remarks, Mrs R. J. Christmas.
Mrs. G. W. Pitts served as the
mistress of ceremonies. Presents
were put under the Christmas tree
for "Silent Partners." Mrs. R.
J. Christmas is president of the
club and Mrs. E. L. Nelson is sec-
retary.
CAl
Forrest Citizens attending the
Alpha Dance in Little Rock, Ark.,
were the J. B. Clarks, M. C. Jef-
fers and Miss Evelyn Baker.
• • •
The Nacirema club held it an-
nual Holiday dance in Marion,
Ark., on Dec. 29, at the Phelix
High school Gym. Guest were pre-
sr,t t from Hayti, Mo., Blythe-
ville, Holly Grove, Marianna, Lit-
tle Rock, West Memphis, McCrory,
Brinkley and Forrest City Ark.
Music was rendered by Evans
Bradshaw's Ornestra.
Special. services were 'held at
the Kynette Methodist church on
Sunday, Jan. 5, 1958. The first
Sunday in the new Year is des-
ignated as "Family Day." Prof.
T. R. Delaney was in charge of
the Devotions.
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
Members and friends of the St.
Paul Baptist church of Browns.
ville gave an excellent dinner for
Rev. and Mrs. L. I. Boykin at
their home on Thursday, Dec. 26.
The members brought turkey,
baked hams, barbecued pork, veg-
estables well
-prepared, and a var-
iety of desserts.
Those present for the dinner in-
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boy-
kins, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson James,
and Miss Bernice Boykins of Bells,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bond, Mr.
and Mrs. W. M. Shaw, Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Jones, Miss Eva
B. Heart, Clinton Shoot, Miss May'
C. Boykins, the couple's grand-
daughter, A. Z. Carter, and Hob-
ert Currie, jr.
Rev. and Mrs. Boykins, along
with Mr. Currie and Miss Smith.
attended a Christmas program at
the St. Paul church during the
holidays, and a pageant entitled
"A Saviour Is Born."
Mrs. Josephine is Wilson 01
Brownsville was very pleased to
have her two sons. Robert jr.
STOP HUNTING!
STOP AT HARRY'S
For Your Favorite Brand
HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
194 East Calhoun
The Union Station Is Across the Street From Us
•
and Clyde. a student at Lane co -
lege, home with her during the
holidays. Robert brought his moth-
er a set of china for her Chirst-
mas present, and other members
of the family also brought her
gifts.
Her other Christmas dinner
guests were her granddaughter,
Miss Diane Currie of Covington,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Shaw, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Sutton, jr., and
others.
Words of the Wise.-
Dare to be true, nothing can
need a lie. —(George Herbert)
Educator's
Rites Held
In Ohio
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Dr. Anne
W. Jordan, dean of women and
associate professor of languages
and literature, Savannah State
college, Savannah, Ga., died Fri-
day, Jan, 3. Funeral services wnre
held Tuesday, Jan. 7, in Ohio.
Dr. Jordan was born Nov. 29, 1915,
in Arlington, Ga.
In addition to her duties as dean
of women and professor at the
college, Dr. Jordan was also chair-
man of the student personnel com-
mittee, the college health serv
Ices committee and advisor to the
association of women students.
Before joining the Savannah
State faculty in 1955, Dr. Jordan
had served as assistant professor
at Wilberforce university, Wilber-
force, Ohio, from 1942 to 1952.
She taught special education at
the French Consul from 1952-53.
Her administrative experiences in-
cluded work as librarsitin with the
Ohio State Industrial department.
Dr. Jordan held membership ir
the following organizations: Alpha
Kappa Mu; Beta Phi Theta, Na-
tional French Honorary Society;
Pi Lambda Theta, National Edu-
cation Honorary Society for Worn.
en; the American Personnel Guid-
ance Association; The American
Association of University Women
and Zeta Phi Beta Sorority.
Special honors and recognition
accorded Dean Jordan included
the awarding to her for the Eu-
banks medal for being the highest
ranking graduate at Wilberforce,
and her selection as the NUGA
speaker in Chicago during her re-
Search work on the doctor's de-
gree.
She held the AB degree from
Wilberforce university; the MA
from Miami (Ohio); the M. Ed.
from Ohio State university and the
Ph.D from Ohio State.
Dr. Jordan's unpublished re-1
search projects consist of the tot-
lowing: "Reflections of contempo-
rary drama in Concourt Journal."
her Master's thesis: "Analysis of
duties and functions of Deans of
Women," M. Ed. thesis; and "Se-
lected Collegiate Experiences and
Beginning Jobs for Women." doc-
toral dissertation.
auestion? Is Perfect
Justice Ever Obtained
By EDGAR T. S'ILW ART
The most popular subjects of
opera, drama and novels are love,
crime, war and justice. Of the
four, justice is probably discussed
most by political speakers and
written most by the press. It is
one of the greatet problems of
government. •
No form of government has
ever been formed that could guar-
antee justice. The reason is sim-
ple: it is administered by human
beings, and all humans are im-
perfect,
The object of law is to admin-
ister justice, hut our legal systems
arc imperfect. Many laws are
t* result of compromise. We have
two classes of law, substantive
(defines the rights and obliga-
tions of nien) and abjective tre-
bles to the means of enforcing
those rights and obligations.) It
Is in the abjective class that jus-
tice is so often defeated. Some
people think only of their right,
forgetting that they have any ob-
ligations. Some lawyers think it
is their duty to keep truths that
are damaging in their cases out.
Some are so smart that they put
a ring in the jury's nose.
TWO EXPERTS
It is said that William J. (Bill)
Fallon and Clarence Darrow used
opposite methods to get the same
results. That was to take the jury's
Elevate 2 At
Ebony Office
CHICAGO — William P. Gray-
son and LeRoy W. Jefferies have
been named vice presidents of the
Johnson Publishing S'ompany, inc.,
John H. Johnson, the president,
announced recently.
Mr. Grayson and Mr. Jefferies
are the first two executives out-
side of the Johnson family to re-
ceive appointments to corporatel
management positions in the or-
ganization's 15 year existence.
Both are advertising managers for
the company's publications, EB-
ONY, TAN, JET, and HUE maga-
zines.
DOWNINGTON SCHOOL
GIVES XMAS DINNER
DOWNINGTON, Pa. — Perpetu-
ating a nannual custom at Down-
ingtan Industrial school, J. H. N.
Waring, Jr., principal, was host
at dinner on Xmas Day to all
members of the staff and students
who were left on the campus.
The guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Colier C. Lewis, Miss Bessie
B. Harris, matron, Mrs. Jenice
R. Miles, cook, Miss Bessie Win-
field, dining room assistant, John
L. Hayes, farm manager, Flem-
ing Pitts, school driver, and 7 stu-
cleats whose campus jobs com-
pelled them to be present.
mind off the main issues. Fallon,
by putting on a show, and Dwerow
by pretending to be half asleep',
Roscoe Pound, former dean of
the Ilarvard law school has said
that "More criminals escape under
the jury system than any other."
Juries sometimes represent the
lowest instead of the best intel-
ligence of the community. Then
there is class, race and political
prejudice.
WORTHY SLOCfN
If a prosecutor is too rough on
a witness the defense can appeal.
If the defense is too rough the
prosecutor cannot. Also there is
the double jeopardy technicality
that keeps a person from being
tried twice for the same offense.
It would seem that too much has
been done to protect the criminal
add not enough to protect his vic-
tims. -
On the other side however, is
the slogan that it is better to let
three guilty persons escape than
to punish one innocent man.
14th Ward Club
To Elect Staff
The 14th Ward Civic club will
meet on Jan. 13 at the Bethel
Presbyterian church, of IWO Mis-
sissippi blvd., at 7:30 p. in.
Z. L. Bonner. president said
regular election of officers will be
held and all members should be
present.
"Several new families." be ex-
plained, "have moved into t h e
ward and we want all of the old
menibers to see and greet them.
Some members of the ward en-
joyed a get acquainted social at
the home of the president last
Monday. This affair was planned
to greet the new families and to
make a formal introduction of
them to some of this officers and
members."
Free Tavern
Owner In Death
Of Ind. Politico
ENGLISH, Ind. — (INS) — A
Negro tavern owner has been ac-
quitted of a murder charge in
the death of Eugene D. Wininger,
48, a beer distributor and promi-
nent Democratic political leader
of French Lick. Ind.
An all-white jury found Harri-
son Lynn, 61, of French Lick, in-
nocent. Ile had pleaded self-de-
fense in the April 25, 1957, shoot-
ing. Lynn said le went to Win-
inger's office on business and an
argument ensued during which
Wininger was shot with a revol-
ver.
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Condensed Statement of Condition
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS DECEMBER 31, 1953
RESOURCES
Cash and due from banks . .$ 255.733.34
U.S. Government Securities 602,492.59
Other Securities  592,429.42
Loans and Discounts   1,578.542.18
Banking house and fixtures 46,435.69
Other Assets  16.620.85
TOTAL  $3,092,254.07
LIABILITIES
•
Deposits ..... .. $2,652,442.50.
Other Liabilities  23,769.68
Capital  200.000.00
Surplus
Reserves
Undivided Profits .....
150,000.00
35.535.97
30,505.92
TOTAL  $3,092,254.07
EACH DEPOSITOR IS INSURED UP TO $10,000.00
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